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Abstract 

 

Physical activity is an essential part of a healthy lifestyle. In the modern world there are 

multiple barriers to exercise. Lack of physical activity and poor diet are primary cause of 

obesity. The prevalence of fitness tracking mobile applications offers an intriguing new 

method in tackling this problem. However, there is a lack of knowledge regarding the effects 

on users´ fitness adherence. 

For this research Endomondo fitness tracking app was studied as an “exemplifying case”. Data 

was gathered by interviewing its users and analyzing the app´s features in order to find out 

how behavior change techniques can be applied to motivate users to sustain physical activity.  

The three most prominent techniques were: “Prompt self-monitoring of behavior”, “Prompt 

intention formation” and “Provide general encouragement”. The three less prominent 

techniques were: “Provide information about others´ approval”, “Prompt specific goal setting” 

and “Provide opportunities for social comparison”.  

This study indicated that BCTs indeed play a significant role in fitness adherence and that they 

should be given consideration. The automatic personalized feedback provided by fitness apps 

can add value by supporting behavior change.  
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1. Introduction  

Today, we live in a world where modern machines do much of our work for us, which greatly 

eliminates the need for manual labor. Many of us have office-based occupations, forcing us to 

remain sedentary for eight or more hours a day. According to a study published in Annals of 

Internal Medicine (Biswas et al., 2015) the average person spends more than half of their 

waking hours in an inactive state (sitting at a computer, watching TV, commuting to and from 

work, etc.). While technology brings obvious benefits, such as getting more done in less time, 

making access to information easier or connecting people at extreme speed, it has many 

drawbacks, as well. Sitting down for extended periods of time can cause problems such as 

chronic back pain, poor posture, and potentially deadly diseases such as diabetes, heart 

disease, and obesity. Moving our bodies means more blood and oxygen flowing throughout 

the brain, which helps us to maintain clarity and keeps our minds sharp. However, by sitting 

for long periods of time, this slows the flow of oxygen and blood to our brains, inhibiting our 

ability to think clearly (Easterbrook, 1959). 

In most Western countries young adults (aged 18-35) are a population group at high risk for 

weight gain (Hebden et al., 2012). World Health Organization (WHO) forecasts that in 2030, 

75% of the population in England will be obese and in Spain, Poland and Czech Republic - 

80% (European Society of Cardiology, 2014). In 2013, 47% of the adult population in 

Denmark was moderately or severely overweight (BMI≥25) according to the State Institute 

for Public Health (Sundhedsstyrelsen, 2015). However, obesity is a problem that not only is 

affecting individuals, but also the society as a whole. Obesity accounts for 18 billion DKK 

annually, covering sick leave, early retirement costs or treatment of sequelae (a pathological 

condition resulting from a disease) (Politiko, 2014). Handel (2011) believes that apps are 

emerging as unique and effective sources of health information and self-management tools.  

Young adults are also the largest population group in which smartphones are gaining 

popularity. The increasing interest in fitness apps has heightened the need for exploring their 

effectiveness and how they create value, and attain loyal users.  

It is becoming harder to predict what factors will drive the success of a new product or 

service, as consumers face more and more choices these days. Success is contingent upon 

more than just engineering-driven features and functions or a creative campaign. Ultimately, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pathological
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Disease
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none of these factors by themselves ensures market success because they cannot predict 

consumer behavior or reaction. There has been little effort for ensuring quality in commercial 

health and fitness apps. In fact, the current success of fitness apps is measured in revenue 

generation, not behavioral metrics (Dole, 2010). Considering that app stores do not report 

data on popularity through downloads or consistent use of particular apps, reviews from 

users are the only quantifiable measure of popularity universally available (Dole, 2010).  

 

1.1. Problem formulation 

Studies on behavior change regarding apps have concluded that apps generally lack the use of 

theoretical constructs (Smith-Dektor & Young, 2014) which highlights the need for further 

research. 

In this study the focus will be on how apps are supporting fitness adherence. The Taxonomy 

of behavior change techniques (BCTs) created by Abraham and Michie (2008) will be 

explored in order to explain how the application of BCTs to fitness apps can motivate users to 

adhere to fitness and sustain physical activity.  

In addition, theories within motivation and health psychology will be explored in order to find 

out how users are motivated which could be applied to the development of fitness apps or 

other digital health related products. One of the successful fitness apps in this field is 

Endomondo and it will be presented as an “exemplifying case” in this thesis. 

A behavior change technique (BCT) is defined as a systematic procedure included as an active 

component of an intervention designed to change behavior. The defining characteristics of a 

BCT (Michie, Abraham et al., 2011) are: 

 

 Observable 

 Replicable 

 Irreducible 

 A component of an intervention designed to change behavior 

 A postulated active ingredient within the intervention 

 

In this research BCTs will be observed based on the first three definitions as a fitness app may 

not categorize as an intervention. In this context, a definition of behavior as agreed across 

http://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007%2F978-1-4419-1005-9_1661#CR166117
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disciplines of psychology, sociology, anthropology, and economics, is “anything a person does 

in response to internal or external events. Actions may be overt (motor or verbal) and directly 

measurable, or covert (activities not viewable e.g., physiological responses) and indirectly 

measurable; behaviors are physical events that occur in the body and are controlled by the 

brain” (Hobbs, Campbell, Hildon, & Michie, 2011). 

The research question of this thesis is as follows: 

 

How can behavior change techniques be applied to fitness tracking mobile apps 

and what are their effects on users´ fitness adherence? 

Fitness tracking mobile application is mobile phone software for monitoring and tracking 

fitness-related metrics such as distance walked or run, calorie consumption, and in some 

cases heartbeat. The generated data is synced wirelessly to a website for long-term data 

tracking. These kinds of apps are an example of wearable technology. 

1.2. Research objectives  

 

While there are numerous articles about the use of mobile technology and health, little has 

been written in the scholarly literature about the use or effectiveness of fitness apps for 

consumers. A recent study found that overall apps contain few features based on behavioral 

change theory (Cowan et al., 2012). Most studies on apps are focused on researching their 

contents and the technological side. However it is also important to have an understanding of 

which BCTs are efficacious and motivating so that the ones that are relevant to users´ 

adherence could be applied. As mentioned previously, the “exemplifying case” of this paper is 

Endomondo which is fitness tracking mobile app created in Denmark in 2007. It became 

popular quickly and gained about 20 million users by 2015 when it was acquired by one of the 

biggest sports apparel brand in the world Under Armour. Therefore it is an intriguing 

company to use as a backdrop for this research. Following are the objectives of this study 

including Endomondo as an example of a successful fitness tracking app: 

 

 Identify the elements of Endomondo´s business model which have contributed to the 

company´s success. Discuss how the app´s features match the BCTs, and hence support 

the users´ goals towards fitness adherence. 

http://link.springer.com/referenceworkentry/10.1007%2F978-1-4419-1005-9_1661#CR166115
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Physical_fitness
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calorie
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wearable_technology
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 Evaluate models and frameworks relevant to supporting behavior change and 

motivation towards fitness. 

 Explore how Endomondo motivate users by comparing the app´s features to theories 

about behavior change and different motivation theories.  

 Formulate recommendations for Endomondo how to sustain users´ loyalty and long 

term fitness adherence. 

2. Literature review 

The commercialization of the smart phone expanded the possibilities within mobile product 

development, mainly mobile applications. Firstly this chapter reviews health figures along 

with numbers of smartphone and apps´ usage. Secondly, the correlation between the two and 

the potential of apps within health and fitness will be discussed. Lastly, theories in the field of 

behavior change techniques, self-monitoring and gamification will be discussed. Those are 

areas of interest to the research as they are deemed relevant in the analysis of fitness apps 

contribution to fitness adherence. 

2.1. Development of smart phones and mobile applications 

The last 20 years mark the era of smartphones development and in the last 5-6 years their 

commercialization rate has grown immensely. Nokia initiated the growth when they launched 

the first smartphone in 2005. Two years later, in 2007 the first iPhone came out. Endomondo 

was founded that same year when apps were not yet a widespread idea (Endomondo, 2015). 

Since the establishment of Apple´s App Store, the number of apps grew tremendously.  In line 

with the latest statistics there are over 1,000,000 available apps individually on Google Play 

Store and Apple App Store (Mashable, 2015). Google defines apps as: “Apps is an abbreviation 

for application. An app is a piece of software. It can run on the Internet, on your computer, or 

on your phone or other electronic device. The word “app” is a more modern usage, but this is 

really the same thing as a program“(Google, 2015). 

The majority of health and fitness apps have a wide range of functionality, such as tracking 

calories, nutrition, calculating body mass index, enhancing workouts etc. Figures published in 

a report on the mobile health (mHealth) app development industry estimated that there are 

100,000 apps dedicated to mobile health. According to them, the global health and fitness app 

http://google.about.com/od/a/g/apps_def.htm
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industry was worth 4 billion USD in 2014 and is expected to increase to 26 billion USD by 

2017. This indicates that this business field is promising and growing steady. Google´s data 

indicates the rise has already begun (mHealth app developer economics, 2014). 

Despite this growth some studies (Molaison 2002; Strecher et al. 1994) argue that apps are 

useless because they only include information and do not induce actual behavior changes 

towards physical activity. In a recent analysis of more than 3,000 health and fitness apps´ 

descriptions conducted by West et al. (2013) found that the majority of the apps lacked 

theoretical components known to facilitate health behavior change. However, this study was 

based only on the descriptions of the apps and has not researched actual users´ behavior. On 

the other hand Handel (2011) states that apps are emerging as unique and effective sources of 

health information and self-management tools.  

2.1.1. Health figures 

Regular physical activity (PA) has long been regarded as an important component of a healthy 

lifestyle. Howley (2001) defines physical activity as “bodily movement produced by skeletal 

muscles that require energy expenditure at a level to produce health benefits”. Scientific 

evidence links regular physical activity to a wide range of physical and mental health benefits, 

and disease prevention (Ba & Wang, 2013). Despite this evidence, many remain sedentary 

(Pate et al., 1995). Sedentary jobs have increased 83% since 1950; physically active jobs now 

make up less than 20% of our workforce (American Heart Association, 2015). 

A study investigating the presence of BCTs in physical activity apps noted that diet and 

physical activity are risk factors associated with many non-communicable diseases (NCDs), 

which account for 63% of deaths worldwide (Direito et al., 2014). Medical research has shown 

the correlation between physical inactivity and several medical conditions and health 

problems (Oinas-Kukkonen, 2010). The lack of physical activity has been formally recognized 

as a serious public health burden associated with increased risk for many chronic disease 

states, such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, obesity, and some cancers (Almeida, 2008).  

A recent study assessed fitness apps in regards to their efficacy as a tool for physical exercise, 

whether they are suitable alternative that could provide another tool for healthcare 

professionals in tackling the barriers to physical activity and promoting healthier lifestyles. It 
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showed that fitness apps are as effective as a gym cycling group class with regards to caloric 

expenditure per unit of time. They offer a new paradigm for exercise for individuals with 

barriers to participating in organized fitness activity (Padmasekara, 2014). 

Hebden et al. (2012) perceive apps as a novel technology that can be used to deliver health 

behavior change interventions directly to individuals en masse in a cost-effective way. 

Fanning et al. (2012) further this testimony by declaring mobile devices as an effective tool 

for increasing physical activity. Diet and exercising are critical factors to one´s health and life 

improvement. It may not be a novel idea that motion affects our health positively, but the fact 

that big percentage of deaths are related to today´s lifestyle of fast food and lack of regular PA 

is quiet striking.  

2.1.2. Fitness apps and smartphone statistics 

In United States 62% of mobile phone users aged 25-34 own a smartphone (Hebden et al., 

2012) whereas in Denmark the percentage is higher     67  of adults, or approximately 3.8 

million people (DR, 2013). By 2020, the expected number of smart phone owners is more than 

6 milliard, or 90% of the world´s population (Jørgensen, 2014). 

Smartphone apps have the potential to improve population health, mainly because of their 

widespread and increasing use and features such as Internet access, GPS, as well as photo, 

video, and voice recording capabilities. Graphical feedback through the smart phone display is 

designed to be as clear as possible and to deliver the information at a glance. However, there 

are limitations to the use of smartphone apps, primarily because they may be expensive to 

develop and their use is often irregular and short-lived (Hebden et al., 2012). 

According to a research in “American Journal of Preventive Medicine” approximately one in five 

smartphone users utilize at least one app to support their health-related goals, and 38% of 

health app users have downloaded an app for PA (Conroy, Yang & Maher, 2014). Pursuant to 

these figures it may be assumed that since the young adults group is the largest group of 

smartphone owners that they are also the primary fitness app users. As mentioned earlier, 

young adults are at high risk for weight gain and they also are a population group who uses 

smartphones a lot. The positive about this is that these people are accessible through fitness 
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apps and as Hebden et al. (2012) declared, apps may be the new tech way to intervene in this 

group. 

A 2012 survey in the United States of three thousand adults indicated that 19% had 

downloaded an app to specifically manage their health (Direito et al., 2014). For instance, 

29% of mobile phone users with one or more health problems feel that an easy-to-use device 

that tracks their condition and progress would motivate them to better track or manage their 

health (Parks Associates, 2012). 

2.2. Behavior change techniques (BCTs) in fitness apps 

The rapidly expanding category of health-related apps raises important public health 

questions regarding the quality of available apps and their potential for influencing behavior 

change. Research evaluating the design and effectiveness of mobile online health information 

is rather limited. For a fitness app to be influential it may be crucial to employ behavior 

change methods.  

Theory is a critical component in effective interventions because it aids in understanding how 

and why individuals behave and change. Theory-based interventions have been shown to be 

effective in changing behavior (Glanz et al., 2008). Indeed, previous research has shown that 

specifically mobile device interventions are most effective when they are based on theory 

(Fjeldsoe, Miller, and Marshall 2010; Riley et al., 2011) and that the use of behavior change 

techniques to address behavioral determinants conceptualized in behavior change theory is 

linked to effectiveness (Abraham & Michie, 2008). However, studies on behavior change 

theories in apps have concluded that apps generally lack the use of theoretical constructs 

(Middelweerd et al., 2014). 

To better leverage the potential of mobile technologies for health behavior interventions, 

health behavior theories and models need to be able to guide the development of complex 

interventions that adapt rapidly over time in response to various inputs. Existing health 

behavior theories and models have served for many years as guides to intervention 

development and delivery, and these theories have been the basis not only for face-to-face 

counseling interventions but also mass media and social marketing efforts. Models such as the 

Health Belief Model, Theory of Planned Behavior, Social Cognitive Theory, the 

Transtheoretical Model, and Self-Determination Theory have served as the basis for many of 
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the eHealth web and computer interventions and have informed how interventions can be 

tailored to the individual´s baseline status (Riley et al., 2011). 

According to Hebden et al. (2012) young adults often lack the self-regulatory skills, such as 

self-monitoring and planning, required to adopt and maintain healthy behaviors. While 

Hebden and her colleagues were developing apps aimed at modifying key lifestyle behaviors 

such as nutrition and physical activity, they were considering behavior change strategies. One 

of them, the behavior-image model (Ba & Wang, 2013) suggests that through social- and self-

comparison, individuals will compare themselves to similar human images and create 

projections of themselves possessing the desired characteristics of the humans in those 

images (Werch, 2007). This process is referred to as “self-reevaluation” in the 

Transtheoretical Model, which uses healthy role models and imagery to assist one´s 

progression from contemplating behavior change to preparing for changing behavior 

(Prochaska, DiClemente, & Norcross, 1992).  

Although there is a possibility that people may not recognize, and may even deny the 

relationship between their own behaviors and their health status (Hoch and Lowenstein 

1991), Protection Motivation Theory suggests that when consumers do not perceive that they 

are vulnerable to a health risk, they may lack the motivation to change their behavior (Rogers, 

1975). Furthermore it proposes that we protect ourselves based on four factors: 

- the perceived severity of a threatening event; 

- the perceived probability of the occurrence; 

- vulnerability, the efficacy of the recommended preventive behavior; 

- the perceived self-efficacy 

Further reducing motivation, decisions about health behaviors often involve trade-offs 

between short- and long-term gains. In addition, many health benefits are invisible, and 

consumers may place greater value on visible results (e.g. enhanced appearance from 

frequenting a tanning salon) rather than less visible but more serious health consequences 

(e.g. skin cancer). Given that fact, it is understandable that consumers may not follow 

recommendations for behavior change (Scammon et al., 2011). 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Self_efficacy
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2.2.1. Taxonomy of behavior change techniques (BCTs) 

Abraham and Michie (2008) made the first systematic analysis that identifies potentially 

effective techniques included in behavior change interventions across behavioral domains. 

The taxonomy (see Appendix I) is a set of theory-linked BCTs that can be used to characterize 

and differentiate between intervention content and to facilitate communication between 

intervention designers, adopters, and reviewers. It has been used in numerous intervention 

and behavior change studies that aimed to increase physical activity (Webb, Joseph, Yardley & 

Michie, 2010; Abraham & Michie, 2008; Michie, Abraham, Whittington, McAteer & Gupta, 

2009; Golley, Hendrie, Slater & Corsini, 2011) 

 

Most common BCTs 

Studies (Williams & French, 2011; Conroy, Yang & Maher, 2014; Direito et al., 2014; Doshi et 

al., 2003; Middelweerd, Mollee, van der Wal, Brug, & Te Velde, 2014) suggest that the most 

used BCTs are:  

Provide instruction - Telling the person how to perform a behavior and/or preparatory 

behaviors. 

Providing feedback (on performance) - Providing data about recorded behavior or 

evaluating performance in relation to a set standard or others´ performance, i.e., the person 

received feedback on their behavior. 

Goal-setting (for physical activity) - Involves detailed planning of what the person will do, 

including a definition of the behavior specifying frequency, intensity, or duration and 

specification of at least one context, that is, where, when, how, or with whom. 

Automated tracking, ability to track progress towards goals, integrated music features, 

flexibility, user-friendly interfaces, goal-setting and problem solving features have been 

shown to be important features of apps in promoting physical activity (Robin & Bock, 2011). 

Number of BCTs in apps 

A recent study observed the number of BCTs in fitness apps and found that overall the apps 

contained only few features based on behavioral change theory (Cowan et al., 2012). These 

results are also supported by Doshi et al. (2003) and Breton et al. (2011). On average, the 
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reviewed apps included 5 behavior change techniques (Middelweerd et al., 2014). In another 

study the average number of BCTs in the tested apps was 8, the number being slightly higher 

for paid than free apps (Direito et al., 2014). 

Studies reported inconclusive conclusions regarding the number of behavior change 

techniques that are associated with larger effects: a systematic review on web-based 

interventions reported that interventions that included larger numbers of behavior change 

techniques are more likely to be effective (Webb, Joseph, Yardley & Michie, 2010), whereas 

another meta-analysis suggests that the number of included BCTs is not associated with a 

larger effect (Michie, Abraham, Whittington, McAteer & Gupta, 2009). However, Direito et al. 

(2014) point out that the effectiveness of BCTs is determined by the context in which they are 

applied hence, conclusions about the behavior change potential of apps based on 

incorporation of BCTs should be interpreted cautiously as BCTs are not effective under all 

conditions. 

2.2.2. Self-monitoring and “The Quantified Self” 

The tracking and analysis of one´s self and one´s body are not new practices. People have been 

recording their habits and health-related metrics for centuries as part of attempts at self-

reflection and self-improvement. What is new is the term “Quantified self” and its associated 

movement, which includes a dedicated website (www.quantifiedself.com), and regular 

meetings and conferences, as well as the novel ways of self-tracking using digital technologies 

that have developed in recent years. 

These technologies allow self-trackers to collect data on their moods, diet, dreams, social 

encounters, posture, sexual activity, blood chemistry, heart rate, body temperature, exercise 

patterns, brain function, alcohol, and coffee and tobacco consumption, to name a few 

examples (Lupton, 2013). 

2.2.2.1. Self-monitoring 

The new digital technologies give people the opportunity to create and upload content such as 

status updates, links to other material, audio-visual material, comments and personal data. 

The introduction of digital devices and associated apps, platforms and websites allow people 

to monitor and measure their bodily activities and functions. These practices are often 
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referred to as “self-tracking” or “quantifying the self”. According to Ruckenstein and Lupton 

(Lupton 2013a, 2013c; Ruckenstein 2014) people see this as opportunity to learn more about 

themselves understand their bodies, selves and social relations and thus improve their lives. 

Self-tracking can help people feel more in control of their lives and may assist them to achieve 

their personal goals (Ruckenstein, 2014).  

Using self-tracking technologies encourages people to think about their bodies and their 

selves through numbers. The implication of the “self-knowledge through numbers” motto is 

that “self-knowledge” via self-tracking and the production of “numbers” is a worthy goal for 

individuals to aspire to. The more we know about ourselves and our bodies, the more 

productive, wealthier, wiser, healthier, emotionally stable and so on we can be. It is assumed 

that the production of such objective data is the best way of assessing and representing the 

value of one´s life and that better “self-knowledge” will result (Lupton, 2013a). 

Self-tracking is surely not a newfound subject, but it is particularly pertinent at present. 

Digitization has automated the process of data collection, rather than leaving this task to 

people´s “spotty memories” (Whitson, 2013, p. 168). It stems from the idea that self-tracking, 

by revealing personal facts, can indeed be beneficial. This is the underlying hypothesis of the 

“Quantified Self” (QS) movement - one whose devotees “enthusiastically measure and track a 

variety of aspects of their everyday lives” (Neff, 2013, p. 118).  

For instance, the heart monitor allows us to observe our heart´s function (instant feedback) 

and thus make adjustments in what we do - it allows us to literally tune our own engine. The 

results are made evident through longer term record keeping—a personalizing of the medical 

record (Pantzar & Shove 2005). 

Quantification is an essential tool in governance, it relies on data collection, followed by data 

display and cross-referencing, in order to discover correlations, and provide feedback to 

modify behavior. As Pantzar and Shove note, “Once equipped with a heart rate meter, an 

individual becomes a knowable, calculable and administrable object” (Pantzar & Shove 2005). 

Through self-observation and quantification we can control our bodies. Data collection is part 

of altering a behavior and as such, quantification is a surveillance apparatus (Whitson, 2013). 

Duden (1993) and Waldby (1997) believe that the use of digital mobile technologies to record 

and monitor bodily functions, as part of health promotion is a logical extension of the use of 

visualizing technologies in medicine. Examples are X-rays, ultrasound and magnetic 

resonance imaging which have been used for some decades to monitor and interpret the body. 
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2.2.2.2. Quantified Self 

The term “quantified self” was generated when the Quantified Self movement was first 

developed in 2007 by two “Wired” magazine editors, Gary Wolf and Kevin Kelly (Lupton, 

2013). The Quantified Self movement supports the belief that collecting and analyzing 

personal data on a daily basis helps people improve their lives. The blog has generated 

widespread interest and led to meetings of entrepreneurs in more than 50 cities around the 

world (Ecommerce Times, 2015). There are now over 130 quantified self-groups in 34 

countries around the world, many of which hold regular meetings involving “show-and-tell” 

discussions of how members have been engaging in self-tracking activities (Lupton, 2013). 

The term “quantified self” is now frequently used not only in relation to members of the 

Quantified Self movement, but more generally to refer to the practices of self-tracking or life 

logging. The concept of the quantified self takes up and interprets a view of the body/self that 

positions it as amenable to improvement, an object of personal enterprise and work.  

 

It introduces the body/self as a machine-like entity, with “inputs” and “outputs” that can be 

measured and quantified. Bodily sensations become phenomena that are augmented through 

machines, transformed into data and then communicated back to the human user. It is 

assumed that the production of such data is the best way of assessing and representing the 

value of one´s life and that better “self-knowledge” will result, as demonstrated in the 

Quantified Self website´s tagline “self-knowledge through numbers” (Lupton, 2013). In a way 

this makes sense because the better one knows their body´s reaction or performance to the 

elements, certain type of food, or weather conditions, the better one can react to protect or 

improve themselves. It can be linked to survival and evolution, and Darwin´s slogan “survival 

of the fittest”. Today you need to be knowledgeable to be fit. 

Gary Wolf was quoted in a Washington Post article (Hesse, 2008) as commenting that: “For a 

certain type of person, data is the most important thing you can trust. Certain people think a 

feeling of inner certainty is misleading.” A self-tracker also interviewed for this article agreed 

with this sentiment: “I want to understand the changes that are actually happening [in my 

life], not just my perceptions of them.” The author of this news story goes on to assert that: 

“Computers don´t lie. People lie” (Hesse, 2008). 
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As part of these processes, self-trackers interpret “the numbers” they produce on themselves 

in certain ways based on how they want the numbers to represent them or underlying 

assumptions about what they mean. Self-tracking is a practice that presents a version of the 

self and the body that one most wants to achieve. As such it can serve as a motivating factor in 

itself. This is the qualitative or interpretive aspect of self-quantification: the ways in which the 

numbers are interpreted and given meaning (Lupton, 2013). In this way people have the 

possibility of creating their digital identity. With the aforementioned “prosumption” users 

have the possibility to showcase their results or “outputs”. This makes one seem productive 

and possibly create a feeling of achievement which brings self-content. It also may be easier to 

compete with peers on numbers rather than looks. Could that be as well an underlying reason 

for self-tracking?  

 

In addition self-tracking represents self-reflexivity in its intense focus on the self and using 

data about the self to make choices about future behaviors. In relation to health matters, self-

tracking offers a strategy by which people feel as they can gather data upon their health 

indicators as a means of avoiding illness and disease. As one advocate of self-tracking in 

preventive medicine put it, using these technologies represents a paradigm shift from “My 

health is the responsibility of my physician” to “My health is my responsibility, and I have the 

tools to manage it” (Swan 2012, 108). Biometric data may make people feel as they are taking 

responsibility for their health, and having gathered their own data allows them to have a 

tangible proof that they are taking care of themselves. Although consumers frequently have 

trouble processing and understanding health information, from nutrition information on food 

packages to risk information presented in the popular press. Health information is typically 

presented using numbers, but low statistical literacy, even among the well-educated may 

create vulnerability (Lipkus, Samsa & Rimer 2001). For this reason graphs, charts and other 

forms of visual data representation can help in the development of managing our health 

better, by comprehending it better.  

Metering technologies provide users with instantaneous and long-term feedback on the 

outcomes of past practice, thus influencing future behavior. The feedback developed through 

quantification “is critical for the endurance of practices over time and for their diffusion and 

aggregation” (Pantzar & Shove, 2005). 
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As stated by Gary Wolf (2010), the co-founder of The Quantified Self movement (along with 

Kevin Kelly) we track ourselves all the time, but something changes when we digitize this self-

monitoring: “We step on a scale and record our weight. We balance a checkbook. We count 

calories. But when the familiar pen-and-paper methods of self-analysis are enhanced by 

sensors that monitor our behavior automatically, the process of self-tracking becomes both 

more alluring and more meaningful. Automated sensors do more than give us facts; they also 

remind us that our ordinary behavior contains obscure quantitative signals that can be used 

to inform our behavior, once we learn to read them.” While the quantification of the self has 

commonalities with the tradition of journaling and the care of the self, the difference is the 

precision, complexity and the amount of the data collected, as well as the way it is presented 

back to the chronicler (Whitson, 2013). 

2.2.3. Motivation 

In order to study how fitness apps use different rewarding mechanisms to create and sustain 

fitness adherence, it is necessary to explore the reasons people exercise. Motivation is the 

result of processes, internal or external to the individual that arouse enthusiasm and 

persistence to pursue a certain course of action (Sternberg, 2008). 

 

Intrinsic, Extrinsic and Social Motivation 

The concept of motivation has been mostly discussed using the intrinsic and extrinsic 

dichotomy (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Deci & Ryan,1985; Deci & Ryan, 1991). However, according to 

Dishman (1984) and Weinberg (1984) the motivation for engaging in a certain activity is a 

function of both intrinsic and extrinsic motivating factors. Wankel (1993) views intrinsic 

motivation as a key factor in exercise adherence. He also states that social motives, although 

extrinsic to the activity, may contribute to adherence because social interaction can add to 

one´s enjoyment—an intrinsic motivation—in participating in the exercise activities. A study 

by Ryan et al. (1997) revealed that adherence to exercise was associated with motives focused 

on enjoyment and social interaction. Based on self-determination theory, Li (1999) developed 

a multidimensional Exercise Motivation Scale to assess motivational tendencies in the 

exercise context. One dimension in the scale is the social dimension. These findings seem to 

indicate that it might be useful to further divide the categories of motivational factors. This is 

supported by a recent study which stresses the impact of social motives in a person´s code of 
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conduct and therefore positions community-based social motivations as an individual 

category (Motzek, 2007). In the context of this thesis it is valuable to follow Motzek´s 

framework of motivations, because the study seeks to investigate the role of the community 

and how it relates to users´ motivation. Thus, in this paper motivational factors are divided 

into intrinsic, extrinsic and social motives. 

 

2.2.3.1. Intrinsic motivation in physical activity 

Intrinsic motivation in physical activity refers to the degree to which an individual feels 

pleasure or satisfaction while engaging in the activity. Researchers have suggested that 

regardless of one´s initial motive for exercising (such as losing weight or attractive 

appearance), intrinsic motivation is critical for exercise adherence and maintaining physical 

activity behavior (Brawley & Vallerand, 1984). Extrinsic reasons for participation may lead to 

poor exercise adherence rates, since extrinsically focused individuals may derive less 

enjoyment from the activity itself. Studies have found that lack of enjoyment to be a primary 

reason for withdrawing from physical activity programs (Boothby et al., 1981). Therefore if 

one exercises for intrinsic reasons, he/she is more likely to feel energized, confident, and 

satisfied and continue physical activity for a longer duration (Frederick & Ryan, 1993). Thus 

intrinsic motivation is a key factor for exercise adherence. A highly intrinsically motivated 

state is achieved when people are engaged in an activity where the challenges match their 

level of skills and they traverse into a state of “psychological high” where enjoyment of the 

task is maximized and intense concentration is achieved. This experience of “flow” produces 

heightened feelings of enjoyment (Sternberg, 2008).  

2.2.3.2. Extrinsic motivation in physical activity 

By contrast, extrinsically motivated behaviors are those that are performed in order to obtain 

rewards or outcomes that are separate from the behavior itself. Exercises which have body-

related motives (desires to improve appearance or fitness) are primarily extrinsically focused, 

as their goals are extrinsic to the activity per se (Richard, Christina, Deborah, Rubio, & 

Kennon, 1997). Instead of being a spontaneous behavior done for fun and challenge, exercise 

is thus often accomplished for extrinsic reasons. An important question arises whether such 

extrinsic motives can sustain exercise activity over time. A study suggested that, despite the 
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fact that people primarily mention extrinsic reasons for exercising, intrinsic motivation 

remains a critical factor in sustained physical activity. This study specifically found that, 

although extrinsic motives were highly rated as reasons for initiating physical activity 

programs, adherence was rather linked to enjoyment and competence, which are of intrinsic 

nature (Richard, Christina, Deborah, Rubio, & Kennon, 1997). 

Extrinsic motivation also refers to external means that affect behaviors, such as monetary 

rewards or grades, or threat of punishment (Ba & Wang, 2013). The major components of 

extrinsic motivations are competence, evaluation, recognition, money, and other types of 

tangible incentives and constrains by others. A sense of competition could be said to provide a 

generalized extrinsic motivation, for instance, because the individuals hope to win and 

therefore receive some form of external reward (Sternberg, 2008).  

2.2.3.3. Social motivational factors 

Wankel (1993) pointed that social motives, although extrinsic to the activity, may contribute 

to adherence because social interaction can add to one´s enjoyment in participating, and 

enjoyment is critical to adherence. Perrin (1979) found that, people reported health benefits 

as their reason for initiating physical activity, but enjoyment was their main reason for 

continuing. In accordance with these results, Boothby, Tungatt & Townsend (1981) found lack 

of enjoyment to be primary reason for withdrawing from physical activity programs. These 

findings revealed that adherence was associated with motives focused on enjoyment, 

competence, and social interaction but not with motives focused on fitness or appearance. 

Body-focused motives were unrelated to adherence (Richard, Christina, Deborah, Rubio, & 

Kennon, 1997). 

Some apps offer a Facebook and Twitter integration which offers the possibility to establish 

social connections by for example beating a friend´s record or challenging a stranger, which 

can be a motivational factor (Kranz et al., 2013). 

2.2.3.3.1. Competitiveness as motivation 

When users employ devices measuring their bodily functions, movement and consumption 

habits and then display the collected data via social media platforms, they are, in effect, 

sharing personal body conditions, using them for the purpose of “performing health”. 

Sometimes this display of one´s biometric data may take a certainly competitive form. For 
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example, websites such as www.strava.com, where users can upload data from digital devices 

which have GPS and heart monitor results from a run, hike or cycle which show how many 

kilometers they have covered and at what speeds, power and heart rates, and then compare 

these data with others engaging in similar activities on the same route. They also have the 

possibility to compete with themselves by comparing data from previous outings with their 

latest and again broadcast the resultant data to their social networks. Therefore, these options 

are able to contribute to the shaping of identity and the presentation of the self online (Zhao, 

Grasmuck & Martin 2008; Ellis 2010; Davis 2012). 

2.2.3.3.2. Long-term adherence motivation 

One of the most difficult aspects of promoting physical activity is developing lasting 

behavioral change. There are complex factors at play to establish behavioral change, and 

enjoyment of the activity is a part of this. Current health and fitness apps only partially focus 

on long-term motivation so far. Kranz et al. (2013) believe that adding individualized and 

personalized feedback could increase the long-term motivation of the user.  

The integration of feedback in sports and fitness applications adds to establish long-term 

motivation and engagement in numerous ways. First, a training assessment for singular 

exercises in the form of a score (“you reached 85/100 points”) motivates beating this value 

and improving further to reach perfection. Second, a history of training results allows tracking 

improvement, acknowledging that regular training “pays off” (Kranz et al., 2013). For 

example, Nike Training Club app offers different medals when the user reaches certain 

milestones which can be an example for an instant gratification (Padmasekara, 2014). The 

integration of playful aspects and connection to social networks can further contribute to 

long-term motivation. Some applications already upload training results to Facebook, viewing 

friends´ high scores, and beating competitors make physical activity more fun than solitary 

training (Kranz et al., 2013). 

 

2.3. Decision determinants 

Theoretical approaches to studying physical activity provide researchers with a better 

understanding of the facilitating and inhibiting factors influencing exercise adoption, 

motivation, and adherence. Many theories have been applied to exercise in order to 
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understand and explain multidimensional exercise determinants. The most frequently used 

theories include:  

a) Belief-attitude theories (i.e., protection motivation theory, health belief model, theory of 

reasoned action/planned behavior) 

b) Control-based theories (i.e., self-determination theory) 

c) Decision-making theories (i.e., transtheoretical model) 

d) Competence-based theories (i.e., social cognitive theory) (Downs & Hausenblas, 2005).  

 

There are two approaches currently dominating the behavior change literature - the staged-

based approach and the cognitive-based approach (Sutton, 2008). According to the stage-

based model individuals go through stages in order to adopt or maintain complex behaviors 

such as physical activity, whereas cognitive-based approaches propose that complex 

behaviors are controlled by rationale cognitive activity. In the cognitive-based approach 

interventions focus on identifying factors which can explain the behavior. There are of course 

other popular models like the Sports Commitment Model, the Schema Theory, the 

Psychological Continuum Model, the Social Support Model, the Enjoyment Model, and the 

Health Belief Model (Sallis, Owen & Fisher, 2008). However, the Social Cognitive theory (SCT) , 

the Self-efficacy theory (SET) and the theory of Planned Behavior (TPB), models represent 

those which have been extensively tested and adopted in the health behavior and PA 

literature (Browning & Thomas, 2005). Therefore, these four models are most relevant in the 

discussion/course of this research.  

 

2.3.1. Attitude formation and its effects on behavior 

Usually there is a reason behind people´s behavior and actions, a person wants to either gain 

or lose something. The term for this is “reasoned action” which is present in the expectancy-

value model of attitude and in the theory of planned behavior. According to this perspective, 

people´s attitudes follow spontaneously and consistently from beliefs accessible in their 

memory and then guide corresponding behavior (Dole, 2010). 

However, current social psychology has discovered limitations in the human information 

processing and behavior. Keeping in mind the assumptions of bounded rationality (Simon, 

1955); social psychologists have shown that people take intuitive short-cuts to form their 
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judgments and decisions (Nisbett & Ross, 1980; Tversky & Kahneman, 1974, 1981). In 

addition, they are ready to change their attitudes and opinions on the basis of inadequate 

peripheral cues or heuristic rules of thumb (Chaiken, 1980; Petty & Cacioppo, 1986). 

Moreover, some persist that human behavior often proceeds automatically, habitually, or 

mindlessly, bypassing conscious reasoning altogether (Bargh, Chen & Burrows, 1996; Cialdini, 

1993; Fazio, 1990; Langer, 1978). 

In order to change an attitude and consequently behavior it is relevant to study how attitude 

is formed, so that we know where and how to interfere to be able to make a change. Social 

attitudes are assumed to be shaped by past experiences that guide future behavior (Campbell, 

1963). Fishbein Ajzen (2011) “propose to use the term “attitude” to refer to the evaluation of 

an object, concept, or behavior along a dimension of favor or disfavor, good or bad, like or 

dislike. Examples of responses reflecting attitude are approval or disapproval of a policy, 

liking or disliking of a person or group of people, and judgments of any concept on such 

dimensions as enjoyable-unenjoyable, desirable-undesirable, good-bad, or pleasant 

unpleasant.”. Nonetheless it is important to notice that attitudes may be influenced by moods 

and emotions. 

Research on attitude formation and change (Doob, 1947; Fishbein, 1963; Staats & Staats, 

1958) was dominated by the information-processing perspective advanced by Carl Hovland 

and his associates at Yale University (Hovland, Janis, & Kelley, 1953; McGuire, 1972). They 

argued that attitudes are based on information about the attitude object, and that attitudes 

can therefore be changed by revealing new information in the form of a persuasive 

communication. Reception and acceptance of this new information would lead to attitude 

change. Following this logic perhaps a persuasive design or in this case persuasive technology 

might have similar effects in influencing an attitude change and thus behavior change as well? 

In Fishbein´s theory, people´s evaluations of, or attitudes toward an object are determined by 

their accessible beliefs about the object, where a belief is defined as the subjective probability 

that the object has a certain attribute (Fishbein & Ajzen, 1975). For example, a person may 

believe that physical exercise (the attitude object) reduces the risk of heart disease (the 

attribute). Each belief thus associates the object with a certain attribute.  

Drawing from this, there is a possibility to change one´s attitude by revealing new information 

about a certain activity and thus alter their behavior. 
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2.3.2. The Social Cognitive Theory within Physical Activity (SCT) 

It is widely used model of behavior change which is favored by researchers (Bandura, 1977). 

The theory states that when people observe a model performing a behavior and the 

consequences of that behavior, they remember the sequence of events and use this 

information to guide their subsequent behaviors (Bandura, 1986). People do not learn new 

behaviors solely by trying them and either succeeding or failing, but rather, the survival of 

humanity is dependent upon the replication of the actions of others. Depending on whether 

people are rewarded or punished for their behavior and the outcome of the behavior, the 

observer may choose to replicate behavior modeled. The structure and predictive utility of 

this model has been tested across many domains and populations (McAuley, Jerome, Marquez, 

Elavsky & Blissmer, 2003; Resnick, Palmer, Jenkins & Spellbring, 2000) and has emerged as 

one of the most prominent frameworks adopted in the study of motivation and behavioral 

outcomes. People have been seeing their friends use the app, running or cycling, so they can 

see that the outcome is good which can be perceived as motivation for them to try it out.  

 

2.3.3. The Self-Efficacy Theory within Physical Activity (SET) 

Self-efficacy is an important aspect of social cognitive theory as it is developed from external 

experiences and self-perception, and is influential in determining the outcome of many events. 

The concept of self-efficacy has been central in the attempts at understanding the 

motivational process involved in sports and exercise performance (Hagger & Chatzisarantis, 

2005). High and low self-efficacy determines whether or not someone will choose to take on a 

challenging task or deem it impossible. Albert Bandura has defined self-efficacy as the 

strength of one´s belief in one´s own ability to complete tasks and reach goals (1977). It is 

tough to influence the goals people set, their ability to persist obstacles, and their capacity to 

cope with setbacks and stress, and influence behavioral engagement. As an example, self-

efficacy directly relates to how long someone will stick to a workout regimen or a diet 

(Bandura, 1977). In a recent study, it was found that tailoring, vicarious experience, feedback, 

performing the behavior during intervention sessions and goal setting by the interventionist 

were associated with higher levels of self-efficacy. Persuasion, graded mastery and barrier 

identification were associated with lower levels of self-efficacy (Ashford, Edmunds & French, 
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2010). Hence targeting self-efficacy appears to be an effective way to increase physical 

activity. 

Williams and French (2011) found that interventions that included feedback on past 

performance or feedback in comparison to others´ performance produced the highest levels of 

self-efficacy. In their analysis there were six BCTs which were significantly associated with 

higher physical activity behavior effect: 

 

1. “action planning” 

2. “reinforcing effort or progress towards behavior” 

3. “provide instruction” 

4. “facilitate social comparison” 

5. “time management” 

6. “provide information on consequences of the behavior in general” 

 

The first three were associated with significantly higher levels of both self-efficacy and 

physical activity. “Relapse prevention” and “setting graded tasks” were associated with 

significantly lower self-efficacy and physical activity levels (Williams & French, 2011). It 

seems that people´s actions are influenced by interplay of their own beliefs and other people´s 

actions.  

2.3.4. The Theory of Planned Behavior within Physical Activity (TPB) / Theory of 
Reasoned Action (TRA) 

Identifying the decision making process is 

central to increasing PA levels. The TPB is a 

model (see Figure 1) that has been broadly 

used and validated in understanding the 

influencing factors of adoption, motivation 

and adherence in the exercise domain (Ajzen, 

1991). In psychology, the theory of planned 

behavior is a theory that links beliefs and 

behavior. It has been applied to studies of the 

relations between beliefs, attitudes, behavioral intentions and behaviors in various fields such 

Figure 1. Theory of Planned Behavior 
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as advertising, public relations, advertising campaigns and healthcare. Ajzen (1991) believed 

that intention is the most immediate determinant of behavior influenced by two social 

cognitive variables, attitude and subjective norm (Ajzen, 1991). Attitude is about what the 

person believes the outcome of the behavior will be, either positive or negative. Subjective 

norm concerns what significant others (friends/peers) think of the behavior, which affects 

people because they want to comply with social expectations. Perceived behavioral control 

relates to whether the behavior is easy or hard to carry out.  

Downs and Hausenblas (2005) found that:  

a) Exercise was most strongly associated with intention and perceived behavioral control;  

b) Intention was most strongly associated with attitude; and  

c) Intention predicted exercise behavior, and attitude and perceived behavioral control 

predicted intention.  

2.3.5. Social support 

A number of studies have exposed how important social support is in exercising. Research has 

indicated that “lack of motivation” is a key factor in why a person does not exercise. One factor 

that addresses motivation is the social network and their influence. People join gyms not only 

for health and fitness, but also for the social atmosphere. Christakis and Fowler (2009) 

suggest that “people are inter-connected and so their health is inter-connected. Inter-personal 

health effects in social networks provide a new foundation for public health”. As online and 

offline connections between people become intertwined, social networking methods 

increasingly resemble real-life social interactions, including physical activity and health 

(Vickey, Breslin & Tsai, 2011). Cattell (2001) has recognized that both formal and informal 

social networks have been shown to be a very powerful tool in encouraging positive health 

behavior. 

Particularly in the focus of this research is the effect of digital health communities as 

Endomondo is a digital program. A study by Ba and Wang (2013) suggest that there is a high 

level of correlation between users´ exercise activities and their participation in digital health 

communities. 

Allen (2003) considered motivation from a social perspective and identified three sources of 

motivation: social validation of oneself, affiliation experience, and perceptions of 
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belonging. Social validation of oneself is about getting recognition from others, in the form of 

social approval, social acceptance, and social status. Affiliation experience and perceptions of 

belonging, on the other hand, motivate people to exercise because they want to make friends 

and be part of a social group which shares the same interests. In studies by McCullagh et al. 

(1993) and Passer (1981), the participants pointed social reasons for engaging in physical 

activity. Such reasons include affiliation, being part of a team, and social status. Scanlan et al. 

(1993) supported these findings and declared that individuals´ motivation in sports may be 

related not only to a desire to develop physical ability, but also to develop social networks. 

These networks are the social connections that surround an individual. Social support has 

been linked to a number of health outcomes, and appears to be a crucial determinant of 

success in changing health habit (Sallis, Grossman, Pinski, Patterson & Nader, 1987). 

Today our social lives have transferred more or less onto the digital world and our 

relationships are sustained through online interactions. Almost everyone has an account on 

the most popular digital platforms. The 2012 Pew Internet Survey found that people are 

increasingly seeking to connect with others about health (Fox, 2012). Online social networks 

are part of our daily life now. Social support from family and friends has been shown to have 

comparatively positive relationship with adult PA (Treiber, Baranowski & Braden, 1991; 

Wankel, 1984). Hence if the support is transmitted through online platforms it can have the 

same effects, only delivered through a different channel. This conclusion is consistent with Ba 

and Wang´s (2013) results which reveal that the social networking functions provided by 

these websites are indeed linked to people´s exercise level. Other studies have also shown 

that users of online social networks report utilizing the networks as a source of information 

and emotional support regarding a behavior change (Hwang, 2010). 

There are numerous apps that offer a different support and options, ones that are built on a 

social value, such as www.bodybarista.com. People upload a photo of themselves and 

compare it to other people´s photos with the goal of getting inspired to get fit, by seeing “areas 

where you are bigger, smaller, more or less defined than the guy with your perfect shape”. It 

remains unclear whether this kind of motivation, through body details comparison is strong 

enough to create a behavior change. 
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2.3.6. Persuasive technology 

Persuasive technology theory suggests that technology can be designed to change user 

attitudes and behaviors through persuasion and social influence (Doshi et al., 2003). Similarly, 

the Fogg Behavioral Model (FBM) (Fogg, 2009) named three main elements necessary to 

persuade an individual to change behavior: motivation, ability, and triggers (see Figure 2). 

The model suggests that when technology increases motivation and ability to make change, 

triggers to change behavior are more likely to work (Azar et al., 2013). But the three factors 

must take place at the same time; else the behavior will not happen. The FBM is useful in 

analysis and design of persuasive technologies. According to Fogg, persuasive technology is 

essentially about learning to automate behavior 

change. The FBM provides designers and 

researchers with a systematic way to think about 

the factors underlying behavior change. 

Increasing motivation is not always the solution. 

Often increasing ability (making the behavior 

simpler) is the path for increasing behavior 

performance. Effective persuasive technologies 

will boost either motivation or ability (usually by 

making something simpler, like 1-click 

purchasing) or both. But the behavior must be 

triggered; this third factor is often the missing piece (Fogg, 2009). 

Triggers and Timing - A trigger can take many forms – an alarm, a text message, an 

announcement that a sale is ending and so on. Successful triggers have three characteristics: 

we notice the trigger; we associate it with a target behavior and the trigger occurs when we 

are both motivated and able to perform the behavior. According to Fogg (2009) the timing is 

often the missing element in behavior change.  

When the combination of motivation and ability places a person above the behavior activation 

threshold, then a trigger will cause that person to perform the target behavior. If a person is 

underneath this threshold, then a trigger will not lead to the target behavior. Computer 

systems often do a frustrating job of triggering behavior. Beeps, email alerts, bouncing icons 

Figure 2. Fogg Behavioral Model with its three factors 

and their subcomponents 

Source: (Abraham & Michie, 2008) 
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are actually triggers, but they can be nuisance. If we want to perform a behavior, a well-timed 

trigger is welcome. But when our motivation is low for that behavior, a trigger is distracting 

(Fogg, 2009).  

When exploring studies within the PA field, there was one pilot study from 2006 (Consolvo, 

Everitt, Smith  & Landay, 2006) which investigated and found four key design requirements 

for technologies that encourage physical activity: 

 

1) Give users proper credit for activities 

2) Provide personal awareness of activity level 

3) Support social influence 

4) Consider the practical constraints of users´ lifestyles 

It is undeniable that these theories have substantially improved our understanding of the 

psychological influences and processes which influence PA behavior. Nevertheless this 

knowledge has done little to extinguish current health problems. It has become evident that 

changing behavior is a complex and multifaceted phenomenon with multiple levels of 

influences. 

 

2.4. Gamification 

Utilizing games to make everyday tasks more enjoyable and to motivate certain behaviors is 

not new. We frequently gamify the everyday without technology. Every time a parent rewards 

a child with a gold star for finishing their tasks, they are making these chores into a game. The 

term “gamification” was first coined in 2008 by Deterding et al. (around the time when 

Endomondo was developing), it covers a broad spectrum of technology and game-like 

elements into the commercial world (Deterding et al., 2011). As the definition states 

“gamification is the use of game design elements in nongame contexts”, the primary purpose 

of gamification is to increase motivation and sustain habits of individuals over time. 

Companies have adopted gamification as a means to increase initiation and retention of 

desired behaviors, additionally it has been estimated that 60% of health initiatives in 

workplaces now include gamification elements (Lister, West, Cannon, Sax, & Brodegard, 

2014). Furthermore, gamification was estimated to become a 2.8 billion USD industry by 

2016. However there is little to no evidence in the scientific literature as to its efficacy on 
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improving desired outcomes in regards to health behaviors. Gamification in mobile app 

technology has emerged as a popular strategy, both in commercial culture and the field of 

academia as a means of influencing behaviors (Lister, West, Cannon, Sax, & Brodegard, 2014). 

Deterding et al. (2011) have outlined/formulated six gamification components for impacting 

health behavior: 

1. Leaderboards 

2. Levels 

3. Digital rewards (points, badges) 

4. Real-world prizes 

5. Competitions 

6. Social or peer pressure 

However, gamification generally focuses on the motivational components of behavior without 

adequately addressing capability or behavioral triggers. Focusing only on motivation may 

temporarily support health behaviors, but without increased ability, motivation and self-

efficacy may not be sustained (Fogg, 2002; 2009). Lister et al (2014) suggest that many apps 

rely on the digital rewards such as badges or points as being valued by the user, but this may 

not be true. Some professionals have criticized the use of gamification and consider it 

resembles to a customer loyalty program and unfitting for behavioral change (Miller, Gordon 

& Burchell, 1991). On the other hand, Whitson (2013) argued that self-tracking tools that 

incorporate gamification strategies make such kind of self-management into a responsible 

activity which is also fun and competitive. 

The achievement badges, leaderboards, and levels found in gamification all have well-known 

equivalents, from school grades to boy scout badges. Systems for encouraging and rewarding 

desirable behavior are also familiar, from “happy hour” drink specials to airline loyalty points.  

Gamification relies on quantification: on monitoring users´ everyday lives to measure and 

quantify their activities. This data collection enables cycles of feedback and behavior 

modification, by using incentives and pleasure rather than risk and fear to shape desired 

behaviors (Whitson, 2013).Gamification enrolls people into self-governance by using their 

highest aspirations and capacities, that of self-care and self-development. According to Jane 

McGonigal, Game Designer and Researcher (Dole, 2010): 
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1. Games create urgent optimism 

2. Games create tight social groups  

3. Games create blissful productivity 

4. Games create meaning 

 

Using gaming principles to change people´s behavior is not limited to any one sector. Creating 

new products and services that enable positive behavioral change applies to all industries. 

 

2.4.1. Feedback 

Another feature of gamification that is not listed in the six gamification components listed 

above is the accurate real-time feedback which helps map the current progress and determine 

how to advance. Thus feedback influences greatly our behavior; steps towards a goal are 

encouraged in multiple ways and channels, while steps in the wrong direction are penalized. 

The penalty part may not be applicable for fitness apps, as they focus more on positive 

motivation, but perhaps the feeling of not achieving a certain goal may be viewed or felt as 

penalty or as a challenge. Thus post exercise feedback may function as motivation to adhere to 

exercise. The data is presented in graphs and figures in a simplified way which allows for 

managing and planning future exercise. Motivation can be delivered in several ways. For 

example reinforcement of exercise is done through reward schemes - users receive “badges” 

for completing certain tasks or reaching goals. These are displayed on the dashboards. Social 

reinforcement is also used - Runkeeper, Endomondo, Nike+ and miCoach all provide the 

option to connect to friends. These exercise social networks are used to motivate increased 

exercise through challenges and displaying friends´ exercise performance (Lowe & ÓLaighin, 

2012). Feedback on one´s progress and cues for future directions are essential when 

managing our physical activity. Since the brain appears to regulate itself and other organs 

using feedback control processes, it seems reasonable that the brain also regulates human 

behavior via similar feedback control processes (Riley et al., 2011). Additionally, earlier 

studies have suggested that individually tailored feedback (i.e., feedback based on the user´s 

own characteristics (Kreuter, Strecher & Glassman, 1999) and advice is more likely to be 

effective than generic information about physical activity (Foster, Richards, Thorogood, & 

Hillsdon, 2013; Lustria et al., 2013; Van den Berg, Schoones, & Vlieland, 2007). 
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2.4.2. Engagement through design 

In order to increase consumer engagement and attain brand loyalty, by utilizing gaming 

elements to change behavior, there are 4 critical design attributes to be considered: 

entertaining, competitive, visual, and rewarding (Dole, 2010). 

 

1. Entertaining - Make it fun and entertaining. As mentioned in the chapter “Motivation” 

above, enjoyment is the primary reason one sustains adherence in physical activity. 

Thus when designing an app, it is important to build features that are fun to use and 

engage in. 

An example of such product is Nintendo´s Wii console, it engages people in exercise 

through a new and entertaining game experience. Exercise is a by-product of the 

experience, which is perceived as play rather than work. Nintendo effectively 

converted “no pain, no gain” into “have fun, will exercise”. 

 

2. Competitive - Make it competitive for users. The majority of fitness apps have 

integrated “friend” option which allows users to connect to their friends and family or 

other app users. The software lets people record the distance and pace of a walk, run 

or other sports activities, and then compare the outcomes of others to their own. Other 

options include a route naming tool, create a challenge for other users or participate in 

a challenge formed by a company. 

 

3. Visual - Make it visual. When Toyota began visualizing fuel consumption for drivers in 

their Prius models, they created a “fuel economy game,” allowing the driver to 

minimize gas usage with real time information. The phenomenon is known as the Prius 

Effect. In the same tendency, apps display numerical information which then steers the 

user´s behavior. 

 

4. Rewarding - Make it rewarding. Research shows that monetary rewards are not 

effective at encouraging sustained, long-term behavior change. Rewards that create 

social value through a meaningful cause are more effective over the long term and have 

a greater likelihood of encouraging others to do the same. Recycle Bank is a web-based 

service designed to promote recycling. Families collect points determined by the 
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amount of materials recycled; these points can be redeemed for discounts at over 1500 

national businesses. Freerice.com is an online trivia game that donates rice to the 

United Nations World Food Program for each correctly answered question, and has 

donated over 80 billion grains in just 3 years.  

 
Dole (2010) summarizes it in this way: 

“Inspiring positive behavioral change is a key driver of customer engagement, 

brand loyalty, and sustained market growth. The explosive growth of social 

gaming is well timed to intersect with the need for new platforms that 

incorporate behavioral change into design strategy. Designing products, 

services, and business models for behavioral change is the new competitive 

advantage. Gaming has the power to instigate behavioral change, and the 

potential to impact the solutions to some of the world´s most pressing social 

problems, such as healthcare and philanthropy”. 

 

 

Running for example can be a solitary process. However, when using an app while at it, one 

can participate in a shared community of users, who all follow the same guidelines and are 

striving for similar goals. Every time they go online, they can see these users´ and their own 

progress. Thus the success of the individual is maximized from the shared identity as a 

healthy subject, and being part of a community that embraces similar values. Monitoring and 

sharing this data with others enables one to be part of the community. The gamified 

quantification of the self allows us to replace the holes in our memories with something more 

reliable and more objective - streams of numbers. The work of several authors, on the history 

of statistics supports the value of quantitative knowledge (Hacking 1990; Porter 1996; Poovey 

1998). 

2.5. Summary  

In the discussion of theory the author recognized that it is crucial to be able to explain how 

the different variables or concepts are related and why they are related. The advantages of 

mobile fitness solutions include interactivity, personalization and engagement, having 

potential to make PA adherence more accessible and more cost-effective. Our society makes 
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us strive to be better and at the same we need our encirclement´s support in order to do so. 

Quantification helps keep track on our body performance by being informed of the course of 

the project we have undertaken. Gamification aids in keeping it interesting, engaging and 

motivating.  

3. Research method 

3.1. Research design 

In this thesis exploratory research is conducted due to the fact that the purpose of the 

research is seeking to understand the attitudes and beliefs of the individuals, and attain new 

insights to assess phenomena in a new light (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009). The 

researcher must be open for changing direction and reconsidering the findings as an 

exploratory research is flexible and adaptable to change, which can be considered an 

advantage. Initially the focus is broad and becomes narrower as the research progresses 

(Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2009), as in the case of this thesis. The research question in this 

study is broad and quite open as the researcher wishes to expand the scarce amount of 

existing knowledge on the topic. The research design of this thesis is similar to a case study 

however it does not fulfill the criteria for a traditional case study. 

It does not include a detailed and in-depth analysis of a single case like traditional case studies 

(Bryman, 2012). Instead it uses the fitness apps business and in particular Endomondo as an 

exemplifying case and background which allows the focus to be put on real events in their 

real-life context. Endomondo is part of the growing field of digital health products and thus it 

represents the fitness apps business. Furthermore it seems that it is a company performing 

very well in the fitness apps field and therefore provides a suitable context for the research 

question to be answered.  

There are several benefits of conducting this exploratory study. It provides the opportunity to 

observe and analyze a phenomenon that few have considered before, and thereby provides 

insight to an area that has previously not been well documented (Saunders, Lewis, & 

Thornhill, 2009). Moreover, the researcher is able to analyze a topic without testing a 

predefined hypothesis, as is the case in this thesis. Therefore this thesis is based on the 

grounded theory approach to some extent in combination with the exemplifying case 

approach described previously. 
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Daymon and Holloway (2011) define grounded theory as “an open, reflective form of research 

where data collection, analysis, the development of theoretical concepts and the literature 

review occur in a cyclical and interactive process” (p. 130).  

This corresponds greatly to the development process of this thesis. Initially a general 

understanding of the research area was obtained by exploring the existing literature. 

Thereafter data collection in the form of interviews was conducted. When analyzing the data 

the existing theories were explored in detail which allowed for comparisons and contrasts to 

be made between the emerged data and the work of other researchers. 

Throughout the research process the leading intention was to look for relations between 

concepts in pursuance to generate links as this would enable the researcher to develop 

theoretical ideas. As mentioned above the aim of the thesis is to further the existing 

knowledge in the research area by developing new ideas that can be related to the existing 

theories. 

3.2. Sampling 

The aim of this thesis is to obtain a comprehension about the experiences and beliefs of a 

specific group of individuals and not to generalize a population. It is impossible to collect data 

from the entire population, hence sampling is required. In this qualitative research a 

purposive sampling is suitable as the goal is to strategically select participants who are 

relevant to the research because of their experience and opinions (Bryman, 2012).  

The study focused on six users of the fitness tracking app Endomondo. The age range of the 

respondents is 25-48 years and they all have been using Endomondo for more than a year. 

They were chosen through the researcher´s network which made it possible to maintain 

contact also after the interviews were conducted if further information was needed.  

They were contacted via email including a description of the research objective and a request 

for an interview either via Skype or face to face. It was important that research participants 

represent a diverse population of the community. For confidentiality reasons the names of the 

participants in the study have been changed. The interviewees are two men and four women 

(see Table 1). Table 1 presents the users in the order in which interviews were conducted, 

information on the number of their friends on the app and number of tracked workouts. Half 

of the participants reside in Iceland and the other half live in Denmark. This allows for a 

broader perspective on how users from different countries experience the app. 
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Name Date (length) 
of interview 

Number 
of friends 
on the 
app 

Number 
of 
workouts 

Country of 
residence 

Age 

1. Inger 14/8 22:30 
(00:37) 

13 31 Iceland 31 

2. Mikkel 19/8 16:30 
(00:41) 

6 32 Denmark 27 

3. Cecilia 20/8 11:00 
(00:26) 

3 47 Denmark 25 

4. Felicia 22/8 11:00 
(00:36) 

7 525 Iceland 48 

5. Aron 23/8 15:30 
(00:25) 

4 234 Iceland 35 

6. Patty 26/8 19:30 
(00:38) 

10 561 Denmark 34 

Table 2. Participants in the research and information on their Endomondo profile 

3.3. Description of data collection 

The data collection consists both of secondary and primary data. 

3.3.1. Secondary data 

The collection of secondary data consists mainly of books, journals, articles and information 

online. The advantage of such data is that it is widely available and easily accessible. This type 

of data has contributed greatly in gaining an understanding of the practical background of this 

thesis. 

3.3.2. Primary data 

The collection of primary data consists of six semi-structured interviews. This type of 

interviews allows the researcher to have a questionnaire framework (see Appendix I) but 

depending on the responses of the participants some additional questions may arise during 

the interview. The goal is to allow them to express their opinions and experiences (Esterberg, 

2002). If something interesting or novel emerges the researcher has the freedom to dig 

deeper for more information as one are not restricted to a pre-planned and rigid list of 

questions (Daymon & Holloway, 2011). The interviews were conducted in the period in 14-26 

August 2015 and they are the qualitative data the thesis builds on.  
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Daymon and Holloway suggest that “in-depth interviews are a major source of data in 

qualitative research and a way of exploring informant perspectives and perceptions” (p.220). 

This thesis takes an interpretive stance hence the interviews are seen as a way of 

collaboratively exploring meanings, ideas and intentions of the participants.  

3.4. Data Analysis 

The interviews were recorded, saved and transcribed. The collected research data resulted in 

total of 60 pages. Analysis was carried out simultaneously but more detailed and in-depth 

examination was conducted in the end. After the transcription was completed further 

systematic analysis began. The method is called coding. Coding entails “discerning small 

elements in your data that can retain meaning if lifted out of context” (Belk, Fischer, & Kozinets, 

2013 p. 139). The data was read over several times and the main themes were highlighted. In 

the researcher´s opinion the main themes contain the most important information from the 

interviews. As coding is iterative process, after the most prevailing topics were identified it 

became necessary to divide the codes into categories or the so-called subthemes. Afterwards 

more specific elements were looked for, which contained more detailed information related to 

the main themes. The purpose of analyzing the data was to find answers to the research 

question (Esterberg, 2002). 

3.5. Ensuring the quality of the research conducted 

3.5.1. Reliability 

According to Bryman (2012) “reliability is concerned with the question of whether the results of 

a study are repeatable” (p. 46). The research may be difficult to replicate because qualitative 

research is of a subjective nature as the researcher is the research tool and the context is 

rather specific (Daymon & Holloway, 2011). The researcher´s background and characteristics 

influence how conclusions are reached and how results are interpreted, which is why the 

findings of this thesis might differ if the research was conducted by another person or in 

another context. 

3.5.2 Validity 

The concept of validity is important in qualitative research (Daymon & Holloway, 
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2011). In Bryman´s definition (2012) “validity is concerned with the integrity of the conclusions 

that are generated from a piece of research” (p. 47). There are several types but the most 

relevant for this thesis are internal external validity. Internal validity concerns the extent to 

which the findings reflect the social world of the research participants (Daymon & Holloway, 

2011). The internal validity of this thesis was ensured by keeping in contact with the 

participants and comparing the study interpretations with their perceptions. They were 

compatible. 

Regarding the external validity or generalizability it can be debatable whether the findings of 

this thesis can be generalized beyond the research context. It is challenging to achieve 

generalizability in qualitative research due to the interpretive approach. 

However, as the interviews included both a general and context specific part in regards to 

fitness apps the findings may be applicable in other settings. This should however be 

examined through further research. 

3.6. Limitations 

Several limitations can be identified in the exploratory study of this thesis. 

To begin with, the sample was small and therefore makes it hard to generalize from the 

findings. It is difficult to conclude whether the perceptions and experiences discovered in the 

research are applicable only to the interviewees or if they are representative for a larger 

population. However, it should be possible to reach the goal of a deeper understanding. 

The interviews were all conducted in English, except one in Icelandic which can make the 

participants´ full expression a limitation as only one of them has English as a mother tongue. 

The translation is dependent on the researcher´s English skills, and it may vary what people 

lay in different words and concepts making it possible for some of this individual aspect to be 

lost. 

The research has had a quite general approach; however focus has mostly been put on users´ 

experience and behavior in connection to the fitness apps´ business. It is therefore a limitation 

that the results may not be applicable for other industries. 

 

4. Practical information 

As Endomondo and the fitness apps business have been chosen as an “exemplifying case” for 

this research it is desirable to get an understanding of today´s situation in the fitness apps 
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industry. In addition Endomondo´s history and its growth will be reviewed along with an 

observation of its competitors and key players in the industry. Endomondo´s business model 

will be also examined with the purpose to unveil opportunities for improvements which will 

be presented in chapter 8.  

4.1. Endomondo - How it works? 

Today for most of us, it is not a novelty how to go about using an app. The way Endomondo 

operates is rather simple - one brings their mobile when running, walking, biking or doing any 

other distance-based sport, opens the app and 

presses the Start button (see Figure 3). It will then 

track everything in real-time such as distance, 

duration, average speed, calories etc. One can also 

see the route while exercising and easily find their 

way back in case of getting lost. While out there, a 

voice will give audio updates on performance and 

tell how fast the user has covered the last kilometer, 

for example, but the audio coach is optional. 

4.2. Endomondo – company history 

Endomondo was established in 2007 by three colleagues Mette Lykke, Christian Birk and 

Jakob Nordenhof Jønck who left their jobs as management consultants at McKinsey & 

Company and became entrepreneurs. They decided to pursue their dream of motivating more 

people to become and stay active, whether they are already active on a regular basis or the 

ones who want to get in shape (Endomondo, 2015). At first it was supposed to be a website, 

because when they started there were no apps, no app stores and no GPS in phones. The 

mission was to make fitness fun. 

The name comes from “endo” which is short for endorphins (hormones that trigger positive 

feelings which are released in the brain during workouts) and “mondo” means “world” in 

Esperanto. Running is the most tracked motion on the app or 41% of all activity. The 

kilometers ran by all the users in total equal 12 million marathons (Jyllandsposten, 2015). 

They operate in 7 languages - Danish, English, Italian, Polish, French and Spanish and working 

on adding more. 

Figure 3. Endomondo´s main screen and display of 

results after tracking 
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It is remarkable that Endomondo has not spent many resources on marketing. They got their 

big break in 2010 (February) when participating in the world´s largest mobile phone trade 

show “Mobile World Congress” in Barcelona. At the time BlackBerry (mobile phones) was one 

of the major players in the market and they showed interest in Endomondo by promoting 

them in their BlackBerry app store (Jyllandsposten, 2015). Within a year the app´s users 

increased from 40.000 to 800.000. By the fall of 2011 BlackBerry´s promotion resulted in 

5.000.000 Endomondo users worldwide (TV2, 2015). This made it easier for Endomondo to 

approach Google app store and it soon became one of the best 12 Android apps. From June 

2011 to June 2012 Endomondo´s user base grew by 330% and reached 12 million 

(Endomondo, 2015). 

Mette Lykke co-founder and CEO pointed out that being featured in the app stores was 

helpful, but in the end, having a good product was what convinced people to buy. To ensure 

that the app kept its high rating in stores, she listened intently to users and personally 

responded to requests and complaints. Even to this day many of the new features come from 

user suggestions. According to Mette, the formula for building a profitable app involved 

adapting to new technologies, obsessively monitoring reviews, making connections at Apple 

and Blackberry, and eventually scaling to 20 million users. They knew early on that they 

wanted to make a social community, but also realized they needed something else as the 

foundation.  To attract more users her team built a separate feature that functions “like a 

personal trainer in your pocket”. As users worked out, the app would provide audio feedback, 

offering statistics such as calories burned or kilometers left to run. Subsequently the feature 

to race friends and compete against previous workouts was added, making the app highly 

interactive (Krasny, 2013). After 6 years of growth, it was first in 2013 that Endomondo 

started to really profit. 

4.3. Endomondo – current situation 

Today the number of total downloads is 25 million and the users – 20 million. 19% of them 

are in North America, 64% in Europe and 17% in rest of the world. Moreover 1/3 of the 

Danish population has downloaded the app, 63% of the users are men and 37% women. 

According to the company 3.6 million users interact with the service on a monthly basis 

(Endomondo, 2015). In February 2015 the company was acquired by Under Armour for 575 

million DKK (or 85 million USD). 
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4.4. Market situation in the fitness apps business 

As mentioned above, in the literature review, the global health and fitness mobile app market 

is estimated to increase to 26 billion USD (approximately 175 billion DKK) by 2017(mHealth 

app developer economics, 2014). Health and fitness activities are linked to byproducts such as 

clothing, shoes and other gear hence merging everything in this category is logical. Horizontal 

integration is a strategy where a company acquires units which are complementary or 

competitive to their own product as this may reduce competition and increase market share. 

Therefore it is not surprising that lately the biggest sportswear apparel companies in the 

world have been quickly acquiring popular fitness apps with huge user bases. Adidas has 

bought Runtastic (Roberts, 2015) and Nike has created its own app Nike+ Running.  

4.4.1. UNDER ARMOUR & Endomondo 

 In February 2015 Endomondo was purchased by Under Armour. Under Armour is the 

originator of performance apparel and a global brand that remains at the forefront of sports 

performance innovation. Their first acquisition 

was back in 2013 when they entered the world 

of software by purchasing the MapMyFitness 

app (20 million users) (Under Armour, 2015). 

At the same time as Endomondo was acquired, 

Under Armour added also MyFitnessPal (80 

million users) to the mix, which is the leading 

app in calorie and diet tracking (Endomondo, 

2015). Under Armour has combined all the 

apps under the umbrella of Under Armour Connected Fitness and has more than 130 million 

global members, making it the world´s largest health and fitness digital community 

(Endomondo, 2015) (see Figure 4).  

In the spring of 2015 Under Armour announced its 21st consecutive quarter of 20% or more 

growth and raised its forecasts for 2015. The company was founded in 1996 by former 

football player Kevin Plank in his grandmother´s basement. Today the athletic apparel 

company is worth more than 14 billion USD (approximately 94 billion DKK) (CNN, 2014). 

According to Wall Street analyst Corinna Freedman, even though Nike is a leader in the 

Figure 4. Under Armour Connected Fitness Figure 4. Under Armour Connected Fitness 
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market share there seems to be room for 

both Under Armour and Nike to profit. 

Both stocks were at all-time highs as 

Americans shift to "athleisure" wear. On 

Figure 5 the graph displays Under 

Armour´ and Nike´ stock price, Under 

Armour´s price has continually been 

increasing. It may be as a result of their 

growth strategy, including the above mentioned business acquisitions (CNN, 2015). 

According to Mette Lykke (Endomondo´s CEO) Kevin Plank (Under Armour´s CEO) is a 

visionary and his intentions are to build the world´s leading social community just like 

Facebook and LinkedIn but for health and fitness.  

“Quantified self” and “wearable tech” fit well together and Under Armour´s focus is on 

tracking solutions which will be used in the American football league NFL. This trend was also 

the primary reason SEED Capital (the largest early stage venture fund in Denmark) invested 

twice in Endomondo (Trendsonline, 2015). 

 

4.4.2. NIKE & Nike+Running 
Nike+Running was founded in 2009 and today it has 60 million users (Nike, 2015). Nike has 

athletes and celebrities record encouraging messages that play when users meet some 

personal level of achievement. To bring more value the app has partnered up with Apple and 

Spotify and is introducing a new option - “pace stations” in which users can input their pace 

goal and musical preferences. This data then calculates a target BPM (beats per minute) and 

customizes a 100-song playlist designed to push the runner´s pace (Nike, 2015). 

Apple and Nike´s relationship is nearly a decade long since Apple released a special chip for 

Nike shoes that talked to early generations of the iPod for steps tracking. The companies 

enhanced this partnership by installing step tracking sensors in the second-generation iPod 

touch and iPhone 3GS last decade. Additionally Apple CEO Tim Cook is a Nike fan and sits on 

Nike´s Board of Directors. Presumably being the leader in fitness apparel brings many 

possibilities for strategic partnerships with other major companies. 

 

Figure 5. Stock prices for Nike (NKE) and Under Armour (UA) 

in 2015 
Figure 5. Stock prices for Nike (NKE) and Under Armour (UA) 

in 2015 

http://money.cnn.com/2015/07/23/investing/under-armour-earnings-basketball-shoes/
http://trendsonline.dk/2015/02/05/endomondo-solgt-til-armour-575-millioner/?utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+Trendsonlinedk+%28Blog+about+Danish+startups%29
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4.4.3. ADIDAS & Runtastic 

Runtastic was founded in 2009 and today their user base has expanded to around 70 million. 

The app was invented in Austria (Fortune, 2015) it functions in 18 languages. It operates a 

multi-app strategy with over 20 apps covering a wide variety of endurance, health and fitness 

activities (Adidas Group, 2015). In August 2015 Adidas acquired the app as a strategic move 

to regain market share from Nike and others (Fortune, 2015).  

4.5. Endomondo´s business model  

A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, delivers and 

captures value. There are 9 building blocks that construct the business model of a company 

(Osterwalder & Pigneur, 2010). In this chapter they won´t be covered all, only the relevant to 

the research. Endomondo is a small company in an industry where large corporations such as 

Nike and Adidas compete. The core competencies of Endomondo are understanding the users´ 

wants and needs, as well as software development, i.e. movement tracking system and design. 

Currently marketing functions are outsourced to the user community, promoting Endomondo 

through word-of-mouth. By being able to focus on core competencies Endomondo can further 

strengthen its sensing abilities and software development to keep the competitive advantage 

over its competitors in the software development. 

What sets Endomondo apart is the primary focus on the social interaction that drives fitness, 

and attention to user feedback. Endomondo thrives on the belief that positive peer influence 

is what motivates the majority of people to become and stay active. According to the company 

friends are great motivators and they have the statistics to prove that -  Endomondo users 

who are connected to more than three friends are 4 times more active than those who have 

fewer than three (Endomondo Facebook, 2015). The social aspect plays a big part in 

encouraging the users as well as promoting the app to potential new users - 50 million 

workouts have been shared on Facebook Endomondo Facebook, 2015. Another differentiating 

factor is that Endomondo serves more than 20 distance-based physical activities – more than 

any other fitness tracking app — and serves almost every GPS-enabled device (Endomondo, 

2015). 
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4.5.1. Value proposition 

Endomondo is a fitness community that is based on tracking of sports with a mobile phone. In 

combination, the mobile app and the website make fitness more fun and motivate more 

people to become fit. The company is a first mover in the fitness apps market. 

 Novel technology 

 Customizable/personalizable (the information has universal translation, everyone is 

familiar with kg, hydration levels, calories thus the information is of the same nature 

for everyone) – mass customization and customer co-creation have gained importance 

in recent years as this approach allows for customization while still taking advantage 

of economies of scale. 

 Simple design 

 Convenient service 

 Minimizing the cost of personalized training sessions 

4.5.2. Customer segments  

As Endomondo´s product is a digital service it doesn´t have geographical limitation. They can 

serve demographics including people from almost any age, sex, income level and occupation. 

As long as they are interested in any form of exercise and wish to manage and organize their 

training. 

The UK is the third biggest market for Endomondo, after the US and Spain respectively. The 

Danish market is actually the fifth largest in terms of users, but is the first in terms of 

penetration, with around 1.5 million Danes having downloaded a version of the app, with 

Denmark proving the perfect place to prove the concept, with the nation keen on exercising 

and being early adopters of smartphones (Trendsonline, 2015). 

Endomondo´ customers may be specified as “Mass market” as the company doesn´t 

distinguish between different customer segments. The Value proposition, Distribution 

Channels and Customer Relationships all focus on one large group of customers with broadly 

similar needs and problems.  
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4.5.3. Channels & Customer relationships 

The company connects with customers through digital platforms only. They are:  

 Email campaigns 

 Social networks 

 Website 

 Push notifications 

 App Stores and Customer email 

service 

 

4.5.4. Revenue streams  

Challenges – For companies who would like to 

advertise to the sports community Endomondo 

has created the so-called Challenges that are sent 

to the users´ Inbox in the app, offering them to 

participate in the challenge and the chance to 

win e.g. gift cards, products or other stuff from 

companies. H&M is an example (see Figure 6) of 

a company that has taken advantage of this.  

 

Online advertisements (In-App and on the 

website) - The app generates a lot of data that can be employed to target potential customers. 

They know when people exercise, for how long and where. “Perfect your timing - Capture 

your users´ interest right when they are most receptive. We know that when our community 

members access our platform, they are thinking about fitness. Featuring your ad on 

Endomondo, you´ll be reaching users when they are listening to what you have to say”. The 

contradictory thing is that sometimes there can be seen ads from McDonalds and other food 

chains, but obviously this is a way to increase revenue independent of the content of the ads. 

 

Premium membership – users pay a monthly fee.  

 

E-commerce for clothing - Endomondo used to have a web shop for sports clothing and gear 

but decided to stop and focus primarily on the app. Since Under Armour acquired the 

Figure 6. Challenges from companies on Endomondo Figure 6. Challenges from companies on Endomondo 
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company they reintroduced the web shop to Endomondo´s app menu and a Nutrition option 

which connects to MyFitnessPal (see Figure 7 in chapter 4.1.).  

 

4.5.5. Co-creation 

Co-creation is one of Endomondo´s main features contributing to their success. Even to this 

day many of the new features come from user suggestions (Krasny, 2013). There is a section 

on the website where users can suggest new features and Endomondo implements it 

depending on the number of votes and desirability. Endomondo listens to their customers 

very actively by following and responding to comments in the Apps Store or on Facebook.   

5. Endomondo´s features  
Endomondo is designed to track workouts, provide audio feedback along the way and offer 

guidance on how to reach the users´ goal. It´s a free personal pocket trainer which syncs with 

www.endomondo.com, where one can access a full training log and analyze their fitness 

activity. According to the company fitness should be fun and social interaction is the key to 

achieving this. The app is designed to make it easy to connect with friends (Endomondo, 

2016). 

5.1. Free version 

On Figure 7 is a display of Endomondo´s app menu. Below each feature will be explored. 

1. Workout –This is the front screen of the app that is 

displayed each time the app is open. 

2. Friends – This option is separated in two. One is the News 

Feed where one´s friends´ workouts are displayed and the other is 

the list of the friends and their profiles. This is where the app 

encourages users to “Like” their friends´ workouts. 

 

 

3. History – This is also divided in two. One is where one can 

see weekly summary of their workouts and if they are a Premium 

Figure 7. Endomondo´s app 

features 
Figure 7. Endomondo´s app 

features 
Figure 7. Endomondo´s app 

features 
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user, they get an access to Statistics with more detailed information.   

4. Training Plan – Requires Premium membership to be accessed. 

5. Commitments – Lets one commit to a type of goal (distance, workout, duration or 

calories), the weekly amount (number of kilometers, minutes, calories or number of 

workouts). There is also the option to invite a friend to be their assigned motivator 

through the app, where they can comment on the user´s “Commitment” and thus 

motivate them. 

6. Challenges – It allows one to create challenges for their Endomondo friends. Same as 

“Commitments” one can choose to a type of goal (distance, workout, duration or 

calories), the weekly amount (number of kilometers, minutes, calories or number of 

workouts). On the leaderboard they can keep up with each other´s performance and the 

above mentioned information.  

7. Routes – One could discover and create new routes, save them and allow other users 

looking for inspiration to discover them. 

8. Nutrition – With the acquisition of the popular MyFitnessPal app (100 million users), 

Under Armour has linked it in Endomondo´s menu where users can manage their calorie 

intake and diet plan.  

9. Shop Gear – Since Under Armour bought the company, they have now included an 

option in Endomondo´s menu, which is linked to Under Armour´s website. 

10. Audio coach - In the Premium version of the app one has the option to personalize the 

“Audio coach” further.  

5.2. Premium version 

In addition to the features in the free version, when the Premium 

version is purchased (see Figure 8), it provides the ones listed 

below: 

1. Training Plan – Personalized training plan - goals include 

5K, 10K, half marathon and marathon distance. 

2. Advanced Statistics - Analyzing training over time with 

advanced statistics for a better performance, including filters on 

sport, #tags and much more. 

Figure 8. Endomondo´s 

Premium version features 
Figure 8. Endomondo´s 

Premium version features 
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3. Interval Training – It allows one to improve their running by doing interval training 

and setup their own program or select predefined interval sessions. 

5.3. Push notifications 

Endomondo sends rarely push notifications to the phone, which may be a good thing because 

some may find it annoying to be contacted too often. Examples: “Happy to see you´re staying 

active! As a gift, we offer you one month free Premium now!” or “Get off the beaten track. 

Explore nearby routes to find new places to work out”. They were sent twice per year, once in 

February and once August.  

5.4. Online communication with users 

Endomondo is a digital service and their main contact with users and potential ones is done 

online.  

5.4.1. Facebook 
Every Monday they post a motivational message to their users on Facebook. There are now 

approximately 511,000 Facebook fans (Endomondo´s Facebook, 2016). 

5.4.2. Endomondo blog 
Since Endomondo is united with Under Armour, some of Endomondo´s blogs link to the other 

apps´ blogs, hence the international nutritionists´, personal trainers´ and other health experts´ 

presence on the blog. The categories they cover on their blog are: 

 Goal Setting 

 Motivation Tips 

 So You Want To Start/Stop 

 Success Stories 

 Wellness 

 Health Box 

 

 

5.5. Periodic activity report  

This is what a monthly activity report sent by email by 

Endomondo looks like (see Figure 9). Three to four 

days after each month has passed Endomondo sends an 

email with the monthly summary of one´s workouts 

results summed up.  

Figure 9. Endomondo´s periodic activity e-

mail report 
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5.6. Accessories 

Endomondo is compatible for connection and data transmission to a number of smart 

watches and heart rate monitors. 

5.7. Pep talk 

With the social features, friends can follow the user live and send them “pep talks” while they 

are out exercising. They simply type in a short message which is 

then read aloud to you a few seconds later as a pep talk (see 

Figure 10). Pep talks are currently only available in English. 

5.8. Audio coach 

Users can customize what feedback they are getting in the app, 

they can choose between the following feedbacks: 

 Distance 
 Duration 
 Calories 
 Lap time (speed/pace) 
 Average speed/pace 
 Heart rate 

 Average heart rate 
 Cadence (Android only) 
 Average cadence (Android only) 

 Estimated finish time 
o Estimated finish time is based on the speed on your last kilometer and is only 

available if you have set a goal 

 

5.9. Endomondo Plus 

Endomondo Plus is a one-time payment of 39 DKK that includes: 

 No advertising, an extra display field on the workout screen 

 Audio Coach Customization 

 Low Power Mode, which increases battery life for longer workouts 

6. Results 
The following sections will present the main findings from the interviews conducted. The first 

part presents the consumers´ general view on physical activity and how that affects their 

exercise behavior, followed by a review of the elements of Endomondo fitness app which help 

Figure 10. Endomondo´s pep 

talk option on the app 

Figure 10. Endomondo´s pep 

talk option on the app 

Figure 10. Endomondo´s pep 

talk option on the app 
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adhere to their workout regimen. Additionally findings regarding motivation and its 

components will be presented. 

 

6.1. Physical activity beliefs 

PA belief  

Initially it was desirable to get an understanding of users´ beliefs and attitudes towards 

physical activity in order to see if they are aware of the physical and mental health benefits it 

has. 

It turned out that the interviewees had quite similar beliefs and physical activity was mostly 

perceived as very important, it seemed to be something that not only made them feel good 

physically; in fact Inger compared it to going to a psychologist. Additionally she finds that one 

sleeps better, performs better at work and is just lighter at spirit. 

Apparently Felicia has suffered depression at some point in her life but has found that if she 

just exercises, that makes her feel better, better than tablets make her feel and she firmly 

believes that ”…doctors need to if anybody has the depression symptoms, they should be told 

to go out and walk or run or exercise”. She adds that “…everything is better when you 

exercise. I found you eat better, you have better sex, you work better, so it´s great”. 

Mental health 

Physical activity is believed to have many health benefits. Half of the participants in the 

research are aware of it; Inger mentioned that endorphin hormones form in the body and 

cause a “runners high”.  

Physical health 

Felicia believes that people have choice regarding their lifestyles and she goes onto saying 

that “Nature didn´t make us that sick, we went and we bought it off the rack ourselves, you 

know we´ve bought the diseases”. In Aron´s opinion exercising is very important for everyone 

and particularly for people that have reached a certain age. By that he means people that are 

in their primetime or passed the blooming era, around the age of 30-32, they need to remain 
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active to some extent, especially if they are getting a bit too heavy. He seems to be hinting at 

himself.  

6.2. Introduction to Endomondo   

Intro to Endo  

The bigger part of the respondents got introduced to Endomondo by friends which parallels 

with the fact that the company hasn´t really been advertising but has mainly relied on “word 

of mouth” and Facebook users´ workout posts to become known. What caught Cecilia´s 

interest was that “you can actually do something with your training and record it and see how 

you develop”. The oldest user in this research is also the most loyal one, Felicia hasn´t tried 

any other apps but saw  a friend on Facebook who was always posting her “walks” and as she 

says: “I was always envious because I knew I walked a lot and I wanted to show the world 

(laughing) how much I walk. And it was a great way of tracking how fit you are keeping.” 

The rest of the interviewees found out about it by searching the App stores and experimenting 

with other apps along the way. Studies have shown that a recommendation from one´s 

network is the second biggest reason for people to download an app, after App store search 

(Mobile DevHQ Survey, 2014).   

Unfamiliar with app´s options 

The respondents are not familiar with all the options of Endomondo. It seems like they are not 

interested in anything else but tracking. Some didn´t even know that you can have friends on 

the app, nor were they familiar with the Pep talk option, but got to experience it through the 

researcher. “History” and “Workout” (which is the main screen when you open the app) are 

the most recognized options.  

App rating 

It appears that only one of the interviewees has rated the app in the App store - Aron.  
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Familiar with app´s history/origin 

None knows anything about the app and its origin but only one of the users; and that may be 

because he has once applied for a job there, so that doesn´t count as a genuine interest in the 

app. 

6.3. Selling points 

Qualities (of the app) 

The audio coach is one of the remarkable features of the app and is well appreciated by all the 

users. While you are working out the audio coach informs you regularly how fast you are 

going and how far you have gone, thus it may portray a personal trainer encouraging you by 

your side which is crucial especially if one is looking for improving their total time. Also the 

audio coach eliminates the need to look at the phone while working out as it gives you the 

information on regular intervals. 

In the “History” section the app groups the weekly workouts and a quick glance is enough to 

get a summary of one´s workouts. 

The amount of burned calories was one of the app qualities mentioned by two of the 

interviewees. 

Other features that were acknowledged by the users were information about the speed of the 

workout and the breakdown of how fast each kilometer was.   

Endomondo allows you to track 58 different types of workout which is impressive to some 

users. 

Felicia says the app caught her attention because “I was always envious because I knew I 

walked a lot and I wanted to show the world (laughing) how much I walk. And it was a great 

way of tracking how fit you are keeping”. 

Problems/complaints (about the app) 

Inger finds it necessary for the app to sense her movements and not track when she is not 

moving, also she wishes that it could sense whether she´s running or walking. That might be a 

bit tough as the app has 58 registered types of movements to track and it would really need to 

be very high tech in order to sense that, especially if the phone doesn´t have any sensor. Also if 

one chooses to use the app in running competition, there are a few seconds of the time lost 
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because of the difficulty to press on the “Start” button when the phone is in an arm pocket. A 

movement sensor could improve this. 

Using the arm pocket for phones also seems to bother a few of the respondents. Occasionally 

some of them don´t use the app, because they have memorized their usual place to run and 

just type in manually the workout results in the app. Furthermore users complain that 

sometimes they need to stop at traffic lights, but then the app continues to track which is 

affecting the accuracy of the results.  

Additionally the interviewees complain that the app consumes quickly the phone´s battery 

which makes people not track as often as they´d like to.  

Interface design 

All the users find the interface design of Endomondo easy to navigate; all the buttons are self-

explanatory, “it´s clean, it´s easy to read, it´s to the point”. Aron says that it should be kept 

simple because “if you go now out for a run and you are now playing football, you are looking 

for the fewest options as possible. Or the procedure before you start exercising should be the 

fastest as possible”. 

It´s been the same for years which Mikkel thinks is “nice always to know how it works and 

doesn´t change around” and although Cecilia calls that “old fashioned” she still is pretty happy 

with the app. 

Simplicity 

All the users believe that the app is easy to use. Simplicity is highly valued by the users. 

Particularly for the older users, Felicia is the oldest participant in the research. She sees the 

difference between her and how her son operates with online software; sometimes she may 

feel overwhelmed by technology and how quickly it changes “Yeah, I don´t go much with 

change”.  

Premium 

The premium membership of Endomondo was not of much interest to the interviewed. The 

reason for not buying it was that they are already satisfied with the current options or they 

are not acquainted with the extras that it offers. The ones who tried the free trial reported 

that it did not change a lot in terms of their training. 
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The rest mentioned that they deem companies deceitful in their ways to get people, as Felicia 

says: “I never trust premium trials with anything because usually it comes with a big price at 

the end”. 

Only one of them Mikkel has it and he got it because it was a part of newspaper online 

subscription. He was happy with the extra options it gave him and said to be strongly 

considering to extend it once it expires.  

 

6.4. Exercising  

Use 

For most of the interviewees using the app has become part of their workout routine as today 

almost everyone brings their phone everywhere they go. 

Inger was the only one from the interviewees that has participated in a group challenge on 

Endomondo. It was a challenge created by her supervisor at her work, the whole department 

was invited to participate, and the goal was running 100km per person in a month. They were 

around 8 people and she thinks that the challenge would be difficult to carry out without 

Endomondo. On the app they could all keep track on how much each of them ran because 

every run is documented graphically and none can cheat. She believes people mostly use the 

app to gather all their workouts in one place, like a journal. That was her initial reason for 

downloading the app. 

The most used features of the app are the tracking and the history. All the users check their 

history except one.    

Four out of the six interviewed have the app installed on their phone desktop (first screen) 

and the other two – on their second screen.  

According to the interviewees walking, running and bicycling seem to be the most tracked 

workouts.  

Exercise routine 

“I always turn the app on” or “I´ll never go running without it” are the ways some of the 

respondents describe their Endomondo use. It´s easy because as Inger points out, she always 

brings her phone along to listen to music as many others do as well. Aron reveals that he feels 
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“a bit sour” if he´s not able to have the app on (for example when being abroad without an 

Internet connection). Felicia´s response to how she uses the app is: “As the first thing I think 

when I leave the door, I think - keys, purse, telephone, cigarettes, Endomondo”.  

Future use  

All the users claim that they will continue using Endomondo. They are familiar with it and find 

it “comfortable” and easy to use. Inger says that it works for her and she doesn´t need 

anything more than what it already does for her.  

Sports 

Only two of the interviewees have a gym membership but they don´t use Endomondo there. 

Other physical activities than walking, running and bicycling that they engage in were 

CrossFit, swimming and yoga. 

Gym 

Only two out of the six users have currently gym membership.  

6.5. Self-efficacy  

Numbers clarity/numbers processing  

By using Endomondo people are aware of how many kilometers they walk. Before the app had 

a step counter which didn´t work well enough and they discontinued it as they only like to 

present a good quality product (Endomondo, 2015). When using the app all the information 

that users receive is numerical: duration of the workout, distance, average speed, maximum 

speed, burned calories, minimum altitude, maximum altitude, and total ascent. For premium 

users a few more – wind speed, humidity level and temperature. All the users seem to be 

positively affected by the numerical results from the app. 

Inger said that by using the app she has learned/realized that there is no problem to run 100 

km for a month. She pointed: „Do you know how many km that is per day? 3,3. Then you have 

to go every day, which I was not really up for. But this is 8,4 km every three days.“ 

Felicia says: „I don´t have to worry about “Oh, God I have to make Pilates or join a boot camp” 

because if you walk a 120km a month, you are okay. And I was just doing my ordinary 
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errands. I was quite surprised how many km I have tracked up over the day ´cause I just 

thought I was going to work but it is actually like you are moving it, you know”. For her when 

she presses the “Stop” button and sees how much she has walked and the calories that she has 

burned, “it´s having purpose than just walking somewhere otherwise”. 

Patty thinks that it makes a difference to have the results on the app instead of just knowing 

she ran 5 km. The digital documentation of the workout appears to make it more official in the 

users´ eyes and they become more aware of how much they walk, which may be a motivating 

factor in itself. Felicia also said that she even takes longer trips “because it´s gonna track more, 

it´s gonna look better in the end of the month. Cause I am aware of it. Cause I want to get like a 

100 km every month at least. Yeah, so I push myself further a little bit every day, so it counts 

into the big picture every month”.  

In Aron´s opinion “Those are just numbers, digits, so, on a screen but you know – it makes you 

feel good if you have done well, done better especially compared to the previous exercise”.  

Self-awareness 

Being able to assess the results allows people to become more aware of the distances they 

walk and how that affects their energy expenditure and how small movements, a few minutes 

longer walks or a few extra steps can matter in the bigger picture. The positive side is also 

that one is able to see and recognize when they are becoming better because as Cecilia points 

out “especially because you can see how fast you are running and you can write the 

comments. So the first running trip you go for is like, well, very tough but I did it and then if 

you do it like 10 times, you can finally see that, well, 5 km are very good now and my time has 

been much better afterwards”. Patty reveals that it makes her “feel like happy or satisfied that 

I have achieved something”. Almost all of them are not happy when they are not able to track. 

It´s like with other products, the fact that you can improve makes you feel better, self-efficacy 

at play here?  

Tracking reasons 

For the most part people´s respond to why they track was because they can compare their 

results and to keep on top of being fit.  
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Urgency 

Some of the users have running watches to enable them to track their run, but all of them 

mentioned that Endomondo has an advantage because it eliminates the need to connect 

cables to the computer and generates results immediately after and at the time of the 

workout.  

Progress 

The possibility to follow visually one´s physical development and being able to have the 

documented improvement is significant in the use of Endomondo. Although the results are not 

always satisfactory and people don´t always improve, just allowing one to have imagined 

control and overview over their own development is some kind of power over them. Power 

that your product is allowing them to exercise, of course they will appreciate it even 

unconsciously. It allows you to track and record your different performances. That in itself is 

management.(Maybe find the definition of management).  

 

6.6. Motivating elements 

Periodic activity report by email 

Another valuable feature that Endomondo applies is sending monthly summary of the 

workouts by e-mail with the total number of workouts, kilometers and calories. Most of the 

users find those e-mails motivating as they serve as a reminder of the app and seeing the 

results graphically encourages them.  

Inger finds it genius to be able to see these results it gives a clear overview of one´s 

performance. On the other hand Cecilia thinks” Sometimes it´s a bit annoying because it 

makes you feel very bad that you haven´t been working out but I think it´s okay”.  

Motivation 

All of the participants agree that the fact that you can see on written form your development, 

in terms of speed and time definitely affects their motivation; and the audio coach helps them 

push harder while out running. 
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Seeing other people´s results motivates Inger to keep up with them and not be the last one on 

the leaderboard. The visual aspect of the app, seeing the countdown as per Inger´s words “10 

km, 90km left, 2,88km left…” it kept her on her toes, it created some pressure. Even though 

she is aware that the app´s numbers are not 100% accurate, she is satisfied with it as it is. To 

her the setup is sleek and neat which simplifies the use of a phone to achieve results. She 

concludes that today people want to have everything in their phone instead of on paper, like 

an exercise journal. This was one of her original reason to look for a fitness app.  

Mikkel asserts that he is more easily motivated because he has an easy to operate tool to 

“track my progress and how I am running and how I´m progressing. That´s a good motivator. 

My routine has just changed in that fact that I get up to run, I guess, yeah, a bit more often, I 

believe”.   

Bell challenges 

Half of the interviewees have participated in the sponsored challenges but none of them has 

won any. People register for them but soon forget them as the app doesn´t send any 

reminders. On the other hand Mikkel mentioned that once they sent him a notification but he 

found that annoying.  

Social comparison 

Seeing other people´s performance may be affecting people to some extent, but may be not 

strongly that they go out to exercise immediately. Aron admits to it being “fun to watch 

others”.  

History 

The “History” seems to be the most popular option of the app. It aids when one is trying to 

compare their timing and become faster or when they are aiming for a goal of certain number 

of kilometers to cover. It is one of the major motivating elements of the app.   

Audio coach 

The users find the “Audio coach” “cool”, “necessary” and “really nice” feature of the app. It 

updates regularly on the speed for each kilometer which can be motivating for people to push 

themselves harder to beat their time. As per Inger´s words “it keeps you on your toes and you 
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are excited/full of anticipation to know how you performed”. In the Premium version of the 

app one has the option to personalize the “Audio coach” further.  

Looks/appearance 

For Felicia, looks and health go hand in hand. Which may be true, because if you are healthy 

and in shape, it´s visible. Being “heavy” and “fat” were concerns expressed by the respondents 

and also reasons for them exercising. Wanting to look good and keep in shape was also 

mentioned.  

Workout reasons 

The primary reasons to exercise are to keep in shape, live a healthy lifestyle, look good and as 

Aron reveals he really enjoys just being able to go out and run.   

Health reasons stand out/prevail as the main purpose for exercising for these users. Patty 

indicates that she wants to be able to climb up the stairs to her apartment without getting 

tired on the second floor to for a break.  

On the other hand Felicia says that she likes looking good and it´s important to her:  

 

“…yeah, I don´t want to be one 70 years old who feels like 80. I want to have a healthy 

sex life when I am 70 and still be able to dress in a nice pair of jeans and feel great. And 

you can´t just suddenly decide that at 70, you have to work all your life for that, it´s a 

lifestyle”. 

 

6.7. Socializing and its effects  

Endomondo friends 

The social interactions on Endomondo seem to be limited, the users are either unfamiliar with 

the option of being able to have friends on the app or do not have the time for it or. Unless 

there is a challenge, then Inger admits to checking every day. 
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Social motivation 

Inger´s experience of Endomondo concerning socializing is mostly based on her participation 

in the group challenge with her colleagues. She was often keeping up with how the others 

were doing when she was in that challenge. Knowing that others were ahead of her made her 

go out for a run more often, not wanting to be behind. She thought it was enjoyable, 

encouraging and fun to see how the rest was performing. To her it felt like a real competition 

seeing live updates of others´ workouts. It also peps you up, gives you a positive pressure to 

want to go out and exercise. You are partaking in a challenge, you want to make it 

through/withstand.  

In Mikkel´s opinion Endomondo is trying to create a mini social network which he finds 

overwhelming. He doesn´t feel the need to communicate on yet another platform other than 

Facebook or Twitter which he already uses. 

Some of the people are motivated by their friends being able to see their workouts; Cecilia´s 

take on it is “I think I am more willing to go for a run because I can record. Instead of before 

using it it´s just like “well, no one knows what I am doing” and I cannot record anything”. 

Felicia has a similar take on it. She got introduced to the app by a friend of hers who was 

posting her walks results on Facebook. This made her feel envious, because she knew she also 

walked a lot and wanted to show the world how much she walks. But she confesses that she 

doesn´t post her “bad numbers” because she jokingly says she hates them. That same friend of 

hers named Mary serves as an inspiration to Felicia: 

 

“she walks home from downtown home 3 times a week. And she is amazing, she is like 

almost 60 and she is so freaking gorgeous! I think at 60 we are all supposed to be that 

gorgeous. It´s just because we are used to be driving everywhere and not eating right and 

stuff like that, that we get amazed with somebody like Mary, who looks that fantastic. 

Everybody should look that fantastic. It´s more like, well everybody looks shit (laughing). 

It´s sad actually.” 

 

To Aron the “pep talk” feature is ”funny”, “hilarious” and it cracks him when someone says 

something funny “At least it makes you run”.  

Patty´s outlook on the fact that her Endomondo friends “Like” her workouts seems to be 

neutral/indifferent “if someone wants to, they are free to follow up my physical 

development”.  
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Apparently she has mixed feelings about others people´s workouts. She may ignore them or 

she may get annoyed at the person or herself “I think it works the other way around, it kinda 

demotivates me. Well, I am not sure. It depends of course on my mood sometimes. […] or I get 

like “Why do you share it?” I mean … yeah. But sometimes, of course it depends on the person, 

I am like “Wow, you did great! You ran 10km!” and I like the status. So it depends on the 

mood, I mean it´s different”.  

Facebook 

Inger believes that many people are using fitness tracking apps but are not sharing their 

workouts on social media, compared to before when these were still a novelty.  

Today none of the interviewees feel the need to share their results on Facebook, except one – 

Felicia. She says she´s pretty active on Facebook but her reason for it is that she´s from South 

Africa and living in Iceland, so for her this is a way to share her life with friends and family 

afar. Nevertheless she mentioned earlier that she wanted to show people how much she walks 

too.  

Some have posted it before but not anymore, now they feel like it´s a show off if they do.  

Bragging/showing off 

Most of the users feel like it makes no difference to post their workouts on social media 

because the appreciation of others is not needed. It seems that Cecilia has very high 

expectations of herself because she says she might post something one day if she is very good, 

but she is not proud of her results. Felicia seems to comply with this: “when I reach a goal, I 

love them, when I don´t, I freaking hate it. And you know what – I don´t post my bad goals”.  

Music 

While out exercising, people are also trying to make the best of it and enjoy their workout. 

Endomondo allows that by being able to play music simultaneously. Half of the respondents 

mentioned playing music.   
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Socializing 

Only two of the participants mentioned that they occasionally use exercising to socialize with 

friends or family. 

6.8. Accessories  

Arm pocket  

The arm pocket is the accessory which people use to put their phone in while exercising to 

prevent it from bouncing. There are mixed opinions about this item. Inger considers it time 

consuming to operate the app through the pocket, particularly if she´s participating in a 

running competition. Felicia didn´t find it comfortable but Aron said it was very comfortable. 

Either way it seems all of the subjects own one. 

Heart rate monitor 

None of the research participants has a heart monitor. They are maybe not fanatic about 

measuring themselves. 

Garmin watch 

Four out of the six interviewed have a watch, but don´t use it as much, because Endomondo 

has replaced the need for it. 

7. Discussion  
This chapter will summarize and discuss the outcome of the empirical study conducted in this 

research. They will be discussed mostly on a general level; however, since the fitness app 

business and Endomondo have been chosen as an “exemplifying case” for this thesis, they will 

be given emphasis. 

This study can be considered a contributor to the research field of BCT and fitness apps, and 

adds academic value by building on existing literature. The existing literature is considered to 

be quite scarce, which is why it has been of interest to conduct research on the topic. 

Furthermore, the existing literature has quite a theoretical orientation while the ambition 

with this research is to be a development towards a more practical focus.  
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Additionally findings regarding motivation and its sections will be presented in relation to 

how the fitness app´s features correspond to them. 

7.1. Interviews´ results 

Below are the main emerging themes from the empirical results. 

Physical Activity beliefs 

The participants´ positive beliefs about physical activity may be in accordance to Protection 

Motivation theory which suggests that when consumers do not perceive that they are 

vulnerable to a health risk, they may lack the motivation to change their behavior (Rogers, 

1975). The results at hand show that the users are aware of the benefits of PA and the risks of 

not exercising. In addition the Theory of Planned Behavior suggests that people´s attitudes 

follow spontaneously and consistently from beliefs accessible in their memory which then 

guide corresponding behavior (Ajzen & Fishbein, 2000). This clarifies some of the reasons 

why people exercise.  

Numbers processing 

Being aware of the calorie expenditure or how many kilometers are walked seems to give 

users some kind of satisfaction and feeling of achievement. As Patty pointed:“It´s one thing to 

know it and then another thing to have it in the app” which is supported by Gary Wolf, one of 

the creators of the Quantified Self movement: “Computers don´t lie. People lie” (Hesse, 2008).  

The feeling of accomplishment may be also explained by the need for instant gratification in 

people. Usually regular exercise does not produce immediate visible results thus the 

possibility to see the numerical results seems to create some tangibility for the users. Even the 

slightest change in numbers can make difference, everything matters. Inger mentioned she 

even found it a bit frustrating to “lose seconds” while turning the app on and putting it back in 

the arm pocket before a run. Aron revealed that he feels “a bit sour” if he´s not able to have the 

app on when he is out running (for example while being abroad without an Internet 

connection). These findings may be interpreted with the theory about loss aversion which 

refers to people´s tendency to strongly prefer avoiding losses than acquiring gains. Most 

studies suggest that losses are twice as powerful psychologically, as gains (Kahneman 

&Tversky, 1984).  
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On the other hand one needs to have patience and self-control to keep up regular workout 

practice. Thus fitness adherence seems to be supported by the use of a fitness app as it 

satisfies the need for immediate gratification in people. 

Motivation through online channels 

Periodic activity report by email 

Most of the users spoke about the summary monthly emails and found them motivating. As 

Aron said “[…]it makes you feel good if you have done well”. This coheres with studies that 

claim that individually tailored feedback (i.e., feedback based on the user´s own 

characteristics) (Kreuter, Strecher  & Glassman, 1999) and advice is more likely to be effective 

than generic information about physical activity (Foster, Richards, Thorogood, & Hillsdon, 

2013; Lustria et al., 2013; Van den Berg, Schoones, & Vlieland, 2007). The information 

Endomondo generates is personalized and receiving a feedback allows the users to be aware 

of their current state. It also contributes to the abovementioned feeling of accomplishment by 

being able to access the numerical information in visual format. A positive feedback thus 

enforces the sustainment of the behavior.  

 

Push notifications on mobile 

However some of the participants in the research also spoke about receiving Push 

notifications on their phone when they haven´t used the app for a while. Cecilie said that 

“[…]it makes you feel very bad that you haven´t been working out but I think it´s okay”.  

According to Psychology Today (Winch, 2015) shame arises when people feel bad about what 

they have done and also about what these actions imply about who they are as a person. In 

essence shame represents a psychological wound, in which people criticize their behavior and 

especially their very self. Nevertheless a recent study (Lickel et al., 2014) found that the 

feeling of shame was associated with the motivation to change because shame relates to 

people´s representation of identity. Hence Endomondo´s communication to its users can serve 

as a motivator by praising them as well as possibly causing some feelings of shame, which in 

this case can be a positive thing.  

 

 

https://www.psychologytoday.com/basics/motivation
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Fitness center memberships 

All of the interviewees have at some point been members in fitness centers. Right now out of 

the six Endomondo users, one has a gym membership, one is in Cross Fit, and one is both in 

gym and Cross Fit. Some of the reasons that people do not join a gym are cost, lack of time, 

inconvenience or feeling out of place (Averkamp, 2015; Mayo Clinic, 2014). This correlates 

with the opinions of some of the participants of the research at hand. It may be that apps 

could replace gym memberships. 

A recent pilot study (Padmasekara, 2014) assessed whether fitness apps are a suitable 

alternative to the gym. The results concluded that apart from being efficacious, apps have the 

added benefit of being convenient, being able to perform physical activity ´on the go´ or with 

limited time. Fitness centers could be aware of the trend as recently Fitness World 

(Denmark´s biggest fitness chain) collaborated with Endomondo by creating a challenge for 

the users where people could win free gym membership.  

Audio coach 

The Audio coach is very well appreciated by all the users. According to them it is motivating to 

have the voice played out and encouraging them forward. It serves as a real time informer of 

the current situation. The brain appears to regulate itself and other organs using feedback 

control processes hence feedback on one´s progress and cues for future directions are 

essential when managing physical activity (Riley et al., 2011). As per Inger´s words “it keeps 

you on your toes and you are excited/full of anticipation to know how you performed”.  

The definition of self-efficacy is the strength of one´s belief in their own ability to complete 

tasks and reach goals. It directly relates to how long someone will stick to a workout regimen 

(Bandura, 1977). Endomondo makes it possible to track one´s progress and that is motivating 

to the users. It reconfirms people´s self-efficacy. 

Social motivation 

Most of the products and services we use today are somehow all focused on socializing and 

connecting people - internet service, phones, social media networks etc. Almost everyone has 
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an account on the most popular digital platforms. The 2012 Pew Internet Survey found that 

people are increasingly seeking to connect with others about health (Fox, 2012). 

Endomondo is encouraging social interactions between the users on their website, on the app 

and by e-mail. Despite of that according to the interviewees the main use of Endomondo is the 

tracking and not so much the social part.  

However Cecilia said she is “more willing to go for a run because I can record. Instead of 

before using it it´s just like “well, no one knows what I am doing” and I cannot record 

anything”. Felicia has a similar take on it. She knew she walked a lot and wanted to show the 

world how much she walks. But she confesses that she doesn´t post her “bad numbers” 

because she jokingly says she hates them. This corresponds with Allen´s study (2003) which 

considered motivation from a social perspective and identified three sources of motivation, 

one of them being social validation of oneself. Social validation is about getting recognition 

from others, in the form of social approval, social acceptance, and social status. It appears that 

to some extent the users are aware of the social matter in the context of using the app. 

Motivation 

When participating in a group challenge on the app, Inger was motivated to keep up by seeing 

other people´s results as she didn´t want to be the last one on the leaderboard. By following 

the countdown “90 km, 10km left, 2,88km left…” it kept her on her toes, it created some 

pressure. This kind of social pressure is in accordance with findings in another research 

(Consolvo, Everitt, Smith  & Landay, 2006) which was investigating the design requirements 

for technologies that encourage PA. Participants in the abovementioned study felt pressure to 

make their goal and not have the lowest step count compared to the others.  

Workout reasons 

The results indicate that the reasons for exercising are to keep in shape, live a healthy 

lifestyle, look good and purely because of the enjoyment of it. In general health reasons were 

often mentioned. Felicia was the only one who was very straightforward that she wants to 

look good and that it is important to her, but not the primary reason. These findings are 

consistent with Perrin´s research (1979) where people reported health benefits as their 

reason for initiating physical activity, but enjoyment was their main reason for continuing. 
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Another study (Boothby et al., 1981) found lack of enjoyment to be primary reason for 

withdrawing from physical activity programs and body-focused motives were unrelated to 

adherence (Richard, Christina, Deborah, Rubio, & Kennon, 1997). 

Sponsored app challenges 

Even though half of the interviewees have participated in the sponsored challenges on 

Endomondo, none of them has won. It appears that for this group monetary gains were not a 

motivator to exercise. Extrinsic motivation refers to external means that affect behaviors, 

tangible incentives such as monetary rewards, grades (Ba & Wang, 2013) or body-related 

motives as their goals are extrinsic to the activity per se (Richard, Christina, Deborah, Rubio, & 

Kennon, 1997). 

 

Social sharing of exercise results 

Most of the users consider it irrelevant to share their results on social media. It appears that 

they are not seeking for social approval. That could be because Endomondo is in a way 

replacing the social support by acknowledging their efforts and motivating them just like a 

person would do. The app´s features enable the users to get their self-efficacy reaffirmed.  

Interface design  

Interface design is increasingly important as apps compete for rapidly increasing customers. 

Visual design refers to the balance, emotional appeal, or aesthetic of a website (Garrett, 2003) 

and it may be expressed through colors, shapes, font type or animation. Some research in this 

area has shown a relationship between “aesthetic beauty” and e-trust (Karvonen, 2000). 

All the users perceive Endomondo as an easy to use app. Simplicity was often mentioned by 

the users and it appears to be highly valued. Particularly for the older users, Felicia is the 

oldest participant in the research. She is aware of the difference between her and how her son 

operates/navigates online software; sometimes she feels overwhelmed by technology and 

how quickly it changes “Yeah, I don´t go much with change”. The users that have been using 

the app from five-six years ago stated that it has not changed much since. Thus Endomondo is 

convenient because of the simplicity of use and the familiarity with the app.  
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Familiarity often induces liking. Familiar things like food, music, activities, surroundings, etc. 

make us feel comfortable. From an evolutionary perspective, it makes sense because things 

that are familiar are likely to be safer than things that are not. If something is familiar, we 

have clearly survived the exposure to it, and our brain, recognizing this, steers us towards it 

(Raghunathan, 2012).   

All the users claim that they will continue using Endomondo because they are familiar with it 

and find it easy to use. Familiarity and simplicity seem to result in users´ loyalty.   

7.2. BCTs in Endomondo 

By exploring the app´s features it was possible to discover elements which correspond to 

several BCTs. As previous research has shown mobile device interventions are most effective 

when they are based on theory (Fjeldsoe, Miller, and Marshall 2010; Riley et al., 2011) and 

(Abraham & Michie, 2008). Some studies have observed that fitness apps contained only few 

features based on behavioral change theory (Cowan et al., 2012; Doshi et al. 2003; Breton et 

al., 2011). There are six BCTs (out of 26) that prevail in Endomondo. This number is similar to 

a study on apps promoting PA among adults which found that on average there were five 

BCTs in apps (Middelweerd et al., 2014) and another that found there were eight (Direito et 

al., 2014). By analyzing the interview results there were six BCTs that matched the most 

valued elements of the app. In hierarchical order will be discussed the main BCTs that stood 

out in the free version of Endomondo. 

 

7.2.1. Prominent BCTs 

Prompt self-monitoring of behavior 

The definition of this BCT states that “the person is asked to keep a record of specified 

behavior(s) (e.g., in a diary)” (Abraham & Michie, 2008). This corresponds with one of the 

main uses of Endomondo which is to self-monitor by keeping track of the workouts. This BCT 

originates from the control theory (Carver & Scheier, 1982) which suggests that people put in 

an effort with a goal in mind in order to create results. Some interventions use goal setting 

alone and others combine goal setting with self-monitoring and feedback (Carver & Scheier, 

1982). In addition, Schwartz reported the finding that self-attention promotes an increased 

regularity in the functioning of the system that is being attended to (Schwartz, 1980). 
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Furthermore a study by Michie et al. (Michie et al., 2009) identified “prompt self-monitoring 

of behavior” as the only one BCT that was significantly associated with physical activity or 

healthy eating outcomes. A recent research found that in 60% of the studied apps self-

monitoring was one of the most frequently included BCT (Direito et al., 2014).  

According to Hebden et al. (2012) young adults often lack the self-regulatory skills, such as 

self-monitoring and planning, required to adopt and maintain healthy behaviors. Thus 

Endomondo could facilitate the self-monitoring process especially in this age group as the 

young adults are the main users of apps.  

 

Prompt intention formation  

The definition of this BCT is “encouraging the person to decide to act or set a general goal, for 

example, to make a behavioral resolution such as “I will take more exercise next week”” 

(Abraham & Michie, 2008). By sending the workout summary by email every month, 

Endomondo enables people to decide to do more next month. This relates to the BCT above 

because when one has a feedback, it allows planning the next steps towards achievement of 

the goal. The users´ primary reasons to work out are to keep in shape which is an ongoing 

process and not an end goal. Positive feedback thus appears to motivate the users. 

Provide general encouragement  

This BCT refers to “praising or rewarding the person for effort or performance without this 

being contingent on specified behaviors or standards of performance” (Abraham & Michie, 

2008). Regardless of the users´ workout results, Endomondo´s push notifications and emails 

are always encouraging without any specific standards. This BCT also relates to the one above 

and both have similarities in the way that they encourage the user to keep on. 

7.2.2. Less prominent BCTs 

Provide information about others´ approval 

This BCT includes “Information about what others think about the person´s behavior and 

whether others will approve or disapprove of any proposed behavior change” (Abraham & 

Michie, 2008). The app supports this by allowing and encouraging comments and “Likes” from 

friends on the workouts, both in app and enabling sharing on social media networks. A study 

by Ba and Wang (2013) suggests that there is a high level of correlation between users´ 
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exercise activities and their participation in digital health communities. This corresponds to 

Endomondo´s activity and business model as it is a digital program focusing on community 

and making fitness more social. Allen (2003) supports this idea as he considers social 

validation of oneself as motivation from a social perspective. It means getting recognition 

from others, in the form of social approval, social acceptance, and social status. When using 

Endomondo the users are enabled to receive such recognition through the app. As online and 

offline connections between people become intertwined, social networking methods 

increasingly resemble real-life social interactions, including PA and health (Vickey, Breslin & 

Tsai, 2011). Cattell (2001) has recognized that both formal and informal social networks have 

been shown to be a very powerful tool in encouraging positive health behavior. Social support 

has been linked to a number of health outcomes and appears to be a crucial determinant of 

success in changing health habit (Sallis, Grossman, Pinski, Patterson & Nader, 1987) as people 

are increasingly seeking to connect with others about health (Fox, 2012).  

Prompt specific goal setting 

This BCT “Involves detailed planning of what the person will do, 

including a definition of the behavior specifying frequency, 

intensity, or duration and specification of at least one context, that 

is, where, when, how, or with whom (Abraham & Michie, 2008). 

One of Endomondo´s features namely “Commitments” (see Figure 

11) one has the option to specify exactly these details. In the 

Premium version of the app there is another feature “Training 

plan” where one can create more detailed plan which also relates 

to this BCT. The control theory (Carver & Scheier, 1982) suggests 

that people put in an effort with a goal in mind in order to create 

results. Thus the goal-setting option enforces people´s effort 

towards their fitness related goals. Ajzen (1991) also believed that 

intention is the most immediate determinant of behavior. 

Provide opportunities for social comparison 

Continuing with the social focus of the app, this BCT has the purpose to “Facilitate observation 

of nonexpert others´ performance for example, in a group class or using video or case study”. 

According to the social cognitive theory when people observe a model performing a behavior 

Figure 11. Endomondo´s app 

feature "Commitments" 
Figure 11. Endomondo´s app 

feature "Commitments" 
Figure 11. Endomondo´s app 

feature "Commitments" 
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and the consequences of that behavior, they remember the sequence of events and use this 

information to guide their subsequent behaviors. People´s behavior is dependent upon the 

replication of the actions of others (Bandura, 1986). By being able to get updates on others 

people´s workouts through the app it might motivate them to follow that example. 

8. Conclusions 
In today´s digitalized society our behavior has become increasingly challenged and influenced 

by products and services. Companies are operating in markets where they face strong 

competition. Consumers are no longer satisfied with solely the functional benefits of a 

product, they demand something more and companies therefore have to find new and 

innovative ways of delivering sustained results. The use of BCTs seems to be effective way of 

doing so as it can support motivation, commitment and connection/engagement between the 

product and the consumer. 

This master thesis sought to explore the role of BCTs in fitness apps as the literature has 

emphasized the importance and effectiveness of applying those to address behavioral 

determinants. This research indicates that BCTs indeed play a significant role in fitness 

adherence and that the use of BCTs therefore should be given consideration by managers who 

wish to create engaging and efficacious products. Moreover, there were uncovered prominent 

techniques which contribute to the motivation and adherence to PA. These techniques include 

“Prompt self-monitoring of behavior”, “Prompt intention formation” and “Provide general 

encouragement”. In addition, techniques such as “Provide information about others´ 

approval”, “Prompt specific goal setting” and “Provide opportunities for social comparison” 

turned out to add value to the management of the users´ physical activity and thereby also 

contribute to the effectiveness and motivation provided by Endomondo.  

The automatic personalized feedback provided by fitness apps can add value by supporting 

behavior change. It is therefore important to engage in a dialogue with the customers and 

understand their attitudes, beliefs and motivation in order to be able to select BCTs that can 

be efficacious for their products and services. 

By making sure that essential BCTs are considered in creating behavior changing products 

managers can gain satisfied consumers that feel motivated and more connected to their 

product. This will most likely result in brand loyalty which provides numerous benefits such 
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as for example marketing advantages including reduced marketing costs, brand exposure and 

exponential growth as is the case with Endomondo. 

Finally, it can be concluded that Endomondo is a company that is succeeding in today´s digital 

fitness management economy. The app is continually gaining new users and has become a 

part of the remarkably expanding health and fitness digital community of Under Armour 

Connected Fitness with approximate of 130 million members worldwide, making it the 

world´s largest digital community within the field. It is novel, functional and offers motivating 

features. It is therefore suggested that part of Endomondo´s success has to do with the 

inclusion of these essential behavior change techniques mentioned in this thesis, customers 

feel more committed to the brand and the app is gaining popularity and more loyal customers. 

8.1. Suggestions for the app 

These recommendations are deriving from the interviews with the research participants 

along with observations of the author. 

1. Allow for users to be able to control the “Start” and “Pause” buttons through the 

headphones - It will facilitate the access to the app for the ones using arm pockets 

and all of the research participants own one. 

2. Expand battery endurance - The battery doesn´t last long when using the app which 

makes people not track as often as they´d like to. Thus smart watches that track 

everyday motion and can be worn all day are becoming a competition to 

Endomondo. 

3. Introduce the option to compare the results to their friends on the app - 

Interventions that include feedback on past performance or feedback in 

comparison to others´ performance produced the highest levels of self-efficacy.  

4. Educate users better on all the options of the app - Many of the respondents are not 

familiar with all the options of Endomondo. Some even do not know that you can 

have friends on the app, nor were they familiar with the Pep talk option. 

5. Integrate an option where users can choose whether they get notifications about 

friends who are out exercising. It will give them opportunity to pep talk more often, 

engage the users more socially and perhaps motivate them to go out exercise. 
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8.2. Future research 

In future research BCTs and their connection to adherence could be investigated in different 

contexts in order to discover whether the results of this thesis are applicable for other 

industries. 

Another perspective that is worth investigating further is the effectiveness of online sharing 

via social networks of one´s physical activity. There is limited scientific research on the nature 

of relationships formed in the different types of online social networks, how social ties can be 

leveraged to promote behavior change, how socialization occurs, and how to promote 

engagement. Theoretical models of online social behavior are needed to understand the 

factors that characterize effective versus ineffective interactions and relationships on online 

social networks. 

It would be of interest to research the barriers for people who are not yet using fitness apps, 

by discovering the reasons it will be possible to figure out ways to acquire a bigger market 

share. 

Additionally, future research should examine the effectiveness of apps in a longitudinal study. 

Finally, it could also be valuable to examine which BCTs or combinations of techniques are 

more effective and have a bigger impact on adherence. This could provide more insight and 

validity to the results presented in the thesis at hand. 
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Appendices 

Appendix I - Taxonomy of BCTs 

Definitions of 26 Behavior Change Techniques and Illustrative Theoretical Frameworks 

Technique (theoretical framework) Definition 

1. Provide information about behavior health 

link. (IMB) 

 

General information about behavioral risk, for 

example, susceptibility to poor health outcomes 

or mortality risk in relation to the behavior 

2. Provide information on consequences. (TRA, 

TPB, SCogT, IMB) 

 

Information about the benefits and costs of action 

or inaction, focusing on what will happen if the 

person does or does not perform the behavior 

3. Provide information about others’ approval. 

(TRA, TPB, IMB) 

 

Information about what others think about the 
person’s behavior and whether others will 
approve or disapprove of any proposed behavior 
change 
 

4. Prompt intention formation.  

(TRA, TPB, SCogT, IMB) 

 

Encouraging the person to decide to act or set a 

general goal, for example, to make a behavioral 

resolution such as “I will take more exercise next 

week‘ 

5. Prompt barrier identification. 

(SCogT) 

 

Identify barriers to performing the behavior and 

plan ways of overcoming them 

6. Provide general encouragement. 

(SCogT) 

 

Praising or rewarding the person for effort or 

performance without this being contingent on 

specified behaviors or standards of performance 

7. Set graded tasks.  
(SCogT) 

Set easy tasks, and increase difficulty until target 

behavior is performed. 

8. Provide instruction.  
(SCogT) 

Telling the person how to perform a behavior 

and/or preparatory behaviors 

9. Model or demonstrate the behavior.  

(SCogT) 

 

An expert shows the person how to correctly 

perform a behavior, for example, in class or on 

video 

10. Prompt specific goal setting.  
(CT) 

Involves detailed planning of what the person will 

do, including a definition of the behavior 

specifying frequency, intensity, or duration and 

specification of at least one context, that is, 

where, when, how, or with whom 

11. Prompt review of behavioral goals. 

 (CT) 

Review and/or reconsideration of previously set 

goals or intentions 
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12. Prompt self-monitoring of behavior. 

 (CT) 

 

The person is asked to keep a record of specified 

behavior(s) (e.g., in a diary) 

13. Provide feedback on performance.  

(CT) 

 

Providing data about recorded behavior or 

evaluating performance in relation to a set 

standard or others’ performance, i.e., the person 

received feedback on their behavior. 

14. Provide contingent rewards.  
(OC) 

Praise, encouragement, or material rewards that 

are explicitly linked to the achievement of 

specified behaviors 

15. Teach to use prompts or cues. 
 (OC) 

Teach the person to identify environmental cues 

that can be used to remind them to perform a 

behavior, including times of day or elements of 

contexts. 

16. Agree on behavioral contract.  
(OC) 

Agreement (e.g., signing) of a contract specifying 

behavior to be performed so that there is a 

written record of the person’s resolution 

witnessed by another 

17. Prompt practice. (OC) Prompt the person to rehearse and repeat the 

behavior or preparatory behaviors 

18. Use follow-up prompts. Contacting the person again after the main part 

of the intervention is complete 

19. Provide opportunities for social comparison. 

(SCompT) 

 

Facilitate observation of nonexpert others’ 

performance for example, in a group class or 

using video or case study 

20. Plan social support or social change. (social 

support theories) 

Prompting consideration of how others could 
change their behavior to offer the person help or 
(instrumental) social support, including 
“buddy”systems and/or providing social support 

21. Prompt identification as a role model. 

 

Indicating how the person may be an example to 

others and influence their behavior or provide an 

opportunity for the person to set a good example 

22. Prompt self-talk. Encourage use of self-instruction and self-

encouragement (aloud or silently) to support 

action 

23. Relapse prevention. (relapse prevention 

therapy) 

Following initial change, help identify situations 

likely to result in readopting risk behaviors or 

failure to maintain new behaviors and help the 
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person plan to avoid or manage these situations 

 
24. Stress management (stress theories) May involve a variety of specific techniques (e.g., 

progressive relaxation) that do not target the 

behavior but seek to reduce anxiety and stress 

25. Motivational interviewing  
 

Prompting the person to provide self-motivating 

statements and evaluations of their own behavior 

to minimize resistance to change 

26. Time management Helping the person make time for the behavior 
(e.g., to fit it into a daily schedule) 

 

Note. IMB = information-motivation-behavioral skills model; TRA = theory of reasoned action; 

TPB = theory of planned behavior; SCogT = social-cognitive theory; CT = control theory; OC = 

operant conditioning. 

 

Appendix II - Interview guide 
1. What do you think/believe about exercise, physical activity and workout in general? 

(checking attitudes and beliefs) 

2. How did you find out about Endomondo? 

3. When did you use the app last? Walk me through the process of it. 

4. Did you state your intentions to friends or someone before starting to work out? Did you 

do it before using Endomondo or after? (measuring intention level in TPB theory) 

5. Do you think first about the app before going for a workout/run or first you plan your 

workout and then think that you should track it? 

6. Do you ever use Endomondo if you are not out exercising? To check for example how 

and what friends are doing? 

7. How is your workout routine different from before now when you are using 

Endomondo? (More fun? Creates more awareness that you are doing something because 

it documents it?) 

8. Which options are you using from the menu of the app? 

9. Why are you not using the others (whichever they are)? 

10. Have you created a challenge for your friends? Have you participated in the public 

companies´ challenges? 

11. What do you think of the interface/design of the app? 

12. Do you ever use the data stored from your previous workouts and in what way? (To 

share it online, to get an overview of how often you trained, to get a self-pep?) 

13. Do you share data on Facebook? Why yes/why not? 

14. Do you learn anything new about yourself because of the app? What? 

15. What do the data/numerical results do for you? How do they make you feel? 

16. Why do you work out? (try to figure out whether user is extrinsically motivated or 

intrinsically). 

17. Do you have gym membership? Why yes/not? Do you use Endomondo there? 
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18. What are your expectations of a fitness tracking app? What do you need it to do? Is 

Endomondo meeting your expectations or what is missing? 

19. Have you ―rated‖ the app? (checking engagement of the user) 

20. Have you researched it online/googled it? What do you know about it? 

21. Have you ―pep talked‖ some Endomondo buddy through the app? 

22. Do you have ―friends‖ on Endomondo that you don´t know personally? 

23. Have you been offered the Premium free version trial? What is your experience of it? 

24. Have you used it? Why yes/why not? If you are a Premium user, why did you upgrade?  

25. Have you participated in Endomondo challenge? Why yes/not? 

26. Why are you using Endomondo? 

27. Why will you continue using Endomondo? 

28. Which sport do you track most? 

29. What do you think is the main use/purpose of Endomondo? (Tracking or the social 

part?) 

30. In what way does the data from the app help you improve your fitness regime? Does it 

help you at all? Or it got you started? 

31. Have you needed to contact the customer service? What was your experience and 

satisfaction level of it? What was the reason for contacting them, what was the issue? 

32. Have you received any reminders from Endomondo when you haven’t used it for a 

while? What do you think about that? (Annoying/ helpful?) 

33. What other apps have you used for your health (weight loss/calorie counting/other)? 

34. Do you use any other wearable/tracking device? 

35. Demographic questions – age, sex, student or working 

36. What is your height and weight? (Calculate BMI) 
 

Appendix III - Interview data 

 

Interview with Inger 

14.08.2015 

 

L: What do you think/believe about exercise, physical activity and workout in general?  

I: Mér finnst það skipta öllu máli að fólk hreyfi sig. Bæði vegna líkamlegra heilsu og andlega heilsu. Og bara 

þannig að þú náir að lifa sem lengst. Að hreyfa sig gefur þér líka bara hérna...þetta er bara eins og liggur við 

að fara til sálfræðings. Þú færð góða æfingu, tekur á því, pústar út, svitnar vel, þá bara losnar svo mikið 

endorfín og þú ert bara svona...hvað segir maður „excercise high― eða „runners high―? Þú ert bara í vímu 

sko. Og það er mjög góð víma. Og þegar maður er búinn að upplifa þá víma oft, þá langar þig bara alltaf að 

halda áfram að hreyfa þig næstum því hvern einasta dag.  

L: How did you find out about Endomondo? 

I: Uhmmm...Ég held að ég hafi bara, einhverntímann þegar ég var að setja upp hlaupaplan að ég hafi bara 

farið í App Store og þú veist...running plans eða googlað upp plan, 5K plan, e-ð svoleiðis. Ég fann 

einhverntímann e-ð sem heitir „From couch to 5 K―, það er reyndar ekki Endomondo, það er annað forrit, 

það er langt síðan kannski 5 ár síðan. Svo var ég með Runkeeper sem er líka svona app og ég fílaði það ekki. 

Svo minnir mig að ég hafi núna ætlaði að reyna halda þessu svona saman, þú veist það sem ég var að gera, 

hafa svona smá dagbók. Og við vorum öll í vinnunni, yfirmaðurinn minn hann skoraði á okkur svona 

áskorun að við ætluðum að reyna ná 100 km yfir einn mánuðinn. Þá gerði hann challenge inn á Endomondo 
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og við acceptuðum hana. Allir saman og hann þurfti að adda okkur öllum sem vinum.  Þá er það miklu 

sýnilegra og aðgengilegra á okkar prófil. Og ég gat alltaf séð: „Ok, ég er búin með 20km, Siggi hann er 

kominn með 32km, Gunni 52km og ég gat alltaf séð hvað hann er að gera ef ég sá að hann er að fara langt 

framúr hjá mér. Ok nei, nú er ég að fara út í kvöld―, já maður ætlar ekki að vera seinastur. Já þetta er mjög 

skemmtilegt, mjög hvetjandi og bara gaman að sjá hvað hinir eru að gera. Og svo getur maður bara fengið 

hugmynd að leiðum ef maður sá, já hérna hann hljóp hérna, já hann fór í Hfj í dag og já sniðug leið. Goður 

5km hringur, vá flottur 5 km hringur. Það er gaman að fá hugmyndir líka af því að maður fær leið á því að 

vera alltaf á sama stað. Ég er mjög dugleg að bæði labba hér, farið niður á Laugardal, stundum farið niðrí bæ, 

mér finnst mjög gamnan að labba í Hfj, bara breyta um umhverfi.  

L: When did you use the app last? Walk me through the process of it. 

I: Sko ég ætlaði að nota það núna á mánudaginn og ég ýtti á Play og ég hélt að ég ýtti en greinilega ýtti ekki 

á Play. Endaði á að labba í klukkutíma og ég var : „Ohh Jesus!― og ég fór geðveikt stóran hring, alveg 10 

km! Jááá skiptir ekki öllu. Annars vorum við að nota það í hérna í maí, þá vorum við hérna með áskorun. Þá 

var ég búin að nota það e-ð aaaðeins áður, e-ð árið á undan. Þú getur séð það í My History. Svo 

einhvernveginn, ég á þú veist svona, Garmin GPS úr á hendinni til að, ég hef alltaf verið bara að nota það en 

svo hugsaði ég skiluru fyrst að ég er hérna hvort eð er með símann á mér, hlusta á tónlist, það er svo gaman 

með svona forritum, maður getur séð í lok hringsins þú veist, hringinn, getur séð hvað ég er búin að brenna 

margar kaloríum, getur séð hvað ég hljóp hratt, hvenær ég hljóp hraðast, hvenær ég fór ég hægast, uhmm 

hvað fyrsti kilómeterinn var góður, hvað annar kilómeterinn...þú veist greina svo miklu meira. Þú veist hvað 

var mikill halli upp og niður, hvað mikill vindhraði, ekki það að þú veist...hvað ég brenndi, hvað ég missti 

marga lítra vatni eða svona. Ég er ekki alveg e-ð: „Já þetta er alveg 100% rétt!― en það er samt rosalega 

gaman að skoða það og svona pæla í þessu.  

L: En hvað með Garmin, hvernig er það öðruvísi? 

I: Það er bara svona hlaupaúr, þá eina sem þú gerir sko er, það er bara miklu meira vesen, þú færð allar 

þessar upplýsingar í úrið en svo þarftu að installa því, taka snúru og USB í tölvuna. Þá færðu veginn og 

hringinn og brekkan og svona...þarna ertu með þetta bara strax. Og bara um leið og þú ert búin að labba eða 

hlaupa, kíkirðu og þú veist... 

L: Notarðu það þá bara til að hlaupa eða e-ð annað? 

I: Nei ég var að gera líka til að labba og ég prófaði líka þegar ég var í fjallgöngu...og eina sem mér finnst 

gallinn við þetta (Endomondo) mér finnst að appið eigi að skynja hvort ég sé að hlaupa, labba eða labba á 

fjall, af því ég gleymi stundum að breyta og t.d. ef þú labbar á fjall og ert á Hiking en ert með still á Running, 

þá koma bara ekki réttu niðurstöður, kemur e-ð skringilega út og þá er rosalega æjjj. Þannig það er stundum 

gleymdi ég því, stundum fór ég út að labba en var eins og ég var að hlaupa, þá leit úr eins og „Inger is 

running― en fór mjög hægt, veit ekki hvort að stundum, og stundum er það „Inger er að labba― en þá fór ég 

að hlaupa og þá er það eins og ég var að labba á þvílikum hraða.  

L: Hvernig notaru appið þegar þú ætlar að nota það, tekur því upp og hvað geriru þú veist, bara...? 

I: Já ég ætla, ég set á hérna GPS, til að ná GPS sambandi til þess að hún trakki vel undir það og svo náttla 

bara þú veist í rauninni ekki neitt meira, bara stilli á Play og kem mér af stað sko.  

L: Hefurðu skoðað hitt, hina valmöguleikana e-ð?  

I: Hmmm ég hef ekki gert það en það eru sumir sem að fóru í hérna, þú getur farið í My Routes eða nei nei, 

Popular routes eða e-ð þannig. Þannig ef þú ert búin að vera á einhverjum stað og e-r annar er búinn að 

tracka og save-að og setja undir Popular Routes að þá hérna þá geturðu fundið jáááá hérna heyrðu þetta er 

nálægt mér og þetta virðist vera góð leið, ég ætla fara hana.  

L: Hefurðu gert það? 
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I: Nei, ég hef nefnilega ekki gert þetta. Ég hef eiginlega ekki notað einhvern brjalæðisleg details. Ég er 

eiginlega bara, það sem mér finnst skemmtilegast núna er bara einhvernveginn þú veist, koma mér af stað og 

svo í lok hlaupsins eða göngutúrsins að sjá bara hringinn og sjá kílómetrana. 

L: Ertu að skoða e-ð á meðan þú ert að labba? 

I: Mmm stundum, samt eiginlega ekki. Ég man ekki, lætur appið...jú svo er náttúrulega snilld, appið lætur 

þig vita þegar þú ert búin með 1 km og 2 og 3 og þannig þess vegna finnst mér í rauninni ekkert þurfa að 

kíkja. Þannig að hann segir mér skiluru og mér finnst það bara nauðsýnlegt ef það væri ekki þá þú veist það 

er glatað sko. Það verður að vera. Já það segir per hvert kílómeter þú fórst, sérstaklega ef þú ert að reyna 

berjast við e-rn tíma, maður er að reyna að bæta sig. Þá heyrir maður: „Þú fórst fyrsta km á 7 mínútum, svo 

kannski km 2 á 8mín.― Þá bara (hugsaru) nei það er ekkert í boði, ég þarf að hlaupa hraðar. Ég ætla ekki km 

3 á 9 mín, hann á að vera líka á 7mín. Þannig þetta heldur manni, maður er alltaf svona ógeðslega spenntur 

þegar bara þú veist að vita svona... cirka hvað hérna... hvað þú veist...hvernig maður stóð sig skiluru. Þannig 

þetta er alveg þú veist eftir að maður er búinn að prófa það, þá er það hérna, þá er það bara mjög þægilegt. 

Og sérstaklega eins og við vorum hérna svona mörg saman þú veist, ef að maður hefði verið 10 saman, bara 

já við ætlum að labba 100 km og enginn að halda utan um það, þá þarf maður bara að treysta fólki að „Já ég 

fór 10―, þarna er það bara svart á hvítu, það sjá allir í appinu. Bara heyrðu þú getur ekki svindlað, þú fórst 5 í 

gær og þá sér maður hvernig hinum gengur og hver staðan er. Og svo líka bara náttúrulega þú getur sett þér 

bara markmið, allskonar hlaupaplön og... 

L: Hefurðu gert það? 

I: Neeeei, ég hef ekki gert það, ég... það er aðallega útaf því ég er ekkert búin að vera neitt brjálæðislega 

dugleg að hlaupa. Og þú veist ég er byrjuð í CrossFit sko, já og mér finnst það bara ógeðslega gaman og ég 

nenni eiginlega ekki að þú veist, mér finnst rosa gaman að fara út að labba, ég labba mjög mikið á kvöldin. 

L: En geturu ekki mælt CrossFit á meðan eða? 

I: Ég veit það ekki, maður nennir ekki að vera með símann á sér og e-ð.  

L: Já það eru líka mismunandi æfingar þarna. 

I: Já hoppa og hlaupa og þú veist allskonar.  

L: Hugsarðu um appið áður en þú ferð út að hlaupa? Eins og t.d. „Já ég ætla að mæla hvað ...― hvort hugsaru 

á undan appið eða hvort þegar þú ert mætt úti að þá hugsaru : „Já ég ætla að nota appið.―?  

I: Ég myndi sko aldrei fara út að hlaupa nema ég myndi taka hérna... tracka eða að það eru alveg mjög lítlar 

líkur á því. Já ég held að hugsunin gerist bara á sama tíma þú veist af því ég tek náttúrulega alltaf símann 

með til að hlusta á tónlist og þá náttúrulega bara kveiki ég á appinu. Ég myndi aldrei sleppa því ef ég færi út 

að hlaupa en ég tracka ekki alltaf þegar ég er að labba. Mér finnst það ekki alveg svona, af því að þú veist 

þegar maður er að hlaupa þá er maður kannski að taka aðeins meira á því og vill svona aðeins sjá hvort að 

maður náir að bæta tímann eða e-ð og bara sjá hvernig formið er.  

L: Notaru appið til að tjékka á hvað hinir eru að gera? Endomondo vinirnir? 

I: Nei ekkert e-ð sérstaklega mikið sko, en ef maður er í einhverju svona, þú veist ég kannski bara þegar 

maður er svona keppnismanneskja, en ef maður er í einhverju svona, ekki keppni en svona challenge, þá 

skoða ég hvern einasta dag sko! En ég er ekki e-ð svona „Já ég ætla gá hvort að Lína hafi farið út að 

hlaupa.―. Ég er ekkert e-ð...neei þetta er ekki e-ð inn í daglegu rútínu sko, það er ekki eins og maður kíkir á 

Facebook appið, Instagram appið, þetta er ekki e-ð svona „Já ég ætla tjékka á hvort að e-r hafi hreyft sig í 

gær― (laughes) Já allavegana ekki enn sem komið er.   

L: En hvaða valmöguleika ertu að nota? 

I: Ég náttúrulega skoða History-ið og mér finnst mjög gott þegar hún tekur saman þú veist vikuna, svo er 

hægt að stilla því að hún tekur svona mánuðinn og ef maður vill sjá e-ð nánar, þá klikkar maður getur séð 

bara dag fyrir dag. Mér finnst það algjört snilld að sjá bara mánuðinn, svona margir km, svona margar 

kalóríur, svona margir þú veist...það er bara gott að sjá svoleiðis, svart á hvítu hvað maður var að gera.  
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L: Hefurðu búið til challenge fyrir vinina? 

I: Nei ekki ég, en yfirmaðurinn minn, það var það sem við gerðum í vinnunni, 10 saman. 

L:Hvernig gekk það? Hvað gerðist í lokin, náðuði...? 

I: Já, já já já við náðum sko, við vorum með grillveislu. Það var alltaf verið að telja niður, challengið var að 

klárast eftir 2 daga, þú hefur bara 2 daga til að klára 20 km. Sko það sést í Challenges en hún lætur þig ekkert 

vita, þú þarft að svona ...hún sagði samt hvað eru margir dagar. En við ætlum að gera það aftur í september 

núna, aftur 100 km, þannig þú veist ég er mjög spennt sko. Okkar department, deildarstjórinn hann á að 

svona ýta á það og svona, reyna peppa alla upp. 

L: Er það hluti af vinnumórallinn eða? 

I: Jahh hann er nokkuð dulegur að hreyfa sig og samt að reyna að léttast aðeins og svona og hann bara 

nokkurnveginn, við vorum með átaki að hrósa fólki og hrósa hvort öðru og við bara einhvernveginn settum 

þetta af stað og þetta vara algjör snilld! Þá bara öll deildin lifnaði við og kom geðveikur góður andi og bara 

náttúrulega eins og ég segi ef fólk er að hreyfa sig þá líður fólk betur. Sefur betur, stendur sig betur í 

vinnunni og ég hérna fann þvílíkan mun á móralnum og ég meina einn strákur núna sem var að skutla mér 

heim um daginn, hann bara „Eigum við ekki að gera það aftur? Miklu betra að hafa alla félagana saman.― Og 

ég bara „Já ég er geðveikt game sko!― Það líka ýtir þér út. Það svona peppar þig upp til að nenna þú veist. Þú 

ert að taka þátt í áskorun, þú ætlar alveg að standast þessa áskorun sko.  

L: Og markmiðið er ekki að einn af ykkur hlaupi sem mest heldur að þið öll náið þessu á þessum tíma? 

I: Já nákvæmlega, það er í rauninni það var enginn keppni. Markmiðið er bara að klára 100 km á einum 

mánuði. Og það náðu allir nema 2 e-ð, og  þeirra var búinn að vera veikur lengi og með flensu og fór til 

útlanda og e-ð svona þannig að skiljanlegt hjá honum. En ég bara eins og ég segi ég fann þvílíkan mun á 

mér. Eins og yfirmaðurinn minn, hann fór bæði á morgnana og kvöldin með hundinn sinn út að labba, bætti 

því bara í rútínuna sína og hann var bara miklu léttari á sér, búinn að labba kannski 1 til 2 km áður en hann 

fór í vinnu. Það er bara gott skiluru, bara svona aðeins að vakna og lifga sér við og svona. Þannig ég meina 

þú veist, þetta er bara sniðugt að geta gert svona challenge fyrir deildir og fyrirtæki, þetta náttúrulega hjálpar 

til vinnulega. Þetta eykur þú veist, þú ert sjaldnar veikur, það eykur afköst í vinnunni og ert hressari og þú ert 

bara einhvernveginn ferskari á því.  

L: Hvað finnst þér um design-ið? Svona interface. 

I: Já mér finnst það svona...ég var með RunKeeper, ég fílaði það ekki, ég man ekki alveg afhverju en ég hætti 

að nota það, þeir eru alltaf að senda mér póst að þeir sakni mín og e-ð. Ég er búin að unsubscribe-a og ég 

nenni ekki að hafa þá þarna og mér finnst þetta frekar easy. Að geta bara farið í NewsFeed-ið, My Workouts, 

History, Challenge, þetta segir sig allt sjálft. En ég er samt, það er örugglega fullt meira sem er í boði sem ég 

veit ekki sem ég hef bara ekkert kannað. Þannig að ég hérna, og mér finnst alveg gott að án þess að vera of 

mikið Spam að fá tölvupóst bara ―Hey þú ert ekki búin að fara út að hlaupa― eða „Þú hefur ekki notað 

Endomondo í 10 daga, viltu ekki bara kíkja út að hlaupa?― og e-ð svona.  

L: Kemur það oft frá Endomondo? 

I: Jáá það kemur alveg stundum í tölvupósti.  

L: Oft eða nei? 

I: Það er ekki að marka, ég skoða gmailið mitt svo sjaldan sko.  

L: Er það böggandi? 

I: Mmm nei, eins og ég segi ég er náttúrulega búin að skemma gmailið mitt af því ég er skráð á svo marga 

póstlista.  

L: Deiliru e-ð af upplýsingarnar frá Endomondo? 

I: Umm nei ég hef ekki gert það. 

L: Afhverju ekki? 

I: Ég veit það ekki, mér finnst það bara svona æjjj þá ertu bara eins og maður sé að monta sig e-ð.  
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L: Hefurðu séð fólk gera það? 

I: Já, já já já, ég á eina vinkonu sem að deilir mjög oft og þú veist alveg hérna...ég held ég hafi gert það einu 

sinni eða e-ð og ég ætlaði að gera það þegar ég kláraði 100 km en svo var ég bara e-ð Æjjj nei, ég geri það 

ekki neitt, til hvers e-ð. Það er bara fyrir mig og e-ð.  

L: Finnst þér þú hafa lært e-ð nýtt um sjálfa þig með því að nota appið?  

I: Mmm neeeei, nema kannski bara að það er ekkert mál að fara 100 km á einu mánuði. Þetta var ekkert mál, 

veistu hvað þetta eru margar km á dag? Þarna 3,3. Þá þarftu að fara hvern einasta dag, ég var kannski ekki 

alveg að nenna því. En þetta eru 8,4km á 3ja daga fresti. Það var ógeðslega gaman. Ég er alveg viss um það 

að ef ég hafi verið að skrifa það niður þá er ég ekki viss um að ég hafi klárað þetta. Það er mjög gott að hafa 

það visual, bara sjónrænt fyrir framan sig, bara alveg eins og með þegar þú ert að fara að allavegana eins og 

ég, ég vil hafa allt visual, ef ég er að fara að gera kaupa inn, innkaupalista, þá skrifa ég niður hvað ég ætla að 

kaupa svo strika ég yfir. Sjá svona sjónrænt, þarna sá ég bara 10 km, 90 eftir. Þú veist 2, 88 km eftir. Þannig 

mér fannst það, það hélt mér alveg á tánum og þannig að já ég bara þú veist ég allavegana er ekki að fara 

eyða þessu appi út og ég bara uh þó ég kannski nota það ekki í hvert skipti sem ég fer út en samt svona. Það 

er reyndar eitt sem mér finnst alveg rosalega pirrandi. Eins og um daginn þá var ég að keppa í hlaupi, tók þátt 

í hlaupi og ég náttúrulega er að nota símann minn til að hlusta á tónlist þannig ég er búin að setja hann í 

svona hulstur á hendinni. Ég er búin að koma mér fyrir á marklínunni, 1,2,3 og byrja! Þá er ég ekki að fara 

að taka símann minn upp til að kveikja á appið skiluru, ég er bara fara að hlaupa af stað, ég er ekki að fara að 

tapa einhverjum 3 sekúndum eða e-ð svoleiðis.  

L: Að ýta á þakkann? 

I: Já. Bara þú veist af því að eins og þegar ég er með headset þá get ég klikkað á þakka þá kviknar á 

tónlistinni, ég er með Spotify og þá er ég með *klikk* næsta lag. Auðveldara í headphone heldur en hitt 

(símahulstur). Þannig að eins og ég tók hlaup um daginn þá þú veist ýtti á Play á Endomondo þú veist svona 

2 mínútum áður en var lagt af stað af því að þú veist ég bara ýtti á Play af því mig langaði að tracka það. En 

hérna ég var samt kjurr í 2 mínútur svo byrjar hlaupið og þá hljóp ég af stað, skiluru mig? Það er bara eina 

sem ég er bara „oooh― af því mig langar að tracka það bara á alvöru tíma. Já svona 2-3 sekúndur skiptir ekki 

öllu en ekki einhverjar mínútur, þá er það bara ekki marktækt skiluru? Þannig það er svona...þegar ég þarf að 

hlaupa í hlaupum þá nota ég úrið mitt sko ef ég er að keppa eða tek þátt í hlaupum.  

L: Já er það, Garmin? 

I: Þá nota ég Garmin til að fá alveg réttar niðurstöður en ég kveiki samt alveg á app-inu því mig langar svo 

að sjá þú veist, mér finnst svo gaman að sjá hringinn og... 

L: Hver er munurinn á Garmin og Endomondo?  

I: Þá er ég með það bara á hendinni og kveiki bara um leið og ég legg af stað.  

L: Hvaða upplýsingar gefur þér það ekki t.d.?  

I: Það gefur mér alveg, það er náttúrulega bara mismunandi hversu góð úr þu hefur þú veist. Ég er ekki með 

besta úrið og dýrasta úrið. Þú getur fengið úr sem er bara gefa þér örugglega meiri upplýsingar en apps. En 

mitt gefur mér bara hvað ég hljóp hratt, hvað er svo meðalhraðinn, hvað ég var að hvað ég fór langt, hvað ég 

brennti margar kalóríum. Og ef ég set það inn í tölvuna í forrit þar sem ég þarf svo að steja snúru í og svona 

vesen þá fæ ég alveg upp hringinn og þá fæ ég alveg upp ef ég fór einhverja brekku, hver var hæðin og 

hallinn og allt saman. En það er svo mikið vesen af því þá þarf ég að sækja snúruna, plögga henni í USB, 

opna forrit í tölvunni, og þú veist maður nennir varla að opna fartölvu í dag, maðu er bara með símann. 

Maður vill bara hafa allt í símanum. Þú veist og þú sérð það nú er ég að tala við þig í símann, ég nenni ekki 

að opna fartölvu.  

L: En afhverju byrjaðiru þá í CrossFit? Er það til að bæta við hlaupinu eða bara...? 

I: Uhmm æjjj Jolli er náttúrulega búinn að æfa CrossFit lengi og ógeðslega oft búinn að biðja mig um að 

koma með og...þannig þú veist ég hugsaði bara að vera með honum og náttúrulega bara rosa góð hreyfing 
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mmm...svona hreyfing sem þú kemst hratt í form. Ég hugsaði náttúrulega líka bara með því að fara í CrossFit 

að þá er maður bara betri hlaupari sko, ég... mér gengur betur í því.  

L:  What are your expectations of a fitness tracking app? What do you need it to do? Is Endomondo meeting 

your expectations or what is missing? 

I: Hún er alveg að ná að uppfylla mínar þarfir eins og þær eru núna og ég náttúrulega eins og ég segi, eina 

sem að vantar er að geta einhvernveginn...uhh...tala við símann þannig ég geti klikkað á sko ef ég er að fara 

að hlaupa af stað. Það er bara...það er eina...það er eiginleg eini gallinn sem ég svona sem mér finnst vera 

núna. Annars eins og þú varst að segja áðan annars finnst mér bara mjög þægilegt í uppsetningu og ekki of 

mikið af upplýsingum, frekar bara svona stílhreint, það þarf að vera það. Og það er náttúrulega ljósgrænt, ég 

veit ekki hvort það sé e-ð svona, hvað þýðir grænn litur. Af því að þú veist Runkeeper, hann er blár, e-ð 

svona kaldur, hinn er bara svona ljósgrænn, þægilegri á skjánum...Þannig að þú veist þetta allavegana look-

ið, hvorgi letrið eða neitt, það truflar mig ekki sko. Mér finnst þetta bara mjög þægilega uppsett. Og líka bara 

þegar maður er búinn með work out, þá er hægt að Like-a það, þá er hægt að komment-a og við vorum alveg 

dugleg að komment-a á work out-in, maður fær náttúrulega alltaf skilaboð um það. Þá getur maður skrifað e-

ð: „Vá flott hlaup hjá þér! Vá hvað þú fórst langt í kvöld!― og þú veist e-ð svona og maður peppaðist alveg 

upp við það sko. Þannig að já...en ég held samt að þú veist það er samt ekki e-ð...ertu með tölu á hvað eru 

margir sem nota þetta app? 

L: Það eru...já ég ætla ekki að segja þér það. Ég ætla að segja þér það á eftir. 

I: Ég var að spá í, ég þekki þannig séð marga sko. 

L: Er það, margir sem að nota það? 

I: Neeei eða þú veist ég held það sé, ég held að svona eða sko júúú ég held það séu margir sem að nota öpp. 

Þú veist Nike+ eða öll þessi öpp þarna en mín tilfinning er að fólk er ekkert mikið að  deila þessu á Facebook 

eða e-ð þannig. Ég held ekki.  

L: Hefuru rate-að appið? 

I: Nei, ég hef ekki gert það. Ég er ekki nóg dugleg við þá, eiginlega aldrei bara. Og maður verður að vera 

duglegri að rate-a sko, bara allt sem þú gerir á netinu. Eins og þarna þú gistir á hóteli eða flugfélög eða e-ð 

maður á að gefa rate sko.  

L: Hefuru googlað eða rannsakað Endomondo e-ð online? Veistu e-ð það? 

I: Nei, ekki neitt, bara núll.  

L: Hefuru pep-talk-a einhvern? Á meðan þau eru að hlaupa? 

I: Já! Já já já já! Eiginlega bara þegar við vorum í þessu challeng-i þú veist þá sá maður skiluru oft á kvöldin 

sem maður er bara ―æj ég ætla að kíkja! Sjá hvort það sé einhvern út að hlaupa núna. ― Og þegar það var 

einhver sko þá sendi maður „Like― eða bara e-ð þú veist við vorum bara líka með einkahúmór við okkar á 

milli skiluru. „Heyrðu já, ætlarðu bara að fara hérna núna 10 í kvöld?― eða e-ð svona. Þannig já við gerðum 

svolítið stundum svoleiðis.  

L: Hefuru, áttu vini á Endomondo sem þú þekkir ekki? 

I: Neei ég held ekki. Ég man ekki hvort það var e-r sem addaði mér um daginn en...og ef að það myndi gerast 

það er allt í lagi held ég sko. Mér er alveg saman. En ég er ekki e-ð að fylgja einhverjum afrískum hlaupara 

sko þú veist.  

L: Hefuru fengið boð um Premium service? Premium version. Hefuru prófað það? 

I: Já ég hef fengið. Neeei, ég er svona þú veist, ég veit ekki...eins og núna, mér finnst bara app-ið bara það 

gott, á meðan það er frítt, það er með allt sem ég þarf að sjá og þá einhvernveginn svona nenni ekki að vera 

e-ð að borga fyrir það þú veist. Ég veit ekki einu sinni hvað ég sé meira ef ég borga fyrir það.  

L: Já ok, þú veist það ekki? Er það ekki? 

I: Nei. Ég einhvernveginn bara, ég nenni ekki að kynna mér það af því að hérna...af því að hitt nægir mér. En 

það var samt gaur sko í hópnum okkar sem var með Premium áskrift, 2 meira að segja og eina ástæðan fyrir 
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eða allavegana sem einn var með var að hann átti svo miklum inneign í App Store og hann þurfti bara að þú 

veist eyða henni í e-ð. Hann prófaði bara að Upgrade-a og ég man ekki, það var ekkert þannig séð e-ð sem 

hann var að missa sig að sjá e-ð þvílíkt meira. En ég veit ekki hvað það er sem...þú veist maður lifir bara í 

miklum hérna hröðum heimi að maður þú veist ef það er e-ð sem manni líkar og nennir ekki að pæla meira 

þá ... 

L: Ætlaru að halda áfram að nota Endomondo? 

I: Já algjörlega, klárlega. 

L: Afhverju? 

I: Bara þægilegt, ég einhverveginn það er ekkert annað sem ég hérna...annað svona hlaupa...ég er komin inní 

þetta, ég nenni ekki að kannski er e-ð sem er betri, sem look-ar betur, en ég bara nenni ekki að tjékka á því. 

Ég er bara sátt, þetta er bara á forsíðunni minni og þetta virkar fyrir mig og ég þarf ekki meira.  

L: Hvað helduru að sé aðal main use and main purpose of Endomondo? Að track-a eða social hlutinn? Bara 

hvað finnst þér? 

I: Purrrr...Jááá ég held það sé rosalega bara svona hérna hvað segir maður, bara svona mismunandi eftir 

manneskjunni, hvernig týpa hún er. Það eru náttúrulega sumir sem vilja deila öllu, bara þú veist ef þú ferð í 

ræktina, bara þú veist þá þurfi að vera Snappað af því og þurfa að segja frá því...og það eru örugglega fullt af 

fólki sem notar þetta bara til að þú veist í lok hlaupsins bara „Ég verð að deila þessu áfram. Ég þarf að láta 

alla vita að ég fór út að hlaupa í kvöld―. En svo eru örugglega líka fullt af fólki sem er bara að gera það fyrir 

sjálfan sig, halda þessu saman. Þú veist geta bara kíkt „Já heyrðu, nú er ég búin að fara hérna 3 hlaup, bara 

frábær hlaup í röð― eða svona marga km eða...þannig ég held að það sé bara rosalega persónubundið hérna 

hvort það er sko. Ég hélt fyrst þegar sports tracking öpp voru að koma, þú veist bara þegar öpp voru svona 

bara... að verða vinsællri, að þróast, þá held ég að fólk hafi verið meira að nota það til að setja social media 

en mér finnst það hafa breyst í dag, þú veist fólk er ekki alveg að jafn mikið að missa sig að deila öllu. 

Þannig að það er svona allavegana það sem ég upplifi bara í kringum mitt Facebook og mína vini.  

L: Hefuru þurft að hafa samband við Customer Service þeirra? 

I: Nei, ekki þurft þess. Svo ég muni allavegana þá ég held ekki.  

L: Hvaða önnur öpp notaru fyrir heilsuna? Notaru e-ð annað? 

I: Neei þú veist það er app sem er bara innbyggt í símann minn sem heitir hérna „Health― e-ð, það er svona 

skrefamælir. Og hann bípir alltaf á mig þegar ég er búin með 5.000 skref. Það fer sjálfkrafa í gang sko en 

hann er samt sko, hann er ekki fullkominn. Vegna þess að ef ég stend kjurr og hreyfi símann minn, bara hrist 

hann, þá telur hann bara eins og ég sé að labba skref. Jú jú þetta er kannski e-ð marktækt og þar inní geturu 

sett sko einhverja matardagbók og sett þér markmið og sett plön og...þú veist, ég veit það ekki þetta er samt 

mjög sniðugt að setja sér svona markmið og síminn lætur þig vita. Bara „Flott hjá þér í dag! Þú stóðst þig 

svona― fyllir í matardagbókina og e-ð svona ef þú ert á þeim stað, af því að maður vill bara hafa allt í 

símanum í dag. Maður nennir ekki að hafa það í einhverju þú veist allavegana mér finnst mjög þægilegt að 

síminn bara bípir á mig og lætur mig vita og...í staðinn fyrir að vera með eihverja sér dagbók eða...þá er 

náttúrulega mjög þægilegt að hafa það bara allt á einum stað sko.  

L: Notaru annað en Endomondo og Garmin sem track-ar? 

I: Nei.  

 

Interview with Mikkel 

19.08.2015 

L: Tell me what you think about exercise and physical activity and workout in general? 

M: In general, I really like to exercise but it is kinda hard to me to get started, to get out of the door and go 

for a run or go down to the fitness center. It’s not always easy to find motivation. But yeah, I really enjoy it 
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when I get out the door and enjoy seeing the benefits of it – of seeing that you can improve either run faster 

or carry more weight. 

L: How did you find out about Endomondo? 

M: Oh, it is a tough question because it is so many years ago that I started using it. 

L: Really? 

M: Yeah 

L: Okay 

M: Yeah, it’s so many years ago. It’s probably while I was studying my bachelor – it’s 4-5 years ago that I 

started using it.   

L: Okay 

M: Uhm, so I have been using it on and off since. Uhm, but yeah, it is really practical and helps me uh, of 

tracking the progress. It is really nice and I enjoy that being able to see how far that I’ve run and how fast 

and being better able to compare your times. 

L: Has it changed a lot since then? 

M: No, not in my experience. I feel it is pretty much the same thing still. I am pretty sure that more features 

have come uh into it but uh no, it is not like my experience that it has changed a lot. It’s still the same 

purpose I use it for. Uhm, it wasn’t until too far like couple of months ago that I’ve got a premium version. 

When I got aware of some of the more extra features that it has. 

L: So it is a few month ago you got the premium? 

M: Yeah, maybe half a year. 

L: Okay, and when did you use the app last time and how did you use it? Can you explain a bit? 

M: Uh, it’s been a feeeeew weeks since I last used it, I think. Uhm, it was just when I went for a run uhm 

back home in Valby. Really nice to see how fast I run my regular trip around Søndermarken . Uhm, the thing 

is I’ve kinda  gotta used to run the same trip around Søndermarken so I know how far it is now. It’s 4.3 

kilometres uh min (laugh) I think and because of this kinda doesn’t make it as important to remember my 

phone with Endomondo in it. Because I just have my watch and I can track the time in that to see what my 

whole time is. It kinda annoys me a bit to have the thing on your arm with your smartphone in it to be able to 

bring Endomondo out with you on the trip, right. So I also a couple of times when I’ve come home I uhm 

plugged in the information for the trip I just run into my smartphone into Endomondo manually. So I started 

using this a bit as well, also when I go to the fitness and run on the treadmill uh also try to do the same, so I 

keep track on how many times I have run. And yeah, I don’t have to run with Endomondo in the arm. So 

yeah, that fits into the whole tracking the progress and keeping tracks of how many times I’ve run. I like the 

monthly e-mail Endomondo sends out that you’ve run so and so far this month and burned that many 

calories, and keep up the good work and etc. That’s a nice e-mail to get when you’ve actually ran a bit and 

you’ve pushed in the data.      

L: Like overview? 

M: Yeah. Uhm, so yeah, that’s primarily what I use it for. 

L: And uhm like before you started to workout uhm did you talk to friends about it or did you just like decide 

to be on or how .. how did you …  

M: Uhm, … I don’t remember … yeah, honestly, honestly I don’t remember how I got aware of Endomondo, 

uhm, because it is so long time ago. Probably, I got it …uhm, got it advised by some friends who like told 

me to try out or I saw them using it and then wanted to use it myself. Uhm, I assume that’s how I got to 

know about it.  

L: Do you use it only for running? 

M: Yeah! I don’t bike, I don’t use it when I’m walking or stuff like that. No. 

L: Yeah, cuz they have a lot of .. 
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M: Yeah, that, it’s really cool that you can use it for all sort of things – kayaking and cycling and yeah all 

sort of stuff. And I want to go start running orientirings løb at some point. 

L: What’s that? 

M: Where you run from like post to post with a map and compass in the woods and it’s running but more 

advanced kind of running, right. I wanna use Endomondo for that as well.  

L: is that like a competition or? 

M: Yeah, it .. they have competitions in it but you can go to it just like a sport. 

L: Aha. What is it called again?    

M: Orientieringsløb. 

L: Okay, I get it, aha. I didn’t know about that. 

M: Yeah, I don’t know if Endomondo actually has like a sport like they have cycling and kayaking. Don’t 

know if they have one for orienteering but I guess they can track your run in the forest as well.  

L: You mean because of the ... 

M: GPS 

L: Because of the stopping between or because of the GPS? 

M: Uh … because of the GPS. 

L: Aha  

M: And then hopefully I can tap in the phone whenever I have a post so I can.. 

L: That’s a good question actually. 

M: Yeah. Uh, yeah. 

L: So before you go out for a run do you think about the app like that you want to use it or do you go for a 

run and then you have the application? 

M: Um, I pretty much always think about Endomondo before I go for a run but then.. I always think about it, 

that’s pretty sure. But I pretty often now decide not to take the phone with me because. Yeah, put it in later, 

yeah. Because of the hassle with, yeah, bringing your phone. If I decide to run another trip than the usual 

one, then I will definitely bring Endomondo. 

L: Why?  

M: Because then I’ll be able to see how far the trip was when I come back and also the fact that if I get lost 

and I have my phone with me (laugh) so I can either call or use google maps or something to find my, uh, the 

right way to run, right. So I don’t run around in circles, something like that.      

L: if you take it with you, how do you use it? 

M: If what? 

L: When you take the phone with you how do you… 

M: Um, if I have shorts with pockets then I just put it in the pocket but else I have the arm thingy to put my 

phone in and headphones usually and have music playing through Endomondo as well. And then, I just start 

Endomondo when I start running. I enjoy like the update you get as well when you run with Endomondo that 

you can that you can like after 1 kilometer it says: ―You run … in this pace‖. After 2 kilometers it says it 

again, right. And that’s one of the nicest things about the premium version that you can set it up to tell you 

more specific things or other things. 

L: Really? You can choose what .. 

M: Yeah! How often and whether it is after a kilometer or after a minute or after 10 minutes gives you an 

update. 

L: Ah, more options. 

M: Yeah. That’s a good selling point so to speak for the premium version. It fulfilled its purpose in the free 

version but yeah, you get more options. 

L: Did you know about these little things before you (interrupted)… 
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M: Yeah, I knew you would get more options if you have the premium one. I was so lucky to get the 

premium version as a bundle thing when I signed up for an online newspaper. So it is like a part of a package 

deal that you get the newspaper and you also get a year access to Endomondo. So that’s premium one. So 

that’s why I have it now.  

L: Really? 

M: But when that year runs out, I will consider heavily to get the premium version myself. 

L: To keep it. 

M: Yeah. It’s the JP – Jyllands Posten. When you signed up for the premium online newspaper – access to 

the premium articles that you get Endomondo as well.  

L: I didn’t know that. 

M: It’s kind of little special partnership and you wouldn’t … 

L: Expect it? 

M: Exactly. I was really like pleasantly surprised when I saw that that was in the mix as well. 

L: Okay, so it is not like you signed up for the paper to get it home on a paper, it is just online articles? 

M: Yeah, like that. 

L: Mhm, like Berlingske or something like that? 

M: Yeah  

L: Okay. And what about when you are not exercising, do you e.g. check your friends on Facebook? Do you 

go to that option?  

M: In Endomondo?  

L: Yeah. 

M: No. It’s really rare that I open Endomondo when I am not going to exercise. Yeah, I didn’t know about 

that cool feature you introduced me to when I was out for a run. 

L: Which one? 

M: when you could like comment on my workout in real time. 

L: Yeah, what happened to that? Did you hear? 

M: Yeah, yeah, yeah.  

L: And how is the person reading it out for you. 

M: Yeah, like electronic thing that can read letters, right. 

L: And how does like? 

M: I understood it like ―Good job Mikkel‖. Message from Lina. 

L: Ah, it says ―message from Lina‖, okay. 

M: Yeah, and I was like ―what the fuck was that?‖. And then I opened that and then okay, yeah. So that’s a 

smart thing as well. 

L: So you didn’t know about it? 

M: No, I didn’t. 

L: And the thing is like after that you cannot see on the comment anymore. I didn’t see it anymore. It’s just 

while you are out, it plays out and it doesn’t stay there as a comment. Like you can also comment and so.. 

M: Yeah, on your finished work out?  

L: Yeah, you can on the finished one but this one doesn’t stay there. 

M: Okay, I didn’t notice that.  

L: Okay, I was also curious how it works that’s why I did it. I was like ―okay, he is doing it, let me do it, let’s 

see how it is‖. Okay, interesting.  

M: Yeah, it was a nice touch and I enjoy that people are using it like they work out a lot, then have some 

friends that also work out a lot. 

L: Have people commented on your posts or?  
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M: Uhm … no, not really. When I share my workouts, I usually do it like manually so I take a picture of the 

workout on the screen and then paste that to Facebook or something like that. 

L: Is that different? 

M: Yeah, then it is just a picture I post on Facebook and doesn’t have anything to do with Endomondo. 

Yeah. I just see a lot of other people posting their workouts like directly from Endomondo to Facebook. 

L: Yeah, sharing. 

M: where you can see both the picture and the route and like the overall stats of the running. But yeah, I 

don’t use that feature.  

L: But does somebody comment on your run-in Endomondo?  

M: Uhm … I think I have gotten a few comments from some of my friends. I only have, I don’t know the 

specific number, I think I have 5 or 10 friends on my Endomondo so. 

L: Have you commented on somebody’s? 

M: Uhm … nope, I don’t think so. None that I remember of. I see what they are trying to do like create a 

mini social network kind of thing like a little Facebook uhm … but yeah, I don’t feel the need to 

communicate on yet another platform other than Facebook or Twitter or else which I already use. So I would 

rather just share pictures from the Endomondo add to those platforms like being in control of it myself.  

L: Mhm, interesting. 

M: Part of my control gene I think. 

L: How is your workout routine different since you started using Endomondo? 

M: Hm, ... I think I’m more easily motivated because I have easy tool to track my progress and how I am 

running and how I’m progressing. That’s a good motivator. My routine has just changed in that fact that I get 

up to run, I guess, yeah, a bit more often, I believe.  

L: Which options are you using from the menu? 

M: Only the running. Like that I run and … yeah, I haven’t changed too much even though I have the 

premium one so it’s pretty much the standard settings.  

L: The settings, yeah. But also like e.g. commitment and plans, these ones. 

M: Oh, yeah, yeah. Yeah, I pretty much don’t use any of them. But that’s good idea. I have it on my front 

page of my phone actually - Endomondo. But yeah, I don’t (use them). I use my history so I can see my prior 

runs done in the past, right. But yeah, it’s really limited how much I tour around in it and that I use these 

extra features and stuff that’s …yeah, very limited. 

L: Did you see the new button? Have you noticed that one on the bottom - nutrition? That’s a new? 

M: No, I haven’t seen it, haven’t seen it until now. So I see it’s a link to another app. It’s probably because of 

the whole Under Armour thing. 

L: Exactly. It is, yeah. They bought this Fitness Pal. So you knew about Under Armour?    

M: Yeah. I read the news about it.  

L: So why do you think you are not using the other ones? 

M: Yeah, I think it’s in relation to what I’ve said before with the whole I don’t wanna use it as another 

platform for communicating. Maybe it could be a very good tool to get even more motivated with eh.. to like 

have a plan and goals. But yeah, I haven’t really explored it. And I feel like that the base service of tracking 

the immediate workout – that’s more than enough for me to make a happy user of it.  

L: What do you think about the interface and the design of the app? 

M: I think it is nice and easy to understand. That for example hasn’t changed in the 4-5 years I used it. It 

stayed the same. At least that’s how I experience it. So yeah, that’s nice always to know how it works and 

doesn’t change around.  

L: How is the data that you get from the workouts affecting you motivation? 
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M: It affects … definitely affects my motivation, that’s for sure and that’s like I said that’s why I use it – to 

get those data and it definitely … helps me push myself to be able to see that one day I can run this trip in 30 

minutes and the next time I am going to run it, I am going to run it in less than 30 minutes. So that’s how I 

kinda push myself and that’s really nice that you can have the updates kilometer per kilometer in your ear 

that Endomondo gives and that way doing the workout you can also be motivated and press yourself to make 

sure that you end up doing it in less than 30 minutes. Em, so yeah, that’s how Endomondo helps motivate 

me. 

L: Do you learn anything new about yourself because of the app? 

M: … pf … I don’t think I would say that. It maybe helps me realize that I have some ups and downs, that I 

have periods where I work out a lot then get in pretty decent shape and then I kinda slack and then I am not 

in that great shape and I can keep track of that in my history because like those way back. So yeah, that’s 

kinda nice to see how I am up and down in that regard. 

L: Can you see in it charts or something like that? 

M: I don’t think so. But that would be awesome if you could like see really historic…  

L: Like eh you know. Something like…  

M: From way back, yeah. 

L: Yeah! And then you could like if it is a charge like this, then you can see in which month or something 

like that or I don’t know if you can. That’s what I was wondering – the premium version maybe.  

M: It has something here (looking at the app at that moment) but it’s like if you work out a LOT.  

L: Then it can have enough... 

M: It makes sense.  

L: It doesn’t have anything like that? 

M: No, not I can think of.  

L: Why would you say workout?  

M: Em, to get in better shape, to lose weight. Yeah, I have always been a bit overweight to the heavy side 

(laughs), so yeah, that’s my main motivation to workout, to go for a run, to go to the fitness center, to make 

sure that I don’t get way too heavy.  

L: So you have a gym membership as well? 

M: Yeah.  

L: And do you use Endomondo there or you said actually sometimes?     

M: Only with a manual when I put in the data from the tread mill.  

L: Because you can really measure it? 

M: No, that’s really harsh than … I guess it would be awesome if I like had heartrate monitor. You can hook 

that up with Endomondo as well and then I can track like how many calories you burn even though you don’t 

move around like geographically. And I thought about find that. 

L: And that’s you connected to the phone? 

M: Yeah, like over Bluetooth. I think you can do some of the same stuff with smart watches that they can 

also track your pulse.  

L: Yeah, that’s true.   

M: But yeah, it has settings for heartrate monitors. 

L: Yeah, that’s for the premium version I think. 

M: Yeah, maybe you need to have the premium.  

L: What are you expectations of a fitness tracking up? What do you need it to do? And do you see 

Endomondo meeting these expectations? 

M: For the simple purpose of tracking simple run, it’s definitely meeting my expectations. That’s why I 

continue to use it, that’s for sure. But yeah, like we’ve just talked about it – would be awesome to have more 
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support for situations when you are in the gym, for example. I would like it … I don’t know if actually that’s 

already possible but if you could use Endomondo like a note what weights you are around, how many kilos 

you take of each exercise when you are done doing strength (exercises – lift). That would be pretty awesome 

to like be able to know that now I am at 30 kilos of that exercise and .. 

L: Like a journal?  

M: Yeah. That would make me more prompt to bring the phone to the fitness center as well and have 

Endomondo open. Then again that would be even more awesome to have heartrate monitors on as well. Say 

now I am doing these so … see how far my pulse goes up, how I am doing. That would be kinda awesome 

but then again it’s also a hassle to have you have eh.. you have to have your smartphone with you around. I 

have also thought about the whole smartwatch thing if that could play well together and maybe be a solution 

to that. 

L: Do you have that? 

M: No, I don’t have a smartwatch.  

L: Do you know how it works? Have you … 

M: No, I haven’t seen anyone use Endomondo with it. And the thing is if you have a smartwatch, you still 

need to have the phone in your pocket, you can’t leave the phone at home and you go for a run, for example.  

L: You cannot? 

M: No, I am pretty sure you need to have it like in a pretty close distance. 

L: Really? 

M: Yeah. The smartwatch doesn’t have a sim card, for example. It just runs on the … 

L:  Really, it doesn’t? 

M: Yeah, I am pretty sure it doesn’t. 

L:  But doesn’t have a GPS in it because how else can it … I don’t know. 

M: Yeah. No, I actually also think it would use the phone’s GPS. But that’s definitely a venue I think that 

Endomondo are going to explore. I hope so at least because that’s the future I guess.  

L: With the watches? 

M: Yeah, watches and wearables. That you don’t need to bring your phone. But yeah, that’s a bit hard as it is 

now.  

L: Have you rated the app? 

M: Oh, that’s a good question. I think I have … long time ago. I don’t think I can see it easily (looking at his 

phone to find it). There isn’t even a link forwarding the app.  

L: No, I think that’s through the play store. 

M: Yeah, most apps have a ―Go rate our app‖ link.  

L: Yeah, did they come up often? 

M: Yeah. Um, doesn’t seem like … 

L: Has Endomondo popped up and thing like that to … 

M: No, not I can think of. Don’t think so. … No, I have not rated the app. I will do it now! 

L: Have you researched it online? Have you googled it? What do you know about it? 

M: I just know it is a Danish app, developed in Denmark and that’s recently bought by Under Armour – a 

brand that most Danes don’t know. It’s not that well-known brand in Denmark but I know Under Armour 

because I went to the States twice a few years back and it’s a really big brand over there. Like Adidas and 

Nike – it’s equally big in the States. So yeah, it’s like Nike has the Nike +, or whatever it is called, Nike 

Running thing. I think that’s Under Armour’s response to that. And buy a good Danish app to get a nice step 

ahead in the game. 

L: Do you know how many users the app has? 

M: Eh, no, but I think it’s a lot. Really a lot. But yeah, wild thing. 
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L: Have you pet talked somebody through the app like I did to you? 

M: No, no. I haven’t tried it myself.  

L: Do you have friends on Endomondo that you don’t know personally? 

M: Nope.  

L: Have you participated in one of this challenges that they have under this belt? 

M: Yeah, yeah, I know them. I … think I have tried to participate in one of them. 

L: You know how they work? 

M: I do just that they track my progress while I am in the event, or whatever, and then if I work out enough 

to fulfill some (requirement) then I can get on the ranking list. And maybe qualify to get some discounts on 

their products and stuff like that. But yeah, no, no. 

L: But you have participated? 

M: Yeah, but I didn’t work out enough.  

L: Because it just accept and it’s nothing … it’s just, yeah. 

M: I think I got notification about one of them at some point and I kinda got a bit annoyed by it. But I don’t 

think I have.. 

L: From the app? 

M: Yeah, yeah, like the app gave me a notification ―There is a new event that you can participate in‖ 

something like that. And that kinda annoyed me a bit. But I don’t think they do that anymore, so hopefully 

they’ve stopped that. I could imagine that they have done that – stopped doing it.  

L: What do you think is the main purpose or the menus of Endomondo like the tracking or the social part? 

M: Definitely the tracking. I hope that’s the part they are going to expand on, develop and perfect even more. 

It’s okay that they have the whole social aspect but I don’t hope that they will put all their resources into that 

aspect of the app. Because I don’t use it (laugh). Maybe some people enjoy it a lot and use it a lot and get 

motivated by it, that’s not really may case.  

L: Have you needed to contact the customer service? 

M: Eh, nope. I applied for a job there though, once (laugh). But I didn’t get it. 

L: Have you received any reminders from Endomondo when you haven’t used it for some time? Like 

reminder to come back or something like that? 

M: … not by the app, I think. I’ve gotten those e-mails but I only think that’s in like … maybe those e-mails 

only started coming when I became a premium member.  

L: You mean the summary? 

M: Yeah, yeah, the e-mail summary. I don’t remember if I got them prior to that as well. It’s a pretty new 

thing at least that they send out those summaries once a month. Do you get those?  

L: I think so but not so often because I am a new user because of the research.  

M: That’s a good reminder I feel, like once a month you get this summary and it also kinda reminds you to 

use the app again and keep using it. That it’s there and you maybe paid money for it.  

L: What other apps have you used for your health? Anything connected to the health? 

M: … I don’t think I have used any other app than Endomondo. Not that I remember at least.  

L: What about any tracking devices?  

M: Not for running or anything like that. I use google maps a lot but it’s for like finding my way. Sometimes 

I am on the run and haven’t gotten started Endomondo, then I pull out Google maps but yeah, not that it 

tracks anything. It’s just to find my way. Nope, no other app in that genre.  

 

Interview with Cecilia 

20.08.2015 

L: Tell me what do you think in general about physical activity and workout and exercise?  
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C: I think it’s very nice way to do things like, yeah, do exercise and think it’s very important to keep in shape 

and just, yeah, it’s nice to do it when you do it and you have a good feeling in your body afterwards.  

L: How did you find out about Endomondo? 

C: Oh, that’s a very good question! A long years ago. I think I’ve heard somebody talk about it and then I 

thought ―Well, you can actually do something with your training and record it and see how you develop and 

so on, so you can try that‖. 

L: So many years ago. So what do you think? 

C: Yeah, I remember it was 4-5 years ago. But I think I’ve heard somebody talking about it or somewhere 

else. I think it’s mouth to mouth I’ve heard it.  

L: Not on Facebook? 

C: I don’t think so. I think I’ve heard it from someone or seen a commercial or something like that.  

L: When did you use the app last time? 

C: Oh, that’s long time ago. Because of my arm first of all (laughs) and then all the festivals I have been at, 

so probably in June. 

L: And can you explain a little bit how do you use it? Like just walk me through the steps. 

C: Well, first of all I am checking that the GPS is on, and then I just press start and do a training. When I 

finish my training, I stop it, of course, and then I look how I did. If I am running, I’ll see when was my 

fastest kilometer and my slowest and then I can write a comment afterwards how my training was.  

L: Can you see it through the whole run when you were quickest? 

C: Yeah. When you do a running trip, for each kilometer it will tell you in minutes how you did and then you 

can see it afterwards in total. So if you ran 10 km, you can see that for the 1
st
 km you were very fast and for 

the 10
th
 you were way too slow, so, yeah. 

L: I didn’t know you can see that. And before starting to workout, before you used Endonomdo, how was 

that different? 

C: I think it’s easier to recognize if you are getting better when you use Endomondo especially because you 

can see how fast you are running and you can write the comments. So the first running trip you go for is like, 

well, very tough but I did it and then if you do it like 10 times, you can finally see that, well, 5 km are very 

good now and my time has been much better afterwards. So I think it’s easier to collect your training and 

your results and compare them.     

L: Did you talk to friends before starting to do it or you just before using it, I mean? 

C: No, I don’t think so.  

L: But you still learned it from somebody else? 

C: Yeah. 

L: Okay. What do you usually use it for – a run or cycling or? 

C: Mostly run. Sometimes I am using it if I am biking a longer trip, I will use it there as well. 

L: when you use it or when you go for a run, do you think about the app first or when you are already 

outside, then you think ―Ah, I should turn it on‖? 

C: No, I always turn it on before my run.  

L: So you think about it? 

C: Yeah, definitely. 

L: You wanna have all your runs? 

C: Yeah, I am running with music as well so that’s just easier to turn everything on before. 

L: Where do you put the phone when you run? 

C: Yeah, in my arm mostly.  

L: Do you use Endomondo to check for example what your friends are doing? 

C: Not before you added me (laugh).  
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L: No, not before that? 

C: No, I haven’t had any Endomondo friends before. You are my first Endomondo friend.  

L: Really, because I guess.. yeah I started using it for a bit to see how it works. 

C: Yeah, but I haven’t checked you out. How can I do that? 

L: Yeah because there is a newsfeed. 

C: Aaaa 

L: Yeah, like if you press on the friends, it’s a newsfeed like on Facebook.  

C: Ah, that’s smart. Maybe I can check that out. 

L: And you can see what they’ve been doing like on fb. 

C: Aaa!  

L: So you didn’t know about it. Yeah, it is interesting. And how is your routine different when you run now 

since you use Endomondo? How has it changed it? 

C: I think I am more willing to go for a run because I can record. Instead of before using it it’s just like 

―well, no one knows what I am doing‖ and I cannot record anything. So I think I am more, well, trying to use 

it more or do something, yeah, some more. It motivates me actually.  

L: In what way? Like … what do you think? 

C: Because it is possible to see how you change when you are training. I think that’s what’s the motivating 

part of it. 

L: With each time you can see.. 

C: Exactly. Yeah, hopefully you are getting better with every time.  

L: Is it ever the same? The results. 

C: Mm, it depends. If you run with a watch as well, you can of course see how fast you are running and if 

you want to run like 5 minutes per kilometer, you’ll just follow that. But if you just run, then it will be 

different every time, I think. 

L: What is this watch do? I don’t know. 

C: It’s just time watch or something like that that can schedule your time. So like a running watch. 

L: Yeah, it’s like tracking device as well. 

C: Yeah, exactly. 

L: Do you have it? 

C: Yeah. But I am not using it that much because it needs to be charged and yeah, it’s difficult.  

L: But how is it different then from Endomondo this watch? 

C: Well, I need to plug it to my computer afterwards and I don’t do that. So but of course it is easier to see 

that ―right now I have been running for like 2 km and how fast did I do that‖. But you don’t have it in 

minutes like Endomondo. So yeah, because that’s the biggest difference. 

L: That’s the only difference because it gives you the same results or? 

C: Yeah, it actually does, yeah. If you plug it to the computer afterwards. 

L: Aha, so it’s the same. Okay, so it’s not really different basically. 

C: No. 

L: Maybe because it is easier to put it? I don’t know. 

C: Yeah, I think it’s easier to wear if you don’t want to listen to music or bring your phone or anything like 

that. You can have it for the pulse as well. A pulse belt to the watch so you can see how your pulse is. That’s 

smart as well. You can have a belt around the stomach with the watch, yeah.  

L: And maybe takes the heartrate? 

C: Yeah, exactly.  

L: Do you know how that has an effect – the heartrate? 
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C: No. I don’t know. I think it is if you know you want to train like 80% of what you are able to train, I think 

you can do something with your heart rhythm with that. But I am not sure (laugh). I have only been using it 

once and I didn’t know what to use it for, so.  

L: Okay. And which options from the menu of Endomondo are you using? You know like I told you one is 

friends and then the other ones. Which one do you use? 

C: Uhm, … I only think of the training action, history as well if I want to see how I did last time or 1 month 

ago.  

L: when do you check that? Do you check it before run, do you check it when you are not running? 

C: Well, after my run mostly.    

L: Then you check the whole history? 

C: Exactly, the history, yeah - how did I do last time, was I faster this time or was I slower.  

L: while you are outside, that’s when you check it? 

C: Mhm, yeah. So when I end my run, I think, yeah.  

L: Aha, not before? 

C: No, actually not. But maybe I should try that. I have never thought of checking it before.  

L: And why do you think you are not using the other options? Because they are many. 

C: Yeah, I guess so. I don’t have the premium version of Endomondo, so.. but I don’t know why I am not 

using them.  

L: Have you looked at them? 

C: No. I can’t remember what they are.  

L: Have you created a challenge for your friends from this options? 

C: No.  

L: Because you can do that. 

C: Okay, that’s cool. 

L: Have you participated in these public challenges you know they have under this bell there? 

C: Yes, some of them I have. But I am never in top (laugh). I think it’s like who can run the most kilometers 

in June or something like that. So it’s not that many I’m trying to participate in but I have tried.  

L: But you have accepted like joined? 

C: Yeah, exactly.  

L: But not really gone all the way through? 

C: No. 

L: Why not? 

C: Because I forget, I guess. That I am participating in something. So I think they should actually try to 

remember, just remind you that you are actually participating in this challenge. So yeah, because I forget.  

L: That’s true. It didn’t make sense. Because you accepted and you don’t see nothing more. 

C: Exactly. So like a status or something like that.  

L: What do you think of the interface, the design of the app? 

C: I think it’s fine. It’s a bit maybe now old fashioned because it has been looking as it does for a long time 

now.  

L: Is it comfortable? 

C: Yeah, I think it is easy to use.  

L: Where is the app on your phone? Like on which screen? 

C: It’s on my 2
nd

 screen.  

L: How do you use the data that you have from your history? In what way do you use it? Do you share it 

online? 
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C: It’s only for myself. So I am not sharing anything (laughing). Maybe if I am very good one day, I will 

share it but I am not that proud of my results.  

L: Do you think you have learned anything new about yourself because of using the app? 

C: Hm, … maybe that it’s easier to push yourself than you think if the lady in the app tells you while you are 

running that well the 1
st
 km you did in 5 minutes and the next one in 5.30. Then you can push yourself in the 

3
rd

 kilometer and say ―Well, I need to run like the 1
st
 kilometer‖. Because you get these updates, while you 

are running.  

L: How do the numerical results (the numbers you get after the workout), what do they do for you? How do 

they make you feel? 

C: Well, sometimes I am proud (laughing), sometimes I am disappointed, depending on what it says. So 

yeah. But I think it is nice to get some results after your training.  

L: And why do you work out? What is the reason? 

C: Keep in shape. So I am really missing my running because of my arm, so I cannot run at the moment.  

L: And no gymnastics as well? 

C: Exactly. So I am just feeling I am getting fatter and fatter and cannot do anything (laughing).  

L: Do you have gym membership? 

C: Yeah, I am in CrossFit Copenhagen at the moment. But I am just attending Fitness World instead.  

L: Is that connected? 

C: No, not at all. But I was tired of the crossfit. I didn’t use it. 

L: Do you use Endomondo in the gym? 

C: No, actually not. 

L: Why not? 

C: Very good question. I don’t know. I just don’t think that … actually it’s easier and more fun to see, well, 

it’s because my run is my passion. So I just what I’m actually thinking most of and trying to compare myself.  

L: Because in the gym then it’s different things that you do and? 

C: Exactly, yeah. So it’s not that easy. 

L: To measure it? 

C: Exactly. Or that might be just me thinking that.  

L: Because it has a few different things that you can measure, right? 

C: Yeah, exactly.  

L: But not gym, I don’t think so. 

C: Actually I don’t know.  

L: What are your expectations of a fitness tracking app and what do you need it to do? 

C: Mm, … very good question again. What do I need to do – what do you mean by that? 

L: What do you need the app to do for you, some features that you would want to have maybe? 

C: I don’t know. I can’t think of anything that I miss in Endomondo. Em, not right now. 

L: Do you think Endomondo is meeting your expectations? 

C: Yeah, I think so. But maybe because I don’t have anything else to add to the app if I could.  

L: Have you rated the app in the Play store? 

C:  I don’t think so. I hate to do that (laughing). 

L: Why not? 

C: Well, I think it’s just … when the app asks if I wanna do it, I am just like NO, NO, NO. And it’s not 

because I don’t like it, because I do, but yeah, waste of time.  

L: Have you googled the app? What do you know about it? 

C: I haven’t googled it. So I only know what I have seen myself.  

L: Do you know where it is from and how old it is?  
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C: No, not at all. I have no idea. I guess it’s maybe from the US.  

L: Have you pep talked somebody through the app? You know what that is? 

C: No.  

L: Okay, so I guess you haven’t done it. The thing is that while you are out running or cycling or something, 

if I go in the app and I go into the friends thing I can see Christin is out running right now. 

C: Wow!  

L: Yes, and there is a line where I can write you a comment like I can cay ―Go Christin! You can do it!‖ and 

the app is going to read it for you when you are running. 

C: Oh my god! That’s smart.  

L: Yeah, it’s pep talk, that’s how they call it and I decided to try it because I was trying the app and I did for 

2 of my friends and they were running and they got message from Lina. Like it was read out. It’s probably 

motivating, I don’t know. 

C: I think it is, yeah! When you know that your friends can see what you are doing right now.  

L: Yeah, that’s why I was asking if you’ve been looking at this friends thing.  

C: I need to try that. I need to get some more friends (laughing).  

L: I guess you don’t have friends on Endomondo that you don’t know, because you have only one. 

C: No. Exactly (laughing).  

L: Have you been offered the premium version tryout? 

C: A lot of times, yes. 

L: Have you tried it? 

C: Almost every time I open it. No I haven’t. I can get a free trial for 1 month but I think it is too difficult to 

activate it. I have tried but then I was like ―well no, I don’t wanna do that‖. I think I need to put my credit 

card information when I do it but I’m like ―no, it is a free trial, so no, I don’t wanna do that‖.   

L: Why are you using Endomondo? 

C: Because it can track my training. I think that’s actually, yeah, I can compare my results.  

L: Why will you continue using it? 

C: Because it is an easy way to track your training instead of trying anything else. Now I know Endomondo 

and I know how it works, so just for the comfort and easiness.  

L: Which sports do you track the most?  

C: Running mostly. And sometimes cycling.  

L: Walking? 

C: No.  

L: What do you think is the main use/the main purpose of Endomondo like the tracking part or the social 

part? 

C: I think it’s the tracking part. Because I guess that’s why the app was made and then the social has 

probably become afterwards.  

L: Have you needed to contact the customer service?  

C: No. 

L: Have you received any reminders from Endomondo when you haven’t used it? 

C: Yeah, I get it on my e-mail. That they are missing me and why haven’t Endomondo working out for the 

last month. (laughing) No, don’t do that to me (laughing). It’s unfair. 

L: But they are right, or what? 

C: Yeah, yeah, they are always right (laughing).  

L: What do you think about it? Is it annoying, you want it to do that or? 

C: I think it’s fine. It’s actually motivating so that you know that it’s a long time ago you’ve been out 

running and then, well you get an e-mail and then you know what it drives and it’s not only you. So I think it 
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is a good idea. Sometimes it’s a bit annoying because it makes you feel very bad that you haven’t been 

working out but I think it’s okay. 

L: What other apps have you used for your health? Anything else? 

C: I have the Health app from iPhone which is just counting how many steps you are walking every day if 

you have your phone in your pocket or something like that.  

L: But that’s built in the phone, right? 

C: Yes, it is.  

L: So you haven’t downloaded any other? 

C: No. I don’t think so. I think I have actually a Nike training app as well but I am not using it. I don’t know 

how it works because I have Endomondo.    

L: Is it free Nike Plus? 

C: Yeah, I think so.  

L: Do you use any other tracking device? 

C: Mm no.  

 

Interview with Felicia 

22.08.2015 

L: What do you think about exercise and physical activity in general? 

F: I mean I love it, I suffered from depression quite badly and was on all kinds of medication and it freaks 

me out when the doctors put me on medications. I found myself that if I just exercise, that makes me feel 

better, makes me feel better than tablets make me feel, I just don’t like taking tablets. If I take tablets I flat 

lined through my life - I wasn’t happy, I wasn’t sad. And I think that doctors need to if anybody walks in 

with depression symptoms, they should be told to walk or run or exercise. And in fact today I’ve heard that 

doctors do give out prescriptions to join gyms. But I don’t think any doctor does it because everyone is tied 

to these pharmaceutical companies. That’s sad, ha? I found myself I really don’t feel the need to do it 

enough, I mean a lot of people don’t. It frustrates me that Óli doesn’t want to walk more. We used to walk up 

mountains and lots of stuff but he has put a bit of weight recently which he will lose again, you know. You 

know … everything is better when you exercise. If found you eat better, you have better sex, you work 

better, so it’s great.  

L: How did you find out about Endomondo? 

F: A friend of mine who uses the app was always posting what his walks on fb and I didn’t have an iPhone at 

the time but I was always envious because I knew I walked a lot and I wanted to show the world (laughing) 

how much I walk. And it was a great way of tracking how fit you are keeping. And I love in the end of the 

month when you get a countdown of how much you have walked. 

L: A summary, yeah. 

F: Yeah, and I liked to know that I’ve walked a 120km, so that’s great. I don’t have a car and it’s nice to see 

that you have walked. And I am proud of it as well. I don’t have to worry about – ―Oh, God I have to make 

Pilates or join a boot camp‖ because if you walk a 120km a month, you are okay.  

L: Exactly. When did you use the app last time and how did you use it. Can you walk me through the 

process?  

F: Okay, so before I leave the house, I would go to the app and activate it. Usually I do it when I am walking 

to work and I would turn it off again and then when I walk back. It is always just during the day I always do 

some walking for some reason, I don’t do tracking on anything else. But I turn it on and off on between long 

distances, I just don’t leave it on. But it’s always been on when I go to work, then I turn it off, then I am 

walking back home or if I help Danny to deliver the newspapers, cuz he did a newspaper round, when I walk 

the dog, so I found out that I walk roughly 6 to 10km a day and I think it’s pretty good. And I was just doing 
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my ordinary errands. I was quite surprised how many km I have tracked up over the day cuz I just thought I 

was going to work but it is actually like you are moving it, you know. And I have found that I´m not in the 

best physical form that I´ve been, but I still… just to know that I´m keeping up the walking and that I still got 

muscles forming and stuff like that. I have friends who drive, especially now at my age, almost 50. My 

friends that are car wheelers, they look sloppy… they’ve got hanging asses I´ve always walked everywhere 

and I’m proud that my ass is doesn’t hang (laughing).  And people often take the option to just drive to 

Bónus, why don’t you just walk and carry your own bags? You know, it´s a work out, it´s great, it´s what we 

are supposed to do.  

L: Before you started using it, did you talk to your friends about it, did you share about it, did you state your 

intentions? 

F: Yeah, especially Marry, I friend of mine who uses the app all the time, she walks a lot and when I got the 

iPhone, Daniel downloaded the app for me and showed me how to use it. But it was like ―Ah‖, I think it’s 

really neat. But I found a lot of those updates they send and I can’t really keep up with that, I am not 

challenged technologically, but I don’t like things out of routine. I don’t want to join Endomondo premium, I 

don’t know what it is, but I think that’s also a way to get money out of me. I find it much great the way it is 

now, I don’t need premium thing. I think a lot of people track every calorie, I am not that bad, you know.  

L: You told her, is she using it again, with you, or? 

F: My friend Mary? 

L: Yeah. 

F: Both we use it all the time. I found actually since I stopped in travel, I am walking to that office every day, 

I don’t use it as much, but I would use it more on my phone if my phone wouldn’t die during the day. I found 

that it eats up a lot of battery. I’ve heard my friend Mary say it, too. I would leave it the whole day. But all 

day I am actually moving between places now and that’s the reason why I don’t use it the whole day tracking 

everything. Just only from A to B and from B back to A.  

L: And when you go out to use it, do you first think about the app or.. 

F: As the first thing I think when I leave the door, I think keys, purse, telephone, cigarettes, Endomondo. 

And a lot of people ―Geez, do you have to track everything you do?‖, and I am like ―Well, this is what I do‖, 

you know, I hate people judge me for things that I like to do. It´s just that´s what I do.  And a lot of people 

say like ―Geez like you post everything you do‖, Im like ―Well scroll past it‖. People who don’t use it or 

don’t know what it is, those who are criticizing say that I put everything down (on fb) that I do. And it’s like 

―Yes, I do‖.  

L: Do you ever use Endomondo when you are not out exercising?  

F: No. What would you do it for? 

L: Have you seen all the other options there on the left?  

F: I haven’t actually researched it. I’ve looked at the, em, when you can use it for basketball, windsurfing 

whatever. But I was like ―Okay I just walk, so I’ll just keep it on walk‖. I actually haven’t expanded it a lot, I 

just want to know that I would use it for walk and that’s where I’ve stuck to. But I am not very sporty person 

when it comes to things like that, I’ll do Pilates or I´ll walk. So I don’t even know if I can put Pilates in there, 

so I just use it for 1 thing.  

L: Because you can check for example how your friends are doing.  

F: Yeah, I haven’t done that. I know some people sent me requests on it and I have accepted them but I 

haven’t actually researched what everybody else is doing.  

L: How is your workout different, you think, now that you are using Endomondo from before? 

F: I love when I reach the other end where I am going to; when I actually press stop and see how much I 

have walked and how many calories out of it. I like it, it’s having purpose than just walking somewhere 

otherwise. I know which way I am gonna walk, so I take longer trip just because it’s gonna track more, it’s 
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gonna look better in the end of the month. Cuz I am aware of it. Cuz I want to get like a 100 km every month 

at least. Yeah, so I push myself further a little bit every day, so it counts into the big picture every month. 

And I definitely think differently of walking since then. 

L: Do you check your history in the app? 

F: Yeah, definitely, yeah. 

L: But you check it e.g. before or after walk? 

F: I check it most if it hasn’t posted online. Cuz I want it posted cuz I want to keep a count of it, then I like to 

go back into the history and repost it. But I definitely keep a track of how much I walk over the month cuz I 

am trying to get to my goal at the end of the month.  

L: Do you use that because I think you can create this option – you can create a challenge for yourself in the 

app and it can give you how many km are left until you reach the goal. 

F: Okay, I haven’t used it. I’ve seen it. I think I’ve been sorted invited to that but I haven’t actually used it.  

L: Aha, so you are not using then the other options from the (menu)? 

F: No, not really. 

L: Why not? 

F: I am learning a lot of this interview (laughing). I actually use it very simply, very faithfully but in a very 

simple way. And I think a lot of it has to do with my generation as well. Because I find this big difference 

relative to my son with technology and me. I mean I even have issues with google docs you know, while 

Daniel is tick tick tick and I am like ―ohh‖, I mean I am overwhelmed a lot by technology sometimes. I mean 

if something new comes out, I like it just to stay that way. Not necessarily to stay that way but I find things 

change that quickly, you know. And I find it exhausting like when you remember the old days then you 

would be like Facebook has changed, you know, but that doesn’t bother me at all, but remember people get 

sad with the change of Facebook would be. Yeah, I don’t go much with change, I mean, then I think I am 

very clever when I do (laughing). 

L: What do you think of the interface and the design of the app? 

F: I think it’s great. Really, cuz it looks great, it’s clean, it’s easy to read, it’s to the point. I think it’s really 

well designed. I like it. 

L: Where it the app on your phone?  

F: I have it on my phone, yeah. I wouldn’t change it all. I haven’t even thought, oh gosh, I’ll change this and 

this and this, you know. It has nice colors, it’s straightforward, it’s easy to share.  

L: Is it on your front screen or which screen is it on? 

F: You can see here (showing on her phone), it’s one of the things I do most.  

L: So it is on the front screen.  

F: Yeah, on the bottom of the phone, where it is, that’s the things I use most. 

L: Ah, that’s where they show up. 

F: Exactly, cuz I use it every day almost.  

L: You shared it of Facebook, right? 

F: Yeah. 

L: Do you use the data for something else?  

F: No. Generally not. I just track for myself. And I know, for instance, my friend Marry, she is probably the 

only friend from my generation who uses it, she walks a lot. And then we do a lot like sort of encourage each 

other and compare but in a healthy way. It’s not like ―I did more than you‖, it’s just like ―Wow, you did that 

much, that is so cool‖. I enjoy tracking mine, so I know she does, too. And I found a lot of people our age 

don’t walk so much. Or you know, she lives in Grafavogur and she walks home from downtown home 3 

times a week. And she is amazing, she is like almost 60 and she is so freaking gorgeous. I think at 60 we are 

all supposed to be that gorgeous. It’s just because we are used to be driving everywhere and not eating right 
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and stuff like that, that we get amazed with somebody like Mary, who looks that fantastic. Everybody should 

look that fantastic. It’s more like, well everybody looks shit (laughing). It’s sad actually.  

L: Unfortunately. 

F: Yea and you know something. There is some quote I put on Facebook recently about how all these 

diseases that we have like osteoporosis, cancer, heart disease, obesity, you know, we are not designed to be 

that sick. Nature didn’t make us that sick, we went and we bought it off the rack ourselves, you know we´ve 

bought the diseases. We´ve designed our lifestyles, you know, so it´s a choice.  

L: We´ve designed our lifestyle to be sedentary.  

F: Yea and God I think it´s just so sad that these generations that are born into it, that´s the normality, you 

know. I´ve seen women breastfeeding and on Facebook, you know, they’re not out walking their kids or you 

know.  

L: So you share your data on Facebook , right? 

F: Yeah. 

L: Why? 

F: I share my life on FB, basically, which is criticized a lot but I’m a foreigner living abroad, I have much 

younger sisters and all my family is on FB, all my school friends, and you know. I think people criticize it 

here in Iceland, tend to forget that I am not Icelandic. But actually a big part of me is South African, well I 

am South African and I don´t call my friends every day and I have a connection with my family and my roots 

through FB. I mean I love Facebook. And Óli would make jokes about ―All, I read your fb and I have to 

recharge my phone in the morning‖.  

L: Do you learn anything new about yourself because of the app?   

F: Yeah, that I am pretty dugleg (hard working). And I have also learned how a lot of people aren’t, how 

much people drive. And people would drive to the gym and really be proud how they ran 6km on the 

treadmill, you know, they could just do it at home. You know, I have spent so much money on annual cards 

at these fucking gyms when I can do it myself. I mean I do enjoy the gyms as well but sometimes I haven’t 

joined because I haven’t gotten the money always to do it. But some people would do nothing just because 

they haven’t got money for the gym. But you don’t have to. In the old days, nobody had money for the gym, 

I mean, there weren’t gyms. But people were active, you know, we hunted our food, we went for walks and 

we did this kind of stuff, nobody was fat. And I just like to track it more for myself because I have daily 

goals, weekly goals, monthly goals ahead of myself. 

L: You do? 

F: Yeah, when it comes to taking care of myself, I always make pretty high goals which I can’t always attain 

but I don’t think it’s a bad thing. And I have realized how few people my age … I don’t know, maybe I am 

wrong but I just found that when you are young the damage that you do in your 20s and 30s shows in your 

40s and 50s, definitely. And I’ve realized how many of the people I know, they are never taking care of 

themselves but it´s also to show now. Sadly, I see a lot of my girlfriends how sedentary they are. And they 

always are ―Argh you are so dugleg that you are walking‖. 

L: You can do it, too! 

F: Yeah, yeah, exactly. I would love people to join me. I would love it, I don’t always want to walk on my 

own or with the dog and stuff like that. It´s great, it´s a great way to spend time together. I miss one South 

African friend who moved back to Uganda, we would always go walking together, I really missed that when 

she moved you know. Nice, every Sunday morning early we would go for long walks, and we have coffee 

together afterwards, people generally don’t do that here. Óli does it sometimes with me, but not so much 

lately. But I wanna get back into it, cuz I love it. 

L: How about numerical results that you get from Endomondo, how do they make you feel?  
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F: You know, when I reach a goal, I love them, when I don’t, I freaking hate it. And you know what – I don’t 

post my bad goals (laughing). I don’t because if it says like you have walked 50 km a month but then I’ll 

know that.. for instance when Daniel was delivering newspapers and I would help him, sometimes I would 

do it myself, I was walking like 3 to 6km in the morning, before I even went  to work or did anything and 

then my numbers were actually going through the roof. And then when I stopped it for Daniel cuz he quit, 

also my numbers were so low, I was like jeez, I was so pissed with myself. Cuz honestly I was in great 

shape, if I was not doing anything really extra. But actually I don’t post my bad numbers, I have to admit it 

(laughing). Cuz I hate them (laughing).  

L: But why do you work out? What is the reason behind it? 

F:  I want to look good. Yea, I do and for the most part, I am proud of the way I look. And that’s a nice 

feeling – I like that I like myself. I didn’t always like myself, Lina, and life is so much nicer when you like 

yourself. And yeah, it’s probably vanity and I don’t think vanity is a bad thing. Not vanity, vanity is too hard 

a word. 

L: No, vanity is too hard but I know what you mean.  

F: Exactly. I am very aware of the way I look and I’ve been brought up like this – my grandmother was the 

same, my mother that way. Not that my mother was even any pressure, I didn’t even feel like I have to go 

and have eye surgery and do my boobs. I am not against plastic surgery but I’m it´s not a move forward for 

myself. But I like looking good, it is important to me and it’s like that I have to set goals and … yeah, I don’t 

want to be one 70 years old who feels like 80. I want to have a healthy sex life when I am 70 and still be able 

to dress in a nice pair of jeans and feel great. And you can’t just suddenly decide that at 70, you have to work 

all your life for that, it’s a lifestyle. And the results are always very nice. And I like, especially also Lina, I 

have been lived through depression and tablets and I did for quite a few years, I am so thankful, that I have 

found this way for myself, I am so grateful. I am grateful that I can sleep at night cuz I was hooked on 

sleeping tablets as well and depression tablets, I was like one big pill cocktail. I am so thankful that I am not 

like that anymore. I’m very very thankful.  

L: Do you have a gym membership? 

F: Not at the moment, no. But through the years I usually have but I don’t currently. Mostly because I cannot 

afford it at the moment cuz I have been on a travel but I would love to have a gym membership, that’s on my 

list of to do once I get my salaries straightened up. 

L: Have you used Endomondo there when you have been? 

F: No, I haven’t. Actually Óli bought me one of those things for my arm, so that I can put it on and I didn’t 

find very comfortable to wear, that’s why Óli’s brother got one of those bracelets, I am not sure which 

company it is, but it tracks everything. It is like Endomondo, and I wanted one of these bracelets cuz I 

thought it might be an easy way of tracking it. I mean do Endomondo do that as well or? 

L: No. but you can transfer the data from these into Endomondo through the computer. But then it is a bit of 

work. 

F: Oh, I see, yeah. But I didn’t find this comfortable having the iPhone tied to me and I have found out that 

Endomondo does eat battery. And I know Marry complaint as well – it eats a lot of energy. Also if you use it 

during the day to work and back, your phone would be dead, sometimes before you go home. And that 

would piss me off, if I´m half way through a walk and my phone goes dead. Cuz I want to know how much I 

walked! (laughing) 

L: What are your expectations of a fitness tracking app? What do you need it to do? 

F: Just to keep on top of being fit, you know. I don’t know, I like to…you know, if you know you are 

keeping up with certain things like fitness wise, you know you can allow yourself to slack off on other things 

and not feel guilty when you get an ice cream cuz I know I walked 20kms yesterday. It´s not the end of my 

world and I enjoooy the ice cream! I´m not gonna sit and feel guilty about it. Cuz some people are like: ―Oh 
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shit, I´m going to the ice cream store!‖. You are supposed to enjoy the things you eat, in fact you have to, 

you shouldn´t ever eat something and feel bad. It´s bad for you, you know.  

L: Is Endomondo meeting your expectations about tracking? 

F: Yeah.  

L: Have you rated the app in the play store? 

F: No, I haven’t. They’ve asked me a couple of times but I am always like ―Later, later, later‖ cuz I usually 

am on a mission when I am going to work. Cuz when it comes up on the app, it’s when I am using it, and 

often I am on a mission walking and don’t think I can actually do any survey while I’m walking … I can´t 

walk, I can’t do 2 things at once sometimes.  

L: I think the rating is like you click on 1 star of 5, I don’t know whether it is a survey, I haven’t done it 

either. Have you researched or googled the app? Do you know anything about it? 

F: No, I haven’t. Cuz it serves what I like to use it as, when I saw how Mary used this, just like walking, 

posting a walk, my use is pretty basic and I enjoy that. I mean it definitely meets my expectations.  

L: Have you pep talked somebody over the app?  

F: Yeah, definitely.  

L: By pep talked I mean they have this option in the app and your friends on the friends list, if you catch a 

friend who is now outside running whatever, you can see it – this guy is outside running, and there is a line 

where you can write something like ―Yeah! Go Olli!‖ or whatever, while you are walking, eh, running the 

person is going to be read out for them. Message from Felicia ―Go Olli‖ or whatever. 

F: Really? Is that so? (surprised). That’s great! Cuz sometimes received requests from friends on 

Endomondo, I think ―Why would be friends on Endomondo?‖. Now I didn’t know that these things exist cuz 

I haven’t looked into it. That is cool! (Explaining to her how to use pep talk not transcribed until min 29).. I 

am definitely going to use that!  

L: Do you have friends on the Endomondo app? 

F: I probably have like 3 or 4 friends.  

L: And you know them all personally? 

F: Yes, always. (Checking her phone to see how many friends exactly she has). Endomondo has sent me a 

message ―Have you been working out this month?‖ – ―No‖ (she gives an answer to the message, laughing).  

L: Really? 

F: Yeah, cuz this month I haven’t actually used it a lot at all because I quit the job one week into August 

where I was working, so I wasn’t actually using it a lot, I had so many things going on. So now they are 

reminding me. ―Are you getting fat?‖ (laughing).  

L: Have you been offered the premium version trial? 

F: Yeah, I have been offered a couple of premium things but I’ve always said no because I like what is and I 

never trust premium trials with anything because usually it comes with a big price at the end. And I am 

happy with how it works, I don’t need premium.  

L: Have you participated in Endomondo challenge? 

F: No, I haven’t. I kinda challenge myself enough so.  

L: Because sometimes, you know, they have by this yellow bell challenges sometimes.  

F: Is that a challenge that is designed especially for me or? 

L: It’s a company that they post it and you can win something if you win the challenge.  

F: I can see here challenges (looking at her phone). Create a challenge.  

L: No, I mean the yellow bell on top. They have 2 kinds of challenges – one that you can create yourself and 

the other one is on the top of this yellow bell. Okay, no. (like she haven’t participated in a challenge). Why 

are you using Endomondo? 
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F: Because I like keeping track of how much I walk. I am interested in health a lot. And I think it’s great. I 

actually wish I had this years ago. For the last 25 years I have been interested a lot. 

L: Why will you continue using Endomondo? 

F: Cuz this is a continuous of lifestyle with me. And I haven’t found anything else that actually tracks 

something like they do. It’s the first one that I saw and I like the look of and I tend to stick with things like 

that. I think there is a lot of other sort tracking applications but I am sticking with this one because I know it 

and I like things to stay the same.  

L: What do you think is the main purpose and the main use of Endomondo – the tracking or the social part? 

F: For me tracking. Definitely.  Cuz my friends I see on Endomondo are my friends on Facebook anyway, 

and I use that as the main thing. And that’s why I share all my Endomondo news, you know.  

L: In what way does the data from the app help you improve your fitness regime? Or does it help you at all? 

F: It definitely drives me cuz I like to reach a certain goal. I like to be a 120km a month and I think that’s 

been my top goal and I have reached it a couple of times and that’s what I want to stay at. Now I want to find 

a way that I can track this everyday cuz honestly I have crazy days working this new job and I want to be 

able to track this – I would love to know how much I walk at work while I’m working you know. 

L: The steps or the calories or? 

F: Steps. And calories.  

L: Have you received any reminders from Endomondo when you haven’t used it for a while? 

F: I might have but generally when I started first using it up until the beginning of this month where I slacked 

off I have used it almost every day. So I haven’t really received any reminders.  

L: What other apps have you used for your health? 

F: I think this is the only one cuz … yeah, this is the only one. 

L: Do you use any other wearable devices? F: No, not yet. 

 

 

Interview with Aron 

23.08.2015  

L: What do you think about exercise and physical activity in general? What do you believe about it? 

A: I think it is very important. And I think in order to remain a healthy lifestyle you must exercise regularly. 

Exercising is very important for everyone and particularly for people that have reached a certain age.  

L: What kind of age? What do you mean? 

A: I think people that are or have peaked or in their primetime or passed the blooming era, let’s say +30-32, 

they need to remain active to some extent, especially if they are getting a bit too heavy. And for example the 

easiest way is to go out running.  

L: How did you find out about Endomondo? 

A: I found about Endomondo by complete coincidence. I was surfing through some running apps online and 

the review that Endomondo has received at that time and this is about 3 years ago was better than any of the 

others I was going through. So I checked it out and I liked the features that it was offering, especially what 

caught my attention was the multiple choices of different exercises – e.g. walking, running, football etc.  

L: So you just googled it on your own, you researched it? 

A: I didn’t google it. I think I went through the google play store or google apps, I just simply searched for 

running apps.  

L: When did you use the app last time and can you walk me through the process how you used it? 

A: Last time I used it yesterday in Reykjavik Marathon and I simply open it on my phone. When I do a new 

workout and then I wait for the GPS to kick in and when it’s all settled, press ―play‖.  

L: Did you state your intentions to friends or spouse before starting to work out?  
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A: Through the app or? 

L: No, did you talk to people about it. That you are going to work out, to start. 

A: Ah, yeah, I mean I don’t think this exact case reflect the way that I tell anyone that I am actually going 

out to exercise. Yesterday was an exception because everyone knew about the marathon but in general I 

don’t. 

L: No, not in general but like before you started using it. Let me explain actually – did you share people that 

you intend to start workout regime or running or something like that. 

A: No, not at all. 

L: Nobody? You just started? 

A: I just started. 

L: Do you think about the app before going out for a run? Or do you work out you go out and then you are 

like ―oh, I better turn the app on‖? 

A: No, in my case I always turn the app on before I go out. Because I wanna keep track on my running. So I 

always have the app on and I don’t think if I am not able to have the app with me, I feel a bit sour (maybe he 

means angry) because then I have lost one or two times m overall running summary so it’s very important 

that I have the app before I go out running. But then I can tell you that there might be a handful of times that 

I have not had the app with me but that’s it. Now if I am exercising abroad and I don’t have GPS access 

through the 3G, I would simply track down the minutes and after running for almost 2 years, you simply 

know how far you are going each time and if there is a map, let’s say a google map or city map, you simply 

measure the distance that you did and then afterwards you can with good conscious put in your distance and 

time. 

L: Manually put it in the app? 

A: Yeah, manually.  

L: Do you ever use Endomondo when you are not out exercising, e.g. to check if your friends are or anything 

on the app? 

A: Not so much but it’s increasing. 

L: Aha, lately? 

A: Lately.  

L: Why? 

A: Simply because I have discovered that you can have friends on Endomondo or the other way around – I 

was approached by people and that caught me curious about other features of the app. 

L: How is your workout different now from before since you are using Endomondo?  

A: The first I started running I started using Endomondo because I had Endomondo before on my phone but I 

have never used it before. So that the day 1 I started exercising, I used Endomondo. So you can simply say 

that I have used Endomondo from day 1. I’ve tried other apps but I made sure when I was trying other apps 

that I would be using Endomondo also. So wouldn’t lose anything.  

L: So you started using other apps after you have had Endomondo?   

A: Yeah, just to try them out? 

L: And? 

A: I think … they were that similar that wouldn’t bother mixing up the data base that I had gathered at that 

time. Because I have this pretty exercise clock (he means watch). It’s a polar loop and with the polar loop 

you have 2 different apps, not 1, two and that’s just too much. So I don’t really use the apps that came with it 

that much, it’s more for my own personal intentions, so Endomondo still  remains my number 1 choice.  

L: Do you use the history in the app, like do you look at it before you go for a run or after? 

A: Yeah, absolutely. I only use the history when it comes to see e.g. what was my last time and also how 

much have I exercised and how many km I have run this week. I can simply go to Endomondo website and 
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gather that information but I think it’s more convenient to do it through the phone. So yes, and afterwards I 

will also check. Especially if I am running the same distance and I can compare maybe the last 2 or 3 to see 

if I did any better. 

L: Which other options are you using from the menu of the app? 

A: On the top of my mind, it’s mainly just workout and history and then sometimes I check if people have 

put in some interesting programs or to see how other people are doing.  

L: Because they can create these walking, running routes you mean? 

A: Yeah, routes, exactly. I see if anyone has done my route. But I am not that much into putting my route 

into the database, I don’t know. 

L: Just to save it, right? 

A: Yeah, to save it.  

L: Why are you not using the other options you think? 

A: I don’t really have a sorted answer to this, it’s just that the other 2 are at this point sufficient to me. They 

are enough at the moment.   

L: No, I mean the other options on the menu. 

A: I don’t need them at the moment.  

L: Have you created a challenge for your friends? 

A: No and simply because I don’t really have that many friends on Endomondo that will be up for the 

challenge, so to say. And if they would be a couple of candidates, I don’t know if they would be able to do 

the same route as I did. But it’s fun to watch others. I simply just have too few at the moment. 

L: Have you participated in the public challenges, you know, the ones that you see under the yellow bell.  

A: No, I have not.  

L: Why not? 

A: I have just not been interested into doing so. Maybe later. 

L: What do you think about the interface and the design of the app? 

A: It’s okay. It doesn’t really need to be more complicated than it is and it’s just a running app and it should 

simply just have the possibility, or just say, it should be kept very simple. Because if you go now out for a 

run and you are now playing football, you are looking for the fewest options as possible. Or the procedure 

before you start exercising should be the fastest as possible.  

L: Where is the app on your phone – is it on your desktop, the 1
st
 screen or the next ones? 

A: It’s on my next one. 

L: Do you ever use the data from your previous workouts and in what way? Do you share it online or do 

you.. 

A: I have not shared any of the distances online. By online you probably mean the social media? 

L: Yeah. 

A: No, I have not. 

L: Why not? 

A: It’s just not my thing to brag about, I mean I don’t think, it’s just an exercise, so. I see a lot of people do 

that, especially if they’ve cycled, like some kms, but I haven’t felt the urge to share this (14:07). Maybe I 

will do one day (laughing). Not even when I don’t have marathons.  

L: Do you learn anything new about yourself because of the app? And what is it? 

A:  No, not really. I mean if you can say you learn something about yourself, is that you are able to improve 

your results. If that qualifies for learning something new about yourself.    

L: Yeah, doesn’t it? Of course.   

A: I mean, I am simply competing with myself, so. Yeah, it helps me to do so. 

L: What do the numerical results do for you? How do they make you feel?  
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A: Those are just numbers, digits, so, on a screen but you know – it makes you feel good if you have done 

well, done better especially compared to the previous exercise. 

L: Why do you work out? 

A: To live a healthy lifestyle and keep myself fit. Plus, I actually enjoy just being able to go out and run.  

L: Do you have a gym membership?  

A: No. 

L: Why not? 

A: I don’t think I have enough time to hit the gym on top of running.  

L: What are your expectations of a fitness tracking app? What do you need it to do? 

A: Well, it needs to do everything that Endomondo offers at the moment – time clock, lapse clock, pace, 

GPS built in, a map and a history database that you can access your previous exercises.  

L: Is Endomondo all meeting your expectations then? 

A: I would say so, yeah.  

L: Have you rated the app in the playstore? 

A: Yes, I think I rated it about a month or so after I started using it actively. And at that time I rated it I think 

4 because the GPS was sometimes messing with me. But it might not have been Endomondo’s fault, it might 

have been just the phone’s fault.  

L: Or the 3G or something? 

A: Yeah, the 3G, GPS. Because sometimes if the GPS is not on the spot, it would have Endomondo 

automatically calculate the distance wrongly. It interfere with the right results. So you have to change it 

manually, so I was a little bit frustrated with, which I thought at that time it was Endomondo’s fault. Maybe 

it wasn’t. So I rated it 4.  

L: You said earlier you have not googled the app. You haven’t really researched it. Do you know anything 

about it? 

A: Yeah, I mean I have … full access on the website so I have there much more options. The statistics are 

fun to look at. I actually enjoy them comparing them to my previous exercises, the overall summary and then 

how much I have exercised on particular week or during a particular area and then on monthly basis they will 

send you the summary of last month. And then you can compare. 

L: What do you think about this when they send you a summary? 

A: The summary is nice but what I don’t like about them sending me automatic e-mails instead (he means 

stating) you need to keep moving when obviously if they would actually been looking, they would know that 

you have been actually exercising so. I sometimes send them an e-mail back. I know that they don’t look at it 

because it is an automatic reply but (laughing) so I think it’s bunch of bullshit.  

L: They send you a reminder to go out and exercise when you already have? 

A: Yeah. So it is obvious that they are not sending this to only people that are not exercising or staying 

active, so it’s obvious that they send this to everyone. Because if you are running over 100 km a month, then 

obviously they shouldn’t need to send you anyway.  

L: Have you pet talked somebody through the app? 

A: Yeah, I have.  

L: You have? 

A: Yeah, I have. But I have been pet talked more than I have pet talked anyone else.  

L: what do you think about this option? 

A: It’s funny, it’s actually hilarious. Sometimes when I am running and I get this message through my 

headphones, I just, it cracks me.  

L: Do you think that motivates you in some way or? 
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A: Yeah, it can but I can also have someone saying something funny, on the other hand. At least makes you 

run.  

L: Do you have friends on Endomondo that you don’t know personally? 

A: No, I don’t think so.  

L: Have you been offered the premium version trial? 

A: Mhm. 

L: Have you tried it? 

A: I think I tried it last year.  

L: What is your experience of it? 

A: It didn’t really change anything in terms of how I exercise. So I don’t need the full subscription.  

L: Have you participated in any Endomondo challenge? 

A: No. 

L: Because there are 2 types – one under the bell and there is another one that a friend can create. But, 

alright. Why are you using Endomondo? 

A: Because at that time when I needed a running app or exercise app, that was the one that had the best 

overall review on google app store.  

L: Which sport do you track the most? 

A: I have only used Endomondo for running, except 3 or 4 times I tried to use it for football (soccer) but 

apparently the GPS was not available in this indoor football venue. Because it can’t go through the roof, so I 

stopped using it for that purposes.  

L: Really? Because the GPS couldn’t track it? 

A: Yeah, the GPS couldn’t track it through the roof because the roof is made out of 2 thick layers.  

L: Okay, because you were inside a building. 

A: Yeah. And then afterwards having a phone and playing football is just too much of a hassle.  

L: Do you have the thing on the hand, the shoulder, you know. 

A: At that time I had it in my pocket but when I run I have it on my upper arm.  

L: How is that? Is it good? Is it comfortable? 

A: Yeah, it is very comfortable.  

L: What do you think is the main use and the main purpose of Endomondo? The tracking or the social part? 

A: For me or you mean in general? 

L: In general. 

A: I think in general, and that applies for me as well, is the tracking. I personally don’t use the social media 

features but I know many that do.  

L: In what way does the data from the app help you improve your fitness regime? 

A: Well, the data allows you to compare previous exercises so you can always go back and see how you did 

and that way you can at least have the option of improving yourself.  

L: What other apps have you used for your health? 

A: I tried using the polar loop running app, which is called polar flow, then the other is called I don’t 

remember, polar something. But they work differently. 

L: And that’s for running or? 

A: Yeah, for running and all exercises.  

L: Do you use any other wearable tracking device? 

A: No, apart from Endomondo and polar loop (the watch), no.   

 

 

Interview with Patty 
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L: What do you think about exercise and physical activity in general? 

P: I think it is cool. I think it’s really important and it’s the way to go for society nowadays, especially when, 

well at least most of the people I know work in an office, like in a seated position 8 hours a day and then you 

know obesity is a problem that’s been like growing up lately. Everybody is complaining of this illness and 

that illness and it is, I don’t know, my idea is that all of it is due to less physical activities, like the body is 

not working as hard as it is supposed to. So yeah, I think physical activity is really important. I try to exercise 

as often as I can. And I always try to encourage my friends and family to do that as well.  

L: Really? 

P: Yeah, they are a bit reluctant (laughing).  

L: How did you find out about Endomondo? 

P: I have no idea. I mean I don’t even remember when this happened like long time ago, I suppose. Maybe 

I’ve heard it from friends about an application that measures your physical activity. I started using it 

originally for running. 

L: Do you remember when? Approximately? Last year? Longer? 

P: Longer I think but can we check it maybe? We can check it in Endomondo. I am sure you can check it 

when your profile has been created but … I don’t know where and how (looking at her phone at that 

moment).  

L: Do you think maybe you saw it on Facebook – you know, somebody sharing their workout? Could that be 

the way that you found out? 

P: I don’t know, really. I have no idea. I mean I don’t even remember when I did it. When I look at my 

picture right now, this is a picture from my graduation, which was like 3 years ago, and I don’t remember 

changing it so. Yeah, I have no idea. 

L: Okay, so it is approx. then maybe? 

P: Yeah, maybe – 2-3-4 years but definitely after I came to Denmark.  

L: When did you use the app last time and can you walk me through the process of how you used it? 

P: Well, I just used it today because I have this knee injury and I cannot run anymore so now I do a lot of 

cycling. And my physical therapist recommends that I should cycle 15 to 20 km a day. I mean I have been a 

bit lazy and he said I should do it every day. I probably do it once or twice per week but now starting today, 

I’ll try to do it as often as possible, every day if possible. So I just cycled 16 km today after work and it’s 

good. The thing with Endomondo is that … what is the process - I just went off work and unlocked my bike, 

but my bag in the basket and then just start Endomondo and start cycling. But then of course you stop at the 

traffic lights and the timer continues to calculating the time and. Then the cool thing is that I know I have a 

goal of let’s say 20km per day, I don’t want to look at the application every 5 minutes to check how long 

distance I have done already. The cool thing is that the application tells you each km what your time is for 

each km and how many km you’ve cycled already. 

L: Really? Each km?  

P: Yeah. It says ―Km number 5‖, the lap time for this. So it gives you the time for the last km you have 

cycled and it gives you the total time of your exercise. Which is cool.  

L: Before starting to workout, do you remember if you talked to your friends or some close people that you 

are going to do it or you just started? 

P: Started using Endomondo? 

L: No, just before starting to work out in general. Or have you always been like pretty active? 

P: Yeah, you can say that I have always been very active. Since child or yeah, teenager and stuff. But when 

did a start running, I started running maybe 4 years ago and I think this is more or less when I started using 
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Endomondo as well because I started doing a program I saw on ―I Form‖, I think is called the magazine, 

where you have to learn how to run 5km. And then there are different workouts you do, 3 workouts a week, 

every week there is a different program. You know that follow weeks you need something because like the 

1
st
 day e.g. you should do walk for 2 mins, then run for 1 min. so you need either like a watch – very precise 

watch, or an app on your phone. And because I don’t have a watch on my arm, I used the phone for the 

workouts. 

L: To take the time. 

P: To take the time and just to follow up the workout. So maybe this is how I started using Endomondo. And 

at the beginning I remember I posted stuff on Facebook. 

L: You mean like share the workouts? 

P: Yeah. But it was just the first 2 or 3 workouts and then I stopped. It’s okay if people share it on Facebook 

but it could be a little bit annoying as well. E.g. on days when I have been lazy, on days I couldn’t make 

myself go out running, and I see someone else went our running, and I am like ―Oh, shit, do you have to just 

show it off into my face‖. 

L: How does that affect you though? When you see somebody else being out running? 

P: Well, I either ignore it or get like a little bit annoyed at the person or myself. I don’t know.  

L: Does it make you go out and run? Has it happened to you saw somebody running, they share the status 

and you are like ―You know, I am just gonna go and do it‖? 

P: No, no, no. I think it works the other way around, it kinda demotivates me. Well, I am not sure. It depends 

of course on my mood sometimes. But I think sometimes I either ignore it or I get like ―Why do you share 

it?‖, I mean … yeah. But sometimes, of course it depends on the person, I am like ―Wow, you did great! You 

ran 10km!‖ and I like the status. So it depends on the mood, I mean it’s different.  

L: Do you think you think about the app before you go for a workout or you plan the workout and then you 

are like ―oh, I have to record it‖? Or which one do you think it’s first? 

P: I first plan the workout and then I record it just to.. I mean I keep on wondering why do I use the app. I 

mean right now I use it because I want to keep a track on how long a run or I’ve been cycling. And there are 

different apps out there. There is one app called Health, I think from IPhone. But yeah, it’s more to keep a 

track on what I do on the workout. So I start the workout and then or just before starting the workout I start 

the app. But I don’t really think about the app itself.  

L: So it’s more like to record, like a journal? Would you say that – a journal, workout journal? 

P:  Well, it’s kinda cool that you have the past workouts so that you can check but I mostly do it just to know 

how long did I cycle today. I know that I have to cycle 16km, so I wanna know when those 16km are done 

and I can go home. It’s more or less to keep track on my current workout, not so much to keep track on my 

past workouts. I have never used it actually but it is cool to have them and maybe look at some statistics how 

many km you have exercised this month or this year or something. You don’t do it on a daily basis on a 

month, or I don’t do it at least.  

L: Do you ever use Endomondo if you are not out exercising? To check e.g. what your friends on 

Endomondo are doing or anything else?  

P: No, not really.  

L: How is your workout routine different now from before? Now that you are using Endomondo? 

P: … well, I started more or less using Endomondo when I started running so. I don’t know and I have the 

program I wanna follow beforehand, so I don’t know what difference if it brings any difference to my 

workout or not. 

L: So the program, it’s somewhere written? 
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P: Yeah, there is this magazine I told you about – In Form, it’s a Danish magazine where they are typing like 

―Learn how to ride, how to run etc.; Learn how to prepare for half marathon‖. And now with this cycling my 

physiotherapist gives me a goal - go out there, cycle 15-20km and go home.  

L: Because you can, I think, enter a program in Endomondo on the option menu on the side. I think you can 

create your program there as well.  

P: Yeah? I haven’t tried it. It is like one of the additional services you get if you are premium user? 

L: I think it’s free, I think so. Not sure (laughing). So when you check your history, do you check it before or 

after a workout? I am saying a workout because you obviously are running and cycling and what else do you 

track? Do you track walking maybe? 

P: No, I have done it before walking tracking it but right now there is this, as I said, iPhone application 

Health, which doesn’t use so much battery. Because my battery goes down very fast when I use Endomondo. 

So sometimes even though I want to record my workout, I don’t because I know that I will be out of battery 

in no time. So yeah, for walking at least I don’t use Endomondo anymore because I have this other app on 

the phone which is running all the time in the background of the phone so it doesn’t take extra of the battery. 

And I don’t check so much of the history of my workouts actually.  

L: Which options are you using from the menu on the app? You know they have a lot of options there, are 

you using any of them? 

P: Options for what? 

L: They have like create a challenge, friends, create a workout, save your road. You know they have 

different options on the menu.  

P: Alright, I haven’t gone that deep into the application but I get reminders or invitations to take part in 

challenges at the beginning of each month and I usually accept them. I haven’t won anything yet but I just 

click ―accept‖ and participate.  

L: Have you created a challenge for your friends through the app?  

P: No, I haven’t. I actually have a friend who has created a challenge and invited me to it. But I never 

followed up what happened to this challenge, I don’t even remember what it was about. It was about running 

something. But no I haven’t (created any challenge). This could be fun. When I start running again I can 

create a challenge to my co-workers just for fun. 

L: Why do you think you are not using the other options on the menu? 

P: … because, I don’t know. Because I don’t find them that useful (laughing). I mean … 

L: Or maybe you haven’t looked into them or? 

P: Yeah (getting a bit shy). 

L: What do you think of the interface and the design of the app? 

P: I think it’s cool. It is easy to navigate through and it is a really good app, I think. The GPS finds you 

relatively quickly so when you start the app, it just takes a couple of seconds and then it goes green so you 

can start right away, you don’t have to … Because I got this running watch as a present and then with this 

watch sometimes it take minutes like 5 min before you can start running because it’s just looking for GPS 

signal. This is why Endomondo is pretty cool. It works quickly and it’s fast and the only thing … I don’t 

know. If you are a premium user, then you get this functionality but if you get the app for free, as I do, the 

only thing I find a little bit bothering is that e.g. when I go cycling and I have to stop, like e.g. today I had to 

stop to take up some post from 1 place, then I am not cycling but the app keeps on running the time and 

everything. It could be cool if it could somehow pause itself when I am not doing the workout anymore.  

L: Where is the app on your phone? On which screen?   

P: On the first page to the left so it’s really easy to use it.  

L: Do you ever use the data from your previous workout in anyway? 
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P: No, not really. I don’t really look into it. Sometimes it might be interesting but I just don’t take the time to 

look into it.  

L: You said you were sharing on Facebook before some of the data or the workouts. Not anymore? 

P: No. So just imagine maybe 3 or more years I shared it like couple of workouts. 

L: Why not anymore? 

P: Because … I probably did share it when I first ran my 5 km and I was like ―wow, proud, yeah I did it‖. 

But then why should I share it? I mean … like you use it everyday share it for each workout every 5 km I’ve 

been on the bicycle – share it – ―Patty cycled 5 km for 3 hours‖ (laughing) – ―Congratulations‖. I don’t see 

the reason to share it. But sometimes in the app itself my friends like my workouts, so if someone wants to, 

they are free to follow up my physical development.  

L: Do you learn anything new about yourself because of the app?  

P: This is a tough one. I never thought about it. I mean how could you learn something about yourself? 

L: When you have some statistics on your physical activity and you can see it now into some numbers and 

maybe it means something? Maybe you can make something out of it in your mind. Maybe it gives you 

something.  

P: Yeah, absolutely. It makes sense. I just haven’t looked at the statistics that much, so. 

L: But not even the statistics, just by the use of it. Do you think you have learned something new that you 

wouldn’t if you didn’t have the app? 

P: Well, it’s cool that I know how much I run and how much I’ve cycled so this is something that I not learn 

something out of it. Probably I do, I just can’t think of it right now.  

L: What does the data and numerical results do for you? How do they make you feel?  

P: Well, I think it’s kinda nice to see it written that you ran e.g. 14 km. It’s one thing to know it and then 

another thing to have it in the app. I remember before when I ran, I used to check on the map my road and 

everything. This is something cool. I think it makes me feel like happy or satisfied that I have achieved 

something.  

L: You were looking at google maps or something, before? 

P: In Endomondo you have like the numerical statistics of the workout, but you also have a map which 

shows the road you’ve been following.  

L: Why do you work out? 

P: Right now I do the cycling because my physiotherapist said that I should do it. I just want to keep in form, 

you know, health body, health mind. Just be healthy and in a good shape. I don’t wanna climb up the stairs 

for my apartment and get tired on the second floor just stop for a break. I wanna be in good shape and this is 

why I work out.  

L: Do you have a gym membership? 

P: No, I used to. I used to be a member of fitness.dk and then when I stopped going but continue paying then 

I said ―Okay, that doesn’t makes sense‖, so I stopped my membership. And then I became member of Fresh 

Fitness and it’s the same thing – like the 1
st
 couple of months I am keen on, going regularly and then I just 

stop going. After one year payment every month without going, I decided that it doesn’t make sense, so I 

stopped it. 

L: Were you going alone?  

P: Yes. 

L: But you still work out in different ways, obviously. 

P: Yes. Actually I never liked fitness that much it’s because you are closed in. All the fitness centers here are 

very nice, they smell nice and are clean and new but I just prefer to be outside. Of course, now when winter 

comes and it starts raining and the wind starts blowing and it gets cold, it would be an issue but I just don’t 
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find fitness so exciting. So I would rather go and I go swimming actually. And I would rather go to yoga or 

swimming than in the fitness. 

L: But you cannot track swimming though? 

P: Well you have in the app the possibility to choose swimming but then just the time runs or I don’t know 

how do they calculate. Maybe it’s just an average how much would you swim for an hour. Ah, I remember, 

yeah, I have been checking on my calories. In your profile you have your measurements – how many kilos 

your weight is and what your height is, so based on that the app calculates how many you’ve used on a 

workout. Which is something cool or interesting to know as well.  

L: When you swim? 

P: When you run, when you cycle, I think when you swim as well.  

L: What are your expectations of a fitness tracking app? What do you need it to do? And do you think 

Endomondo is meeting your expectations? 

P: Yeah, I think Endomondo is definitely meeting my expectations. I would like to be able to track the 

distance, and the time I’ve done it and then maybe speed sometimes for when you are running and this thing 

with the calories is cool. And then on Endomondo you have this like on each km it gives you for this 

particular km what your speed was and the time you ran it for, then it gives you out of 10 km when your 

slowest km was and then your fastest km was. 

L: While you are at it?  

P: After the workout is done, it’s just separates the whole workout in 10 lines then gives you for each km you 

ran different statistic.  

L: Have you rated the app in the play store? 

P: No. Or I don’t remember, maybe I did. I have no idea. 

L: Have you researched or googled the app? What do you know about it? 

P: No I haven’t googled it. What I know about the app is what I’ve used or experienced by using it. So it’s 

more practical knowledge I have about the app, then theoretical. 

L: Have you pep talked Endomondo friend through the app? 

P: No but some of my colleagues are sharing with me that they pep talked sometimes each other and it’s 

kinda cool.  

L: You know that option – while you are outside and they can write something. 

P: Yeah but I think you have to be on the app yourself when the other person exercises and you can see e.g. 

―Tina is running right now. Tell her: Go for it Tina!‖. My colleagues have shared that it is kinda strange 

because you feel like I mean you are listening to some music and then suddenly in your ears ―Go Tina, go!‖ 

and then you start looking around like ―Wow, where is this person? Is someone watching me or what?‖. So it 

could be a little bit creepy, I think, sometimes if you don’t know how exactly it works.  

L: No, you haven’t pet talked somebody. Have they pet talked you? 

P: No.  

L: Do you have friends on Endomondo that you don’t know personally? 

P: Let me check, I don’t know.  

L: How many friends do you have on Endomondo? 

P: (Looking at the phone) I know all of my friends and I have like 10 people.  

L: Have you been offered the premium version trial and what is your experience of it? 

P: I have been offered it but I have never accepted it.   

L: Why not? 

P: Because … I don’t know. … Because I am kinda happy with the free version of Endomondo.  

L: Why will you continue using Endomondo? 

P: For the same reasons I am using it right now – to keep track on my workouts.  
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L: Which sport do you think you track the most? 

P: Well, it’s either running or cycling. Probably cycling.  

L: What do you think is the main use and the main purpose of Endomondo – the tracking or the social part? 

P: Well, I suppose for every person it is kinda individual. For me it is definitely the tracking, the social part 

is not so important.  

L: Do you think the data in the app helps you improve your fitness in any way? 

P: The data itself? 

L: Yeah, the fact that you get a data. 

P: Yeah, probably. Because if you don’t know how much you ran, how would you know that you are 

improving, so. I think if I try to beat my time for the workout or to try to run more than last time or 

something, it would definitely help me improve it but as I am not using the app on its own, I mean I am 

usually following another program, the app itself doesn’t really improve my physic… I don’t know. The data 

itself? I don’t know, I don’t think so actually. I mean it’s kinda nice to know it and I use the data to track my 

workout but … yeah, it might affect it then (laughing).   

L: Have you needed to contact the customer service? 

P: No. 

L: Have you received any reminders from Endomondo when you haven’t used it for a while and what do you 

think about those? 

P: … I don’t think I have received. I mean by e-mail I receive a reminder or like ―Good job! You did a good 

job last month, keep on!‖ 

L: Like a summary? 

P: Yeah, more like supporting e-mail or more like encouraging. So ―You did a good job last month. Keep on. 

Stay on track. Keep on practicing.‖ and so on. Even sometimes when there are times I have used Endomondo 

only once in the whole month or zero times in the month, then I still get these e-mails like ―Wow, good job 

Patty. Keep on it.‖ Which reminds you that Endomondo is there, first of all, and then there are workouts, as I 

said, I had many workouts when I didn’t use the app because my battery would fall. So it’s not all the 

exercises I have done are recorded in Endomondo.  

L: Because you can also enter them manually. I don’t know if you knew that option. 

P: No I didn’t.  

L: What other apps have you used that you have downloaded for your health? 

P: That I have downloaded? 

L: Yeah, not built in the phone. 

P: None. No, I remember. There were those apps I don’t remember what they were called actually. But I 

deleted them actually after some time. 

L: About what? About tracking or? 

P: Yeah, they were like … or maybe not tracking, they were more like e.g. apps for squats, you have … and 

then it gives you a new program each day and follows up on your progress. So yeah, I had some apps like 

this. There was one for cycling. I have downloaded couple of them. But I didn’t use them so I deleted them.  

L: They are not tracking then, they are just.. 

P: Oh, yes, they are tracking. They have the data. 

L: Oh, they were tracking as well? 

P: Yeah. 

L: Okay. Do you use any other wearable tracking devices? 

P: Well, I have this watch for running but I don’t run right now so I don’t use it. Right now I just use 

Endomondo for cycling.  

L: And when you run, you would probably use it or? P: Yeah, I would use the watch as well.   


